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Subdirectly irreducible commutative automata 
B y Z . ESIK a n d B . IMREH 
M . YOELI gave a characterization of finite subdirectly irreducible automata 
with a single input sign (cf. [9]). In [8] G. H. WENZEL generalized this result for 
the infinite case.. In this paper we present another result along this line. Namely, 
we characterize all subdirectly irreducible commutative automata and hence all 
subdirec-ly irreducible commutative semigroups as well. 
Notions and notations 
An automaton is a system K = {A, X, S) where A is a nonempty set, the set 
of states, X i s an arbitrary set, the set of input signs and, finally, 8: A XX—A is 
the transition function. As in general, we shall also use this transition function 
in the extended sense, i.e. as a mapping 5: AxX*—A. Here X* denotes the free 
monoid generated by X. The identity of X* is the empty word X and 
We use the notation 8P to denote the mapping induced by p: Sp(a)=S(a, p) 
(a£A, p€X*). If a sign induces a permutation of A then it is called a permuta-
tion sign. In this way we can divide X into two disjoint sets XP and XNP. XP is 
the set of all permutation signs and XNP=X\XP. 
The mappings 8P (p£X*) form a monoid with respect to the composition of 
mappings. The identity of this monoid is the identity mapping on A, This 
monoid 5(A) is called the characteristic semigroup of A. Sometimes another rep-
resentation of the characteristic semigroup is useful in the literature. However, 
there is no essential difference among these definitions. 
Each automaton A=(^4, X, 8) can be considered as a unoid, i.e. as a uni-
versal algebra equipped with unary operations only. Thus the notions such as 
subautomaton, homomorphism, congruence relation, quotient automaton, free 
automaton etc. can be introduced in a natural way. In connection with these notions 
we shall use the following notations: if B £ A then [5] denotes the subautomaton 
generated by B, C(A) denotes the lattice of all congruence relations of A, if 0£C(A) 
and ad A then 6 (a) denotes the block containing a in the partition induced by 
6, AA is the equality relation of A, if B^A then OlB=OOBxB, finally, if 06 C (A) 
then the quotient automaton induced by Q is denoted by A /6=(A/9 , X, 8). Ob-
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serve that we have used the same notation 5 for the transition function of A/0 as 
well. An automaton A is called subdirectly irreducible if either A has one state 
only, or AA7t n ( 0 : 06C(A), Q^AA). 
Each subautomaton B = { B , X , 8 ) of an automaton A = {A,X,5) can be 
viewed as a congruence relation (7B€C(A): aaRb if and only if a,b£B or a=b. 
And what is more, C(B) can be embedded into C(A) in a natural way, i.e. by the 
correspondence 0—0' where aQ'b if and only if aOb or a=b for any a, b^A. From 
this it follows that an automaton is subdirectly irreducible if and only if each of 
its subautomaton is subdirectly irreducible (cf. also [8]). 
In the sequel we shall need a more general concept of subautomata, too. The 
automaton B = { B , Y , 5 ' ) is an X-subautomaton of A = ( A , X , S ) if B^A, Y^X 
and <5|Bxy=d'. For the sake of simplicity we shall not make any distinction be-
tween <5 and 5'. A special X-subautomaton of A is the X-subautomaton 
B—(A, XP, It is called the permutational subautomaton of A. 
Various concepts of connectedness can be found in the literature. In what 
follows we shall use two of these concepts. An automaton A = ( A , X, d) is called 
strongly connected if each state a€A is a generator of A and it is called connected 
if for arbitrary a,b£A [a\C\[b}^9. 
Our results pertain to commutative automata. An automaton A=(A, X, 5) 
is said to be commutative if Sxy=5yx is satisfied for any x,y£X, i.e. xy=yx is 
an identity in A. It is well-known that A is commutative if and only if 8P is an 
endomorphism of A for every p£X*, and this is the reason why if A is generated 
by a state a then A is a free automaton with free generator a. 
Thus a strongly connected commutative automaton is freely generated by any 
of its states. This implies that each input sign of a strongly connected commutative 
automaton A is a permutation sign, i.e. 5(A) is a commutative permutation 
group on A. 
We have proved in [2] (cf. Theorem 1) that if a finite commutative automaton 
A has a generator state then C ( A ) ^ C ( 5 ( A ) ) and | ^ | = |5(A)|, where C(5(A)) 
denotes the lattice, of all congruences of 5(A). However, we have not used the 
finiteness of A in proving this statement thus this remains valid for arbitrary com-
mutative automaton as well. Consequently, if A is a singly generated commutative 
automaton then A is subdirectly irreducible if and only if 5(A) is subdirectly 
irreducible. This was also discovered by I . PEAK in [5]. 
Strongly connected commutative automata 
The previously mentioned fact helped us to prove in [2] that a finite strongly 
connected commutative automaton is subdirectly irreducible if and only if it is a 
cyclic automaton of prime-power order. In this section we extend this result to the 
infinite case. 
According to [3, 6] Abelian groups Zpx and Z p~ — where p is a prime — are 
called cocyclic. An automaton A = ( A , X , S ) is cocyclic, if its input-reduced sub-
automaton is (A, ^ - i somorphic 1 to a strongly connected X-subautomaton of 
1 An automaton A—(A, X,.d) is said to be (A, ^- isomorphic to an automaton B = ( f i , Y, 6') 
if there exist bijections ¡i\ A—B and v: X— Y such that n{&(a, x))=S'(fi(a), v(x)) for any a€A 
andxSA'. 
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an automaton obtained by viewing a cocyclic group as an automaton. (By the 
input-reduced subautomaton of an automaton A~(A, X, <5) we mean an ^-sub-
automaton B = (A, Y, <5) where 7 is a maximal subset of X with the property 
that y19£y2(^Y) implies B is unique up to isomorphism.) Observe 
that a strongly connected commutative automaton A is cocyclic if and only if 5(A) 
is a cocyclic group. It is known that an Abelian group is subdirectly irreducible 
if and only if it is a cocyclic group (cf. [3, 6]). Thus, by our previous remarks we 
obtain the following 
Statement. A strongly connected commutative automaton is subdirectly ir-
reducible if and only if it is a cocyclic automaton. 
The general case 
In this section we shall characterize all subdirectly irreducible commutative 
automata. First we need some definitions. 
Let A=(A, X, <5) be an arbitrary commutative automaton and define the 
binary relation S on A as follows: a^b if and only if there is a word p(LX* 
satisfying 5(a,p)=b. It is not difficult to see that this relation is a preorder on 
A and it has the substitution property. Thus the relation ^ determines a con-
gruence relation 0€C(A): aOb if and only if a^b and b^a. Furthermore, the 
system (А/в, — where 0(a)s0(b) if and only if a^b — becomes a partially 
ordered set. It is obvious that if В = (В, X, д) is a subautomaton of A then 
B= U(0(6): b£В) and В/в is an upper ideal in (А/в, s ) . Conversely, if В is ah 
upper ideal in А/в then ( U (0(b): в(Ь)£В), X, S) is a subautomaton of A. 
The automaton A is called quasi-nilpotent if the following three conditions 
are satisfied by A: 
i) (А/в, S ) has a greatest element 0(ao) and 0(a0) = {a0} where a0 is called 
the absorbent state, 
ii) А/в\в(а0) has a greatest element which will always be denoted by 0(ai), 
iii) 0(a)<(5(0(a), x) holds for any д б Л \ { а 0 } and x£X provided that 
6 x^idA i 9 holds in the factor automaton A/0. 
Observe that for a quasi-nilpotent automaton А=(Л, X, S) the condition 
<5*=idA/e is equivalent to the condition that x is a permutation sign of A. Further-
more, if A is quasi-nilpotent and finite then (А/в, XNP, d) is nilpotent. 
Let A—(A, X, 3) be again an arbitrary commutative automaton and let 
Р(А/в) denote the power set of'_А/в. Define the mapping / : Р(А/в)-Р(А/в) by 
/ ( C ) = C U m a x C where max С denotes the set of all maximal elements in the 
complement of C. It is easy to verify that / is a monoton mapping, i.e. / ( C ) s 
c / ( C " ) provided C s C ' . Thus, by Tarski's fixpoint theorem, (cf. J7]) / has 
a least fixpoint M'. M' is the smallest subset of А/в such that max M ' = 0 . Let 
M(A)= U (0(a): 0(a)£M'). 
On the other hand it is well-known that the least fixpoint of a monoton mapp-
ing on a complete lattice can be obtained as the least upper bound of a chain con-
structed from the least element of the lattice. Applying this construction to / we 
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get M'={j M'z — or equivalently. M'= (J M'x — where for an arbitrary ordinal 
a a-zfi 
a the set M'a is defined by transfinite induction as follows: 
i) М'0=тах А/в, 
ii) М'л = M'ai U max M'ai if «=«1+1 , 
iii) M'a— (J М'лх if a ^ O is a limit ordinal. 
ai<a 
It is obvious — by transfinite induction on a — that M'a is an upper ideal in 
{А/в, and M'a does not contain co-chains. (By an со-chain in a partially ordered 
set (R, we mean a subset Q= {q0, qlt such that q^q^.... «un-
chains are similarly defined just require <70>^1>... instead of the above condi-
tion.) As M'a is always an upper ideal in (А/в, the system Af a (A)=(U(0(a) : 
0(а)£ЛО, X, <5) is a subautomaton of A. Observe that if A was a quasi-nilpotent 
automaton then M0(A)={a0} and M1 (A) = {a0} U 0 (tfj). If there is no danger of 
confusion we shall omit A in Ma(A) and M(A). 
A quasi-nilpotent automaton A=(A, X, 5) will be called separable if for 
arbitrary states a¿¿b(LA such that {a,b)^.M1 there is a word p€X£P satisfying 
both {0(а,р),д(Ь,р)}Г)Мт±& and д(а, р)т±5{Ъ, p). 
We are now ready to state our main result. 
Theorem. A commutative automaton A=(A,X,3) is subdirectly irreducible 
if and only if one of the following three conditions is satisfied by A: 
(a) A is a cocyclic automaton, 
(b) A is a separable quasi-nilpotent automaton and the X-subautomaton 
(Л\{а0}, XP,8), i.e. its permutational subautomaton without the absorbent state 
a0 , is the disjoint sum of pairwise isomorphic cocyclic automata, 
(c) A is the disjoint sum of a cocyclic automaton and an automaton of one 
state. 
Proof. In order to prove the necessity of our Theorem assume that A is sub-
directly irreducible. First we shall consider the case when A is connected and show 
that (А/в, S ) has a greatest element. 
As A is connected there is at most one maximal element in А/в. Therefore, 
it is enough to show that each element of А/в has an upper bound which is max-
imal. Assume to the contrary that there is no maximal element in the upper ideal 
B' generated by an element в(а)£А/0. Let U(0(6): в(Ь)£В'). (В, X, <5) is exactly 
the subautomaton generated by a, i.e. - B=[a\. Let b£B be arbitrary. There is 
a state b'£B such that 0(b)<0(b'), thus am^ÁA. We shall show that 
П(<ГМ: Ь€В)=АЛ. 
Suppose that с?¿d and сат d holds for any b£B. Of course we have c,d£B. 
There is a state Б^В such that {c, Indeed, if в (с)=0 (d) then we may 
choose В such that 0(c)<0(5) if 0(c)<6(d) or 0(c) and 6(d) are incomparable 
then let B=d. We supposed that c<r[5] d. But this is possible only if c=d, a con-
tradiction. Therefore, П(<т[()]: b£B) = AA. 
Let 0(ao) denote the greatest element of А/в. Since в(аи) is maximal in А/в 
(0(ао), X, 5) is a subautomaton of A, furthermore, by the definition of 0, it is strongly 
connected. On the other hand we know that (0(ao), X, <5) has to be a subdirectly 
irreducible automaton, thus, by the previous statement, it is a cocyclic automaton. 
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Suppose that |0(a„)[=»l. We show that in this case 0(ao) = A, i.e. A satisfies 
condition (a) of our Iheorem. 
Assume that a£A and a$0(a o) . Because of 0(a)<0(a o) there is a word 
p£X* such that <5(a,p)=a0. Let g£C(A) be the congruence relation induced 
by the endomorphism Sp . As ¡>P\e{aj is a permutation of 0(ao) we have <?je<>0) = 
=Ae(A0) and QJ±Aa. Thus еП<тв(ао) = Л л . This, by |0(ao)|=-l yields that A 
is suboirectly reducible, which is a contradiction. 
Now consider the case 0 (aQ) = {«0} and A ^ {a0}. By the same order of ideas 
as we have shown that А/в has a greatest element one can easily prove that every 
element of А/в\в(а0) has a maximal upper bound in A/0\0(a0). But A/0\0(a0) 
can not have two distinct maximal elements, consequently, there exists a greatest 
element в(a,) in A/0\0(ao). Indeed, if both 0(a) and 0(6) are maximal in 
А/в\9(а0) then criajD(xibi—AA and a[a], are satisfied, contrary to the 
subdirect irreducibility of A. 
Let 0 ( a j be the greatest element of А/в\в(а0). Let us divide X into two dis-
joint sets X1 and X2: X1={x: x£X, 8(a1, х)£в(а1)}, X2= {x: x£X, 5(a1, x)=a0}. 
Since 0 is a congruence relation we have <5(0(aj), x)Q0(al) if x f X 1 and 
д(в(а1), x)=6(a0) if x£X2. Hence A1 = (0(a1), Xx, 5) is a strongly connected 
Z-subautomaton of A. We now show that Ax is a cocyclic automaton. 
Assume that Ax is subdirectly reducible, i.e. there exist congruence relations 
{ ^ C X A j ) : if J ) with f i f e : i€ f)=Ae(ai) and (/£/). Define the con-
gruence relations !Рг€С(A) (if I) by the equivalence а Ф ф if and only if а д ф or 
a=b {a, bf A). It can be immediately seen that П(!Р£: i f I ) = AA and f¡7*АЛ 
(i£l) are satisfied. This contradicts the subdirect irreducibility of A. Therefore, 
Aj is subdirectly irreducible and thus, by our Statement, it is a cocyclic automaton. 
Next we show that 8X is a permutation of A and 5 (0(a), x)^O(a) holds for 
any x£X1 and ad A- Indeed, 5X is injective since otherwise we would 'have 
ffe(«0)ue(«;and o e ( a o ) [ J e ( a i ) , q ^ A a where q£C(A) is the congruence 
relation induced by the endomorphism DX. Now let ADA be arbitrary and let 
rk be the order of 8X in ^ ( A J . Define qQAXA by cgd if and only if there is a non-
negative integer n such that either S(c, xnrk)=d or S (d, xnr") = c. It is obvious 
that в is reflexive and simmetric and has the substitution property, i.e. it is an in-
variant tolerance relation of A. By the injectivity of ¿ x , i t can be seen that it is 
transitive as well. Thus Q£C(A). It is not difficult to see that Q Псгв(0о)ив(л1)=^л 
while о-в(Яо)ив(Я1)^^л- O n the other hand qt±Aa holds if {8x<n(a): m^sl). 
Therefore, for every and a£A there is an integer / ¡ s 1 such that a=S(a, x"). 
Consequently, <5 (0(a), x ) £ 0 ( a ) and x"—X is an identity in [a] implying that 5X 
is a permutation of A. 
As X1QXP and X2QXNP we get Хг=ХР and X2—XNP. We have shown 
that if xeXP then 5 (в (a), 0(a) holds for each a£A. Conversely, if 
<5 (0(a), x)Q0(a) holds for some a£A\Q(a0) then also ¿ ( O ^ ) , х)Я=в(а1) i.e. 
x£XP. This can be seen immediately as follows. As <5(0(a), x)=0(a) holds in 
A/0 we obtain that x=X is an identity in [0(a)]. But 0(a1)6[0(a)], thus, 
д(в((а1), х)=в(а1) in A/0, i.e. <5(0^), x)gO(al) in A. 
So far we have proved that if A is subdirectly irreducible, connected, moreover, 
0(ao)={a0} and А^в(а0) then it is a quasi-nilpotent automaton. Next we show 
that in this case (0(a), XP, XP, 8) for any a£A\0(a0), hence the per-
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mutational subautomaton of A without the absorbent state is the disjoint sum of 
pairwise isomorphic cocyclic automata. 
Indeed, if a £ A \ 0 ( a o ) then there exists a word p£_X* such that 8 (a, p)=aL. 
By commutativity, the mapping <5P(e(a): 6(a)—6(a^ is a homomorphism of 
(0(a), XP, 5) into (e(aj), XP, d). As (Ofo), Xp, S) is strongly connected <5p|e(a) is 
an epimorphism. Now we shall show that <5P|e(a) is an isomorphism. Assume that 
b, c£6(a) satisfy the condition d(b,p)=8(c,p)=d. Since (9(a), XP, 8) is strongly 
connected there is a word q£Xp such that 8(b, q)=c. By commutativity, 
d(d,q)=d, thus, q=X is an identity in (9(ai), XP, 8). In other words 8q^e(ai) = 
—ide(a i ). Let us define the relation Q£C(A) by UQV if and only if there is an integer 
nSO such that either 8(u,q")=v or 8(v,q")=u. Obviously, QC\<^e(.a0)ue(a1)=AA, 
and,hence, by the subdirect irreducibility of A, f rom this it follows that Q=Aa. 
Thus b—c and 8P|e(0) is an isomorphism. 
It remained to prove that A is separable. Consider the set Z of all pairs (a, b) 
(a^bZA) such that {a, b}<^0(ao)U0(ai) and for every word p£X£P if 8(a,p)£M 
then 8(a,p)=5(b,p). We shall show that if (a, b)^Z and x£XP then a lso , 
(8(a, x), 8(b, x))£Z. Assume to the contrary (<5(a, x), 8(b, x ) ) $ Z . There are two 
cases. Either there is a word p£X*P with 8(8(a, x),p)G,M and 8(8(b,x),p)$M 
or 8(a, xp), 8(b, xp)£M and 8(a, xp)^5(b, xp). In the first case, by commutativity 
and the facts 8X(M)QM and ¿ x ( M ) g M it follows that 8(a,p)£M and 
8(b,p)$M. This contradicts (a, b)^Z. One can get a similar contradiction in 
the other case, too. 
Suppose now that A is not separable, i.e. Z ^ 0 . Let (a, b)£Z and denote 
by Q£C(A) the congruence relation generated by the pair (a, b). By Malcev's 
lemma (cf. Theorem 10.3 in [4]), Q is the transitive closure of the relation W given 
by cWd if and only if there is a word p£X* with {c, d}Q {8(a,p), 8(b,p)} or c=d. 
As (a,b)£Z and (8(a, p), 8(b,p))f_Z holds for every p£XP it is not difficult 
to see that if 0(u)>0(a) and uTv are valid for some states u,v£M then u—v. 
Consequently, ei(w\©(fl))nM=^(M\e(a))nM- If a60(ao)U0(a1) then 8(a,p)=a0 
holds for each p£X^P. Thus 8(b,p)=a0 is also valid for each p£X£P. But this 
is possible only if b£0(ao)(J0(al) contradicting {a, ¿>}i£0(ao)U0(ai). Therefore 
0(a)<0(tfi) and hence ^|e(ao)ue(a1)=^e(«0)ue(ai)- T h u s us(.a1>=AA, a 
contradiction. 
We have already proved that if A is a subdirectly irreducible connected com-
mutative automaton .then A satisfies condition (a) or (b) of our Theorem. Assume 
now that A is not connected. Then A is the disjoint sum of its' connected sub-
automata Bt=(Bt,X,S) 0'€/, We have D f o i W kl)=AA while if | / | & 3 
or | / | = 2 and | 5 f | s 2 (i£l) then aA\B^AA (i£l). Therefore, | / | = 2 — say 
/ = { 1 , 2 } — and |52 | = 1. As Bx has to be a subdirectly irreducible automaton 
and it is connected, one can show that B2 is a cocyclic automaton, i.e. A satisfies 
condition (c) of our Theorem'. This ends the proof of necessity. 
Conversely, by our Statement, it is obvious that if A contents condition 
(a) or (c) of the Theorem then A is subdirectly irreducible. Hence assume that 
condition (b) is. satisfied by A. . 
We shall show that Qie^ueia^ ^ h o l d s for each congruence rela-
tion f?€C(A) generated by two distinct'states a,b£ A. 
\ . This is quite obvious if a, bf0(aa){J0(a1). Hence suppose that {a, b}% 
^ 0 ( a o ) U 0 ( a i ) . a n d se t Z={Q(C)\ C^M, |O(C ) |>1} . S ince A . i s s e p a r a b l e t h e r e is 
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a word ptXJp such that — say — 8(a,p)£M and 8(a, p)^8(b, p). Thus 
Since M/0 does not contain co-chains there is a state c 0 £M such that g(c0)£Z 
and 9(c0)*9(c) holds for any Q(C)£Z. 
Let us distinguish three cases and let J06e(c0), d ^ c ^ . First assume that 
c0=a0. If i/o£0(a1) we are ready. If d0$9(a1) then there is a word pdX^P with 
8(d0,p)£d(a1). At the same time 8(a0,p)=a0 thus we get a0e5(d0,p), i.e. 
QWa^ue iaO^e^ueM- Secondly assume that co€0(fli). . If d0^9(a1) then we 
are again ready. If 9(d0)<9(aJ then there is word p f X J p such that 8(d0, p)£9(al). 
But 8(c0,p)=a0 thus, a0e3(dQ,p). Finally, let 0(ao)U0(tfi). By separability, 
there is a word pfX^P with 8(c0, p)^8(d0, p). But 8(c0,p)£M because (M, X, 8) 
is a subautomaton of A and 9(S(c0,p))>9(c0) since A is quasi-nilpotent. Con-
sequently, (8(c 0 ,p) , 8(d0,p))eZ contradicting the maximality of 0(co). 
We have proved that every congruence relation g£C(A) generated by two 
distinct elements of A satisfies eioc^uct^) flta^uscao • Therefore, A is subdirectly 
irreducible if and only if (0(ao)U0(ai), X, 3) is subdirectly irreducible. On the 
other hand (Oid^UflCaj), X, 3) is subdirectly irreducible. This ends the proof of 
the Theorem. 
Commutative automata with a finite set of input signs 
In this section we shall point out that there is a somewhat simpler characteriza-
tion of subdirect irreducibility in case of commutative automata with a finite set 
of input signs. Actually, we prove 
Corollary 1. Let A=(A, X, 8) be a commutative automaton with finite X. 
Then A is subdirectly irreducible if and only if one of the following three conditions 
are satisfied by A: 
(a) A is a cyclic automaton of prime-power order, 
(b) A is a quasi-nilpotent automaton and its permutational subautomaton 
without the absorbent state is the disjoint sum of pairwise isomorphic cyclic auto-
maton of prime-power order, furthermore, for any a^b^A such that [a, b}% 
^0(a o )U0(a 1 ) there is a sign xfXNP with 8 (a, x)?i8(b, x), 
(c) A is the disjoint sum of a cyclic automaton of prime-power order and 
an automaton of one state. 
Proof. The proof follows by our Theorem and the fact that if A is quasi-nil-
potent then we have A = M(A). This latter equality can be seen by showing that 
if A is quasi-nilpotent then A/0 can not contain an co-chain. 
Assume to the contrary A is quasi-nilpotent and 0(Z>O)<0(61)<... is an co-
chain in (A/9, Let X={xlt ..., xr}. As 9(aj) is the greatest element of 
A/0\9(alj) there is a word q„=x^ ...x*? with 8(bn, q„) = for any wsO. Let 
«(") denote the vector consisting of the exponents occuring in qn, i.e. a(n) = 
— (a(n), . . . , arin)) (ra^O). By induction on t (t=0, ..., r) we show that there is an 
infinite sequence of indices {0, 1, ...} such that a ^ ^ a ^ holds if s ^ t and 
/</£/ , . If i = 0 then let / , = {0,1,...}. Assume that we have already constructed 
the set / ,_! ( f ^ l ) and consider r={(a , ( i ) , ..., Supposing r is finite 
we obtain integers / < / (i, with (oe((i), . . . , a ^ ^ a P , .. . , a r0)). Let 
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On the other hand, by 9(b,)^8(bj), there is a word p£XNPX* with 5(0(bt),p) = 
= 9(bj). Or even, we may choose p in such a way that 8(bi,p)=bj. Thus a 0 = 
= 5(5(b-„ qi),p) = 8(8(bi,p)q^=8(bJ, q^5(bj, qiw) = 8(bj, wq^=a1, i.e. a0s= a i 
yielding a contradiction. We have shown that r is infinite from which the existence 
of I, follows. 
Now let 1=1, and / < / (/, jd l ) . Applying the same sequence of ideas for 
the corresponding states bt and bj one can get a similar contradiction-. This ends 
the proof of Corollary 1. 
It is interesting to note that if A—(A, X, 8) is a subdirectly irreducible com-
mutative automaton and X is finite then A=Mm(A). This can be seen as follows. 
We have proved that A=M and one can prove in a similar way that there is no 
commutative automaton B with a finite set of input signs which is generated by 
one state such that (5/0, s ) contains an o0p-chain. Now, to see that A=Mm(A) 
assume to the contrary max and let 0(a)£max M'a. Set Z = {0(b): 9(a)< 
-=0(6)} and let Z0 consist of all minimal elements of Z (with respect to the or-
dering Of course ZQM'a. For every 0(b) £Z0 there exists a sign x£X with 
5(a, x)0(b). Thus Z0 is finite, Z0={0(b1), ...,0(b„)}. On the other hand Z can 
not contain Mop-chains since otherwise [a]/9 would contain to°p-chains. Thus, to-
gether with the fact that M'm is an upper ideal, Z={0 (b): (30 (i£ {1, ...,«}, 0(6f) < 0(6))}. 
As M'm= (J M'k, there corresponds an integer kt to each /€{1, •••,«} such that 
0(bi)£M'k. Let k= max kt. Obviously, Z Q cM' k and, since M'k is an upper ' ¡ = 1 n 
ideal as well, ZQMk. But in this case if 0(b) is such that 0 (a) < 0 (b) then 
9(b)£M'k, therefore, 0(a) is maximal in M'k, too. This results that 9(a)£Mk+1<^M'C0 
contradicting our assumption 9(a)£M'a,. 
Also observe that if A = ( A , X, 8) is a subdirectly irreducible commutative 
automaton with finite X and if A is generated by one state then A is finite, too. 
Indeed, we know that A = M a holds, thus, a0ZMm where a0 denotes an arbitrary 
generator of A. But Ma= | J M„, therefore, there is an integer n such that 
a0dMn and hence, A=M„. On the other hand the finiteness of X implies the 
finiteness of M„. 
The following simple example shows that the equality A=M(A) does not 
hold in general for arbitrary subdirectly irreducible commutative automata. In-
deed, let A={al,bi\ ¿SO}, /SO} and let 5: AxX-A be defined by: 




&(ai,yj) = a0 (iJ^O), 
8(bi,x) = bi+1, 
(d) 
It can be seen by an easy computation that A = ( A , X , 5 ) is a subdirectly 
irreducible commutative automaton with M(A) = {a„, ax, ...}. 
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Subdirectly irreducible commutative semigroups 
Our Theorem makes possible for us to describe all subdirectly irreducible com-
mutative semigroups. 
First we note that if S is a commutative semigroup which has no identity then 
S is subdirectly irreducible if and only if S 1 is subdirectly irreducible where S 1 
is S equipped with a new element 1, the identity of S1. The sufficiency of this state-
ment is obvious and does not require the commutativity of S. Conversely, assume 
that S 1 is subdirectly reducible, i.e. there are congruence relations Qi^AsI ( :£/) 
of S1 such that 0 (2 , ; / ) = J s i . We shall show that | s ^ is satisfied for each 
/ £ / . Suppose that e ; | s = As. There is exactly one element S with i g j l . Let s'£S 
be arbitrary. As gt is a congruence relation of S1ss'gis'. As S is closed under 
composition and ÖÍ|S=^S from this we obtain ss'=s'. This means that s is a left 
identity, and by commutativity, an identity. This contradicts our assumption on S. 
In the next corollary we use the notations in accordance with [1]. Observe 
that the congruence relations 9 of the previous section corresponds to the Green's 
congruence relations / of commutative semigroups. 
Corollary 2. A commutative semigroup S is subdirectly irreducible if and only 
if one of the following conditions is satisfied by S : 
(i) S is a cocyclic group, 
(ii) S is a commutative monoid with zero element and 
(a) there is a least O-minimal ideal R in S, 
(b) Jx is a cocyclic group, (Js, J1 |/s) = under the correspondence 
(a£ J±) if s^O furthermore, JS^JSJS,, for arbitrary s € 5 \ { 0 } and s ' ^ S X ^ , 
(c) for any {jj , ( s ^ s ^ there is an element sf S\J± with {íjJ, í 2 j } n 
HM7Í0 and s^^s^s where M denotes the least ideal in S such that M / f does 
not contain maximal elements with respect to the ordering JS=JS> if and only 
if s | s ' (s,s'£S), 
(iii) S does not contain identity element and S1 satisfies condition (ii) with 
Every finitely generated subdirectly irreducible commutative semigroup is 
finite. 
Proof. By our Theorem, Theorem 1 in [2], the representation theorem of semi-
groups and our previous remarks. 
This Corollary implies Corollaries IV.7.4. and IV.7.5. in [6]. 
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On attributed tree transducers 
B y Z . FÜLÓP 
Introduction 
The concept of attribute grammar was introduced by Knuth in [1] as a formal 
tool for defining the meaning of sentences generated by a context free grammar. 
Taking trees over some ranked alphabet instead of derivation trees of a context 
free grammar, and allowing the values of attributes to be only trees over another 
ranked alphabet, finally, restricting the semantic functions to tree-concatenation 
we obtain the notion of attributed tree translators. 
In this paper we study some basic properties of attributed tree transformations. 
Namely, we point out that each completely defined top-down tree transformation 
can be induced by an attributed tree translator while the class of all completely 
defined bottom-up tree transformations and the class of all attributed tree trans-
formations are incomparable. Finally, we prove some results concerning the com-
position of attributed tree transformations. _ 
I. Notions and notations 
Before turning to the discussion of attributed tree transducers we recall some 
fundamental notions and notations. . 
By a type, or ranked alphabet, we mean a finite nonempty set F of the form 
F— f 0 U-FVU.. .UF v ( F ) , where the sets F„ (N=0, . . . , v(F)) are pairwise disjoint. 
The elements of FN are called w-ary operator symbols. 
• For arbitrary ranked alphabet F and set S the set of trees over S of type F 
is the smallest set TF(S) satisfying 
( i ) F 0 \ J S ^ T F ( S ) a n d 
(ii) if / 6 F „ ( « ^ 0 ) ; plt ...,pn£TF(S) then f ( P l , ..., pn)<iTF(S). 
We can define the height (ht (/>)), rank (rn (/?)), root (root (p)) and the set of 
subtrees (sub (p)) of a tree p(ETF(S)) as follows: if p^F^US then ht (/?)=0, 
rn (/?)= 1, root (p)=p and sub (p) = {p} else, if p is of form f ( p i , -..,pn) for 
some « ( S I ) and / ( € F „ ) , then ht (/>) = max {ht ( / ^ I I ^ / S S M J + I , r n ( p ) = l + 
+ ¿ r n f o ) , - r o o t ( p ) = / and , sub( /7 )=(Úsub(A)]u{ />} . (=1 V;=i ) 
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Next we define the set path (p) of paths being in p as a subset of N* (where 
N* is the free monoid generated by the natural numbers, with identity A) in the 
following way: 
There,is a corresponding label Ibp(iv) and a subtree str„ (vv) for each path w 
in a tree p(£TF(S)). They are defined as follows: 
In the rest of the paper the pairwise disjoint sets of variables X—{xlt x2, ...}, 
Y={y! ,y 2 , •••}, £/={"i . »2> •••} and Z={z 0 , zx, ...} are kept fix. The variables, 
z0, z1, ... are used as auxiliary variables. For an arbitrary integer w(sO) the nota-
tions Xn,Y„,Un, Z„ are used to denote the sets {x1; ..., xn), {ylt ..., y„}, {w1; ..., «„}, 
{z1; . . . , z„}, respectively. 
If at most the auxiliary variables z1, ..., z¡ (/SO) appear in a tree p, then p 
is also denoted by p(zlt ..., z,). Substituting the elements s^, :.., s, of a set S for 
the auxiliary variables zx, . . . , z, in a tree p(z l 5 ..., z¡), respectively, we obtain an-
other tree which is denoted by p(s1, ...,s¡). 
Sets of form T(QTF(Xn)XTG(Ym)) (n,ms0) are called tree transformations 
and if (p, q)£ T then q is called an image of p. 
By a bottom-up tree transducer we mean a system A=(TF(X„), A, TG(Ym), 
A',P) where 0 are integers, Ais a nonempty finite set, A'QA, finally, 
P is a finite set of rules (or rewriting rules) having one of the following two forms: 
( a ) / ^ ! , ...,akz¿-aq{zh, ...,zt) where k, Is?0; f£Fk; a, ax, ..., ak£A; 
5€r c (ymUZ,)_; 1 and _ 
(b) Xj—aq where 1 ^j^n, a£A, q£TG(YJ. 
If there is a rule of form (a) in P for each f(dFk)\ a1; ..., ak (6/4) 
as well as a rule of form (b) for each j ( l s y ^ n ) , then A is said to be completely 
defined. Furthermore, if different rules have different left sides, then A is called 
deterministic. Let p, q£TF (Xn U(AXTG( Ym))). We say that q is directly derived 
from p — written p=>q — if q appears from p in one of the following two ways: 
(i) the tree aq(ptl, ...,pi) is substituted for a subtree f(a1p1, ..., akpk) of 
p and the rule (a) is in P; 
(ii) the tree aq is substituted for a subtree Xj of p and the rule (b) is in P. 
* 
Let us denote by => the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation =>. Then 
A A 
the transformation T(A) induced by A is: 
{A} if p £ F 0 U S 
path(p) { j v v | w 6 p a t h (p . ) } )u{A} if p=f(p1,...,pn) 
and 
root (p) if w = A 
lbPj(y) if w = jv, p = / ( p l 5 ..., p„), 1 S j S n , 
rp if w = A 
-strpj(u) if w = jv, p =f(pL, ..., p„), I á j á n . 
r (A) = {(p, q)\piTF(Xn), q£Ta(Ym) and p^>aq for s o m e a ( ^ ' ) } . A 
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Another type of tree-transducers is the top-down tree transducer. The system 
A(=(TF(Xn), A, TG (Ym), A', P)) is called a top-down tree transducer if A is a 
finite nonempty set, A'QA and finally P is a finite set of rules of the following 
two forms: 
(c) af(z1> ..., zk)^q(a1 z¡i, ..., a,zti) where k, / ^ 0 ; a, ax, ...,a¡£A; f£Fk; 
\Si1,...,il^kjq£Ta(YmUZiy> 
(d) axj-q where a£A, Imj^n, q£Ta(Ym). 
Consider the trees p, q(£TG(Ym{J(AxTF(X„)))]. The relation is now de-
fined as follows: p=>q if q appears from p A 
(i) by substituting the tree q(álP¡^, ..., a¡ p¡) for a subtree af(p1, •••, pk) of 
p if the rule (c) is in P, or 
(ii) by substituting the tree q for a subtree ax • of p if the rule (d) is in P. 
* 
Again, =»• denotes the reflexive, transitive closure of => and the transformation 
A A 
T(A) induced by A is given by 
T{A) - {(p, q)\PeTF(Xn), q£TG(Ym) and ap f q for some a^A% A 
If for all a(£A), 0), /(£ Fk) there is a rule of form (c) in P, moreover, for 
all a(£A), j(=\, ..., ri) there is a rule of form (d) in P then A is called completely 
defined. Finally, if different rules have different left sides and A' is a singleton set 
then A is called deterministic. 
The cardinality of a set S is denoted by |S | and we write s instead of the 
singleton {s}. 
II. Attributed tree transducers 
We now introduce the concept of attributed tree transducers. 
Definition 2.1. The system A(=(TF(Xn), A, TG (YJ, A's, P, rt)) where n, m s O 
is called an attributed tree transducer — shortly, AT transduder — provided 
(a) F and G are ranked alphabets; 
(b) A is a finite set, the set of attributes which can be written in the form 
A=ASUA¡ where As is the set of synthesized, A¡ is the set of inherited attributes 
with A sC\Ai=9; 
(c) A'SQAS; 
(d) rt is a mapping of Ai into nonempty, finite subsets of TG(Ym) (if At = Q 
then ri is not specified); 
(e) the set of rules (J Jp /)U ^ U is a finite subset of the set (Ax 
X(TF(Z)UX„))xTG(YmU(AxZ)). For tic sets Pf, for all fc(sO) and f ( f F k ) , it 
holds: 
(i) for each a(£As) at least one rule of the form af (z1, ..., zk)->-q(a1z¡i, ..., 
a¡Zi) ( / s 0 ; 0 ^ / j , ax, ...,a,eA; q^TG(YmUZl)) is in Pf, 
(ii) for each a(€A¡) and l S / S f c at least one rule of the form azj*-q(a1z¡i, 
•••> aizi) (/SO; O^h, alt ...,a£A; q£TG(Ym{JZ,j) is in Pf, 
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(iii) Pf contains only rules of type (i) and (ii). For PXj (for each j (= 1, ..., n)) 
it holds that for any a(£As) at least one rule of form aXj*-q{axzQ, . . . , a,z0) is in 
Px and there is no other rule in PX]. (Observe that here, as well as in the rest of 
this paper, the elements (x, y) of P are written x—y.) 
If we write "one and only one" instead of "at least one" in (e) moreover re-
quire A's and rt (a) (for each a£At) to be a singleton then we obtain the concept 
of deterministic AT transducer. 
Now let A be an AT transducer defined in 2.1 and take the trees TF (Xn U Z)), 
q, r(£TG(YmU(AXpath (p))U(AxZ))). We say that r is directly derived from q 
in p — and write q<=r — if r appears from q by one of the following manners: 
p, A 
(a) substituting the tree q((a vx), ..., (ah v,)) for some leaf (a, w)(6 A Xpath (p)) 
of q if the following conditions hold: 
(i) a£As, 
(ii) l b p (w)= / (€F f c for some i s O ) , 
(iii) af(zx, ..., zk) - q(ax zh, ..., a, zu)£Pf, 
(w if ij = 0 
(lv) Vj = \wij if 1 — ij — k (;= 1, ..., /); 
(b) substituting the tree q((a1, iv), ..., (a,, u>)) for some leaf (a, w) of q if 
(i) a e A s , 
(ii) ibp (w)=xj (ex„), 
(iii) axji-q(a1za, ..., a,z0)£PXj hold; 
(c) substituting the tree q((ax, vx), ..., (a{, v,)) for some leaf (a, iv) of q if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) a£A„ 
(ii) w=vj (v£ N*, j£ N where N is the set of natural numbers), 
(iii) l b p ( v ) = f (dFk for some 
(iv) 1 ^ j ^ k , 
(v) azj—q(a1z i i , . . . , a ^ i ^ P j - , 
ro if /', = 0 
(vi) v, = \vi, if (i = l, . . . , / ) ; 
(d) substituting a tree in rt(a) for some leaf (a, u>) of q if 
(i) w=X, 
(ii) (¡(¿Ai hold; 
(e) substituting the tree (a, z}) for some leaf (a, w) if lbp (w) = ZJ(fZ) holds. 
Let « = denote the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation <== . (Some-p, A p, A * • 
times, if A is clear, instead of the notations < = ' -<= we simply write <=, <=, re-
p,A' p,A p p 
spectively.) 
Definition 2.2. Let A be the AT transducer defined in 2.1. By the transforma-
tion induced by A we mean the set 
nA) = {(p, q)\PiTF(Xn), q(LT (Ym), (s0, ).) for some s 0 ( € ^ ) } . Pi A 
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Observe that, in order to define the .transformation induced by an AT trans-
ducer, it would have been enough to introduce the concept of derivation in a simpler 
way. Namely, it would have been enough to take p from TF(Xn) and the trees q, r 
from T ^ y ^ L M X p a t h (/>))) — hence, (e) would have disappeared. The previously 
given more general notion of derivation will be needed only in Section IV. 
Definition 2.3. Let A be an AT transducer. We say that A is circular if there 
exist p(eTF(X„)),Q(€TG(FmUAXpath(p))) and (a,w)(€AXpath (/>)) such that 
(a, vt>)<= q holds and (a, iv) occurs in q as a leaf (where <== is the transitive closure 
p, A p, A 
of -<==). D . E . K N U T H has pointed out in [1] that the circularity problem of attribute 
p, A 
grammars is decidable. The algorithm presented by Knuth, with a small modi-
fication, is suitable to decide whether an AT transducer is circular or not. In the 
rest of this paper we shall always confine ourselves to noncircular AT transducers. 
Therefore, it is clear that for an arbitrary AT transducer A(=(TF(XN), A, 
TG(Ym),A's,P,rtj), and for each p(fTF(X„)) and (a, w)(€v4xpath (p)) there 
* 
exists a tree q(£TG(Ym)) (if A is deterministic then only one) for which (a, w)<=q 
p 
holds. Thus we may say that A is completely defined and this way of speaking is 
in accordance with the discussion of bottom-up and top-down tree transducers. 
Since A is completely defined it is clear that the domain of T(A) is the set TF(X„). 
Furthermore, if A is deterministic then T(A) is a mapping of TF(X„) into TG(YM)^ 
Definition 2.4. The AT transducer (defined in 2.1) is called reduced if the 
following two conditions are satisfied by any leaf (a, z)£(AXZ) appearing on 
the right side of a rule in P: 
(i) if z = z 0 then a£Ait 
(ii) if z € Z - { z 0 } then a€As. 
Concerning attribute grammars the property being reduced means that no 
semantic rule may depend on a synthesyzed attribute of the left side or an in-
herited attribute of a nonterminal appearing in the right side of the corresponding 
context-free rewritting rule. 
It is easy to show that for every AT transducer A(=(TF(X„), A, TG(YJ, A'S, 
P, rt)) there exists an AT transducer A'(=(TF(XN), A, TG(YM), A'S, P', rt)) which 
is reduced and equivalent to A in the sense that T(A)=T(A'). P' can be obtained 
from P by a suitable substituting of rules in P in each other, and this process will 
terminate because A is noncircular. 
Similary to the concept of dependency graph introduced by D . E . K N U T H 
• 
in [1], for every AT transducer A, each derivation (a, w) can be represented 
p, A 
by a directed graph. The nodes of this graph are the elements of / iXpathQ?), 
moreover, if, in the derivation mentioned above some leaf (b, v) is substituted by 
some tree q((b1, v^, ..., (bt,«,)), then there are directed arcs from nodes 
(61; %), ... ,(bt, vt) to the node (b,v). This representation of derivation makes 
the notions and proofs clearer. E.g. the notion of circularity means that the de-
pendency directed graph corresponding to some derivation contains a directed 
circle. 
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We shall name the elements of A X path (/>) attribute occurences in accordance 
with the above representation. 
Further on we shall not always study the properties of AT transducers on 
the whole input set TF(Xn). The restriction of T(A) to some R(QTF(Xnj) will 
be denoted by T(A)|R . 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let n=m = 3 and A=(TF(X3), A, TF(X3), s0, P, rt) where 
( i ) F= F1UF2, FX= {g}, F,_ = { / } ; 
(ii) A = ASU A,, As= {s0, s j , At = {/}; 
(iii) P = P ^ U P y U i u i Ü , 
v= i / 
p
g = fcogOi) g(sozi). Sig(^i) - arbitrary tree, izl - s ^ } , 
Pf - {s0/(zi, z2) s0z2, z2) SjZj, izL — arbitrary tree, iz2 ^ / ( j z 0 , ^z , )} , 
PXJ = {^0xj- — iz0, Sĵ Xj- -«- Xy}, j = 1, 2, 3; 
(iv) rt is an arbitrary mapping. 
It is obvious that A is a deterministic and reduced AT transducer. Take the 
t r e e p = g ( / ( x 2 , f ( X l , x3)))(62>(X3)). The derivation (s0, A) <=g((s0, 1)) 12)) 
<=*((50, 122)) <=#((/, 122)) <= g(f((i, 12), 122))) <= / ( / ( ( ' > 1), U , " 12)), ' p p p p 
(su 1 2 2 ) ) ) < = g ( / ( / ( ( i l , 1), ( S l , 12)), ( S l , 122))) <= g { f ( f ( x 2 , xL), x3)) = qholds, con-p p 
sequently (/>, q)£T(A) (see Figure 1). 
We can see the directed graph corresponding to this derivation in Figure 2. 
The path components of the elements of Ax path (p) are left for the sake of clarity. 
X2 Xj 
Fig. I Fig. 2 
Let us introduce the notation 
R = {g(/K>/(*;=> ••;f(xin_l, X , „ ) . . . ) ) ) | N s 2, 1 s ..., in s 3}. 
One can show that 
r (A) | R - {(g( /(x„, . . . , / (x l n . 1 , x j . . . ) ) , g ( / ( / . . . / ( x 1 1 , xl2), ..., x,-^), x,n))|/i ^ 2}, 
hence A does not change the frontier of trees of R. 
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III. Comparing between AT transducers and classical tree transducers 
Let us denote thé class of all tree transformations induced by 
(i) AT transducers, 
(ii) AT transducers having only synthesized attributes, 
(iii) deterministic AT transducers, 
(iv) deterministic AT transducers having only synthesized attributes, 
(v) completely defined top-down tree transducers, 
(vi) completely defined deterministic top-down tree transducers, 
(vii) completely defined bottom-up tree transducers, 
(viii) completely defined deterministic bottom-up tree transducers 
by 
(i) F s t , 
(ii) 3-s4 s , 






Before we shall go further let us introduce the concept of length of a derivation. 
L e t A(=(TF(XN), A, T G ( Y J , A'S, P, rt)) b e a n A T t r a n s d u c e r a n d le t p(<ETF(X„)), 
(a, w)(€^4Xpath (p)) and q(£TG(Ym)) satisfy the derivation d=(a,w)*=q. The 
p 
length It (d) of the derivation d is the least integer ra(^l) such that (a, w)<=q, 
p 
where <= denotes the n-th power of the relation <=. p p 
By induction on the length of derivation it is easy to prove: 
Lemma 3.1. Let A(=(7>(Z„), A, TG(YM), A'S, P)) be a reduced AT trans-
ducer satisfying A; = 0. Then the following equivalence holds for each P(Ç TF(X„)), 
(a, w)(£AX path (p)), q(£Ta( Y J ) and partition w=uv * # 
(a, w) -<= q if and only if (a, v) < = = q. • 
P strp(u) 
The next theorem has essentially appeared in [2] but we mention it for the sake 
of completness. 
Theorem 3.1. : -
Proof. First we are going to show that Sr<g$~SÉS. Indeed, let A( = (TF(XN), 
A, TG(YM), A', P)) be a completely defined top-down tree transducer." Consider 
the A T transducer B(=(TF(XN), B, TG(YJ;B's, P')) where 
(i) B=BS=A, ' — 
(ii) B'S=A', -
(iii) P'=P. . . , 
It is easy to show by induction on ht (p), and making use of Lemma 3.1, that 
for any p(eTF(Xn)), a(£A) and q(ÇTe(YJ) • ; ' 
* * 
ap=>q if and only if (a, X) q, 
A p,B . . 
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consequently, r ( A ) = r ( B ) . Conversely, take an arbitrary completely defined AT 
transducer B(=(TF(Xn), B, TG(Ym), B's, P'j) with B~9. We may assume with-
out loss of the generality that B is reduced. Define A(=(TF(X„), A, Ta(Ym), A', P)) 
by the equalities from (i) to (iii). Then, as earlier, we have r ( A ) = r ( B ) . This 
proves ¿ T • 
It is obvious that if A was deterministic in Theorem 3.1 then B would have 
been deterministic and conversely, hence we have 
Corollary 3.1. STQ)3'=S'g)s4s. • 
However, it is easy to see that the tree transformation given in Example 2.1. 
can not be induced by a (deterministic) top-down tree transducer. Therefore, it 
is valid 
Corol lary 3 .2 . 2T 2T czST si a n d STQiSTczSr3>sl. • 
Now we are going to see that these inclusions are not true in the bottom-up 
case. 
Theorem 3.2. The class and ST® si are incomparable. 
Proof. The tree transformation given in Example 2.1. is in 2T3)st but it can , 
not be induced by deterministic bottom-up tree transducers. 
On the other hand the following deterministic bottom-up tree transformation 
will not be in ST Si si. 
Let A ( = T F ( X 2 ) , A, TF,(X2), A', P)) be the bottom-up tree transducer where 
(i) F=F1= { / , g}, F' = Fi = { f i , /2, g}; 
(ii) A=A'={a1,a2}; 
(iii) P consists of the following rules: 
Xi a^Xi, x2 u2x2, 
g(tfiZi) - fligOx), g(«2zi) - flag^i), 
f(ai*i) - ax/i(zi)> /(a2Zi) - a2f2(zj). 
It is obvious that A is completely defined and deterministic. Consider r (A) |R where 
It is easy to see that 
r (A) |« = {(/ngm(*i),/ig' , ,(*i))l"> m s 0} U {( /"g m (x 2 ) , f2 gm(x2))|n, m S 0}. 
Suppose that T(A) is in STQlsi i.e. T(A) can be induced by a deterministic AT trans-
ducer B(=(J i,(A'2), B, TF.(X^, ¿>0, P', rt)) and suppose that B is reduced. Then 
j ( A ) | R = r ( B ) | R , necessarily. Let 
K=\B,\, L = \Bt\ (where B = Bs U Bt), 
Af=max {ht (q) \q is the right side of some rule of P'}, let n>2NL{K+L) 
be fixed, and consider the trees p^ =f"gj ( x j , q^ =f? gJ ( x j , pf)=fgJ(x2), q^ = 
=f"gJ(x2) for all j (=0 , 1 , . . . , L). (In the special case when the operator symbols 
appearing in some tree p are of arity 0 or \,p is called unary. If p is unary then 
the elements of path (p) are of the form 1', further on simply written /.) 
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Now let us fix an arbitrary index j(=0, 1, ..., L) and denote p(jl), qf ], p f ' , gj2) 
by pa\ 9 ( 1 ) , p ( 2 ) , q(i\ respectively. Then 0 ( 1 ) , <7(1))€r(B), i.e. (Z>0, 0) ^ g ' 1 ' . This 
derivation can be written as 
(bo,0)^q((s,n+j))<^qV (1) 
for some q(^TF,(Z^)) and s(£Bs), since otherwise the derivation (b0, 0) <==qm 
would be true, and it is obviously a contradiction. (1) means that the derivation is 
to depend on some synthesized attribute of Xj. Furthermore, as B was reduced, 
we may suppose that for any tree q((b, w)) TF.(Zj), (b, w)G5Xpath (p(1>)) if 
then w-^n+j is true. On the other hand we must have q=zx i.e. 
( b o , 0 ) £ ( s , n + j ) (2) 
If (2) would not be true then, by (¿>0, 0) q((s, n+j)), we would have trees 
qm,qi2){£TF,(X2j) with q(q(1)) = q(1) and q(q^) = q<-2\ yielding a contradiction. 
In Fig. 3, a heavy line views of the directed graph corresponding to the deriva-* 
tion (bQ, 0) <==(s, n+j). Take into account that in case of unary input and output 
trees the directed graph corresponding to any derivation is a directed "line". 
Now we are going to study the derivation (s, n+j) <=qa\ Since there are 
n operator symbols fx in q(t> and n>2NL(K+L), for some c(£Bt) and 
r(<iTF.(Z-S) we have 
(s,n+j)<=r((c,n-L))<=q^ (3) 
. and 
(i) r=zx or r contains operator symbols ft only, 
(ii) if for some tree q((b, w)) the derivation 
(5, n+j) ¿ 5 ( 0 , w)) « J r((c, n-L)) ^ 
holds then w^n—L. 
This follows easily by taking into account that each attribute occurence may 
appear at most once in a derivation and at most 2 L ( K + L ) attribute occurences 
are in the top n—L-th level, moreover, that B is reduced. 
As B is reduced there exist trees /•,(£!>. (Zj)) and attributes ii(£B t) 
/ ( = 0 , 1, . . . , L) such that 
(S, n+j)p=r0((i0, n ) ) ^ r x ( ( n - l ) ) . . . < = r L ( ( i L , n-L)) = 
= r ( ( c , n - L ) ) ^ \ . ( 4 ) 
furthermore, if for some tree q((b,w)) (s, n+j)c=q((fc, w)) <= r0((i0 , n)) then w 
Consider the attributes '/„, iu ..., iL(£B,). Since L-\Bt\ there exist indices 
k, I with ik=it. Let i=ik(=il), then (4) can be written as 
2» 
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K synthesized L inherited 
/ A \ / ' \ 
s 
• ® o o o \ O o 
9 « o o O \ O o 
/ ¿ 0 
I' \ 
t' 
> m times 
Fig. 3 
Let us introduce the notations u=n—k, v=l—k and t=rk. Then there exists 
a tree such that ' / • , ;=« ' . 1 Thus (5) can be written as 
* 
.pTT) is> n + j y ú '((*> »)) i «'((«'. « "¿0) ^/((c, n-L)) p<l) " " ~'> p(l) 
1 If f.and /'.are trees we often write tt' instead of /(/')-
( 5 ) 
(6 ) 
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Observe, that both t and t' may contain operator symbols j\ only. Let m 
be the greatest integer number satisfying u—mv^O. It follows from (6) that 
(s, n + j ) < ^ t ( t T { ( i , u - m v ) ) ¿ = q V * (7) 
(see Fig. 3). Finally, introduce the notation y=u—mv. Consider the tree t" for which 
* / * (/, u) t"[(d, u—y)j holds for some d(£B¡) and which satisfies that if (/, it) •<== 
q((b, w))<^=t"{(d, w - j ) ) is valid for a tree 7>, (Zx)) and (b, w)(€-BXpath (p(1))) 
then w>u—y holds. It follows from the definition of t" that 
(i,u-mo)^t%d, 0)) (8) 
and i "=z x or t" contains operator symbols fx only, as t' does. 
We have from (2), (7) and (8) that 
(b0,0)£)t(tTt'\(.d,0])<==qW. (9) 
Do not we forget that we have fixed j, therefore, t,t',t", m and d depend on j-
But from (9), we can read that for each j(=0, 1, ...,L) there exists a tree 
tj as well as an inherited attribute d¡ such that 
moreover, t} contains operator symbols fx only. Consider the inherited attributes 
d0,...,dL. Then there exist indices k',l' such that k'^l' ánd dk.—dv. This 
implies that the trees and q[Pare of form tk.(s) and ti-(s), respectively, where 
s=rt(dk.)=rt(dv). But it is a contradiction which arises from r ( A ) = r ( B ) . There-
fore T(A) is not in ¿T9)s4. • 
By a slight modification of the preceeding proof we get that T(A) can not 
be induced by nondeterministic AT transducers. It is clear, besides, that the tree 
transformation given in Example 2.1 can not be induced by (nondeterministic) 
bottom-up tree transducers. Thus we obtain ' 
Corollary 3.3. The classes 38 and ST si are incomparable. • 
IV. Compositions of attributed tree transformations 
First of all we are going to enter some notions. For any tree transformations 
T^QTpiXJxTciYj), T2(QTG(Ym)XTH(Ur)), the composition of 7\ and T2 is 
the following transformation: 
Tl0T2= {(p, q)\(p, r)£Tx and (r, q)£T2 for some r}. 
n times 
2 If t is a tree then (?)" means tt...t. 
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Let and <6, be classes of tree transformations. The composition of ^ and 
is the class 
<fxoif2 = { 7 \ o T ^ T ^ and 7 ^ } , 
and for any class (€ and nonnegative integer n if" is defined by induction 
W = <g, 
= <€»o<4 if ( 1 g l . 
We shall need the next Lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let n, m^O and let A( = (TF(Xn), A, Ta(Ym\ A"s, P, rt))be> an 
AT transducer. Then there exists a constant N such that rn (q)^Nrn(p) holds 
for all (p, g)(£T(A)). 
Proof. Let us enter the notations: 
K=\AS |, 
L = \AJ\ where A=ASUAIT 
M = max {ht(#)|ijr is the right side of some rule of P}. 
* ' i 
Let (p,q)£T(A), i.e. assume that cl=(s0, A) <=q for some Since A P.A 
is noncircular ht (q)^(K+L)Mm (p) follows. It is obvious that there exists 
a constant R such that rn (q)^RbHq) for all q(£TG(Ym)). It follows f rom the 
two latter inequality that the choice iV=7? ( K + L ) M will be right for our purposes. • 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . ST 3>sin<z FOlstsoSr2)sin 
Proof. The inclusion 9'3>sdn<ikSri3>s4so2T<2)sdn is obvious. In order to show 
that the inclusion is proper consider the transformation T in the class ST&sdso2T3istfn 
defined in the following way. 
Let A(=(TF(X1) , A, TG(Xj), 5, P)) be a deterministic AT transducer with 
(i) F = F X = {/}, G = G2= {g}; 
(ii) A = As = {s}; 
(iii) P = PfUPXl, where 
Pf = { S / O I ) - G(SZL5 SZJ)}, 
PXl = - Xi}. 
If we denote by qm the balanced tree over Xl of type G, the height of which is m, 
then it is obvious that 
T(A) = {(/m(*i), qm)\m S 0}. (10) 
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Moreover, let B(=(r c(A r 1) , B, b, P', rt)) be the deterministic AT trans-
ducer, where 
(i) G = Gz = {g}; 
(ii) B = B,UBt and Bs = {b}, = 
(iii) P' = PgiJp'Xl, w h e r e 
P'g = { b g ( z 1 ; z 2) — g(bz1,bz1), izx —bzz, iz2 iz0}, 
= {bxx - g(<z0, iz0)}; 
(iv) rt(l) = Xx. 
Figure 4 shows the effect of B on balanced trees of type G. Let R= {qm\m^0}. 
If we take into account, that for each 
w(SrO) the rank of qm is 2 m + 1 - l then 
we can easily prove that 
T(B)\R = 
= {(qm, qm,)\m ^ 0, m ' = 2m+ 1-1}. 
Now let T=T(A)oT(B)o...oT(B), 
.V n times 
hence T ^ P ^ r f s o 3 T S i ^ n . It follows from (10) and (11) that 
{. 2
m+1 
_ . 22' - 1 } (11) 
and this means that the rank of the image of the tree fm(xj) at T is 
{. 2
m + I 
22' - 1 (12) 
for each m ( s 0 ) . 
We show that Indeed, in the opposite case we would have a de-
composition T=T[o...oT'n where T- = T(A'j) for some deterministic AT trans-
ducers A j ( j = l , . . . ,«) . Thus, for each j(—\,...,ri), Lemma 4.1 would give 
a constant Nj belonging to A'j such that rn (q)^Nr"'p) if (p,q)£ Tj holds. From 
it would follow that the »rank of the image of fm(xa) at T would be at least 
N-.n-1 
for each m(^0) . This contradicts to (12). • 
Taking into consideration the inclusion 2 T Q ) s i a n d the fact that 
Lemma 4.1 is true for nondeterministic AT transducers, we have 
Corol lary 4 . 1 . STQ>si" '(^STQ)and • 
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As we have seen, the proof of Theorem 4.1 depended on the fact that the A T 
transducers can "greatly" augment the rank of the trees. The question arises, 
whether the above inclusions will be true if we study a smaller class, of A T trans-
ducers which can not do it. For this purpose we introduce the concept of linear 
AT transducer. 
We say that an AT transducer A(=(7>(A'n), A, Ta(YJ, A's, P, rt)) is linear 
(where n, m^O) if there exists a constant K such that f rom (p, q)£T(A) it follows 
that rn (q)^Km (p). Let us denote the class of tree transformations induced by 
(deterministic) linear AT transducers by (9~2)S£si) si. 
Theorem 4.2. The classes 9~2¡si and ST3¡<£s2og~Q¡<£si are incomparable. 
Proof. It is obvious that there are tree transformations which are in &~3>si but 
not in Srg><£sto&-2)£st . • • 
As we have seen the tree transformation T(A) defined in Theorem 3.2 is not 
in F@si. On the other hand T(A) can be decomposed in the following way. Let 
B ( = ( r F ( X 2 ) , B,TF(X2), P', b, rt')) be the AT transducer where 
(i) K = Fx = {/, g}, 
(ii). B = B¡\JB„ Bs = {b}, B¡ = {b^b,}, 
(iii) P' = P}UP'gU (U P'J with 
> . v = i ' 
Pf = {bf(zi) rr bzx, b1z1 - f(b\z0), b2zx -/(fc2z0)}, . ,. 
Pg = {bgizJ.~T.bz!, bxzx gibxz0), b2zx - g(f>2z0)}, 
P'XJ= {bXj + bjzJ ( ; = 1,2), 
(iv) rt'ibj) = X j , ( / = 1 , 2 ) ; 
and C(=(7>(X 2 ) , C, Tf,(X2),P", c, rt")) be the AT transducer where 
(i) F' = F{ ={fx,f2,g}, 
(ii) C=CS{JCU Cs = {c}, Ci = {cl5 c2}, 
(iii) P" = P"fUP"gU [\J P"x^ with 
Pf = WizJ - czx, cxzx fxicxz0), C2Zx - / 2 ( c 2 z 0 ) } , 
P'g = {cg(Zi) - CZX, CXZX - g(cxZ0), c2zx - g(c2z0)}, 
P'xj = {cxj - CjZ0} ( j = 1, 2),. • 
(iv) rt"(Cj) = Xj a = 1,2). 
It is easy to see that both B and G is deterministic and linear, moreover, that 
7 ,(A) = r (B)o7 , (C) holds. This ends the proof. • 
In case of. n= 1 Theorem 4.1 says that ^3)si<zSr3¡si soST3)s4. If we ex-
change the factors of the composition then we have 
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Theorem 4.3. 
Proof. First we prove the inclusion o S T Q s i . 
For this purpose let A(=(TF(X„), A, TG(Ym), a^, P, rt)) and B( = (ro(>',„), 
B, TH(Ur), b0, P')) be deterministic AT transducers and suppose that B has only 
synthesized attributes. 
Consider the AT transducer C(=(TF(Xn), C, TH(Ur), c0, P", rt")) defined as 
follows: : 
(a) C = C S U C ; where CS=BXAS, C—BXAI (A=ASUAI); 
(b) c0=(b0, a0); 
(c) P " is built in the way: 
(i) for ekch a(€As), t>(€B), A(=s0) and f(£Fk), if a / - q(alZii, . . . , a ^ p j 
(/fe 0 ; q£TG(Ym{JZi)) a n d (b, )•) <=q{{bi, zh), ...,(b„Zj)) 
(/ = 0; ..., jt=l\ q£TH(UrUZ,)) then take into Pj the rule (b,a)f ^ 
~q{(b1,aj)zih,...,(bt,.a])zi.)\ . ..... - ,, 
(ii) for each a(£AJ, b(£B), Xj(eXn) if ax^q{axz^ ..... aiz0)ePXj(l^O, 
5 6 r G ( 7 m U Z i ) ) a n d ( b ^ j ^ q d b ^ z j j , ...,{bt,Zj))(t^- . . . ,_/,==/; q£TH 
(C/,UZ,)) then take into P"Xj the rule (b, ^Xj — q^b,, ah)za, ..., (bt, aJt)z0); 
(iii) for e a c h i ( d A ^ b(iB),k^\), f(£Fk) and l ^ j ^ k if izj*-q(axzh, 
<r,atzt)ZPf ( /SO; . 0 1 , 3 - * ; qZTG(YmUZ,)) and(Z>, D ^ q ^ h , zA), ... 
...,{bt,zj)) (tsO; I S A , ..., 7 t S / ; qeTH(UrUZt)) then take into P/ the rule 
(b, i)zj-q((¿>x, ztj , ..., (bt, aj)zi; ); 
(d) for each (b, /)(€C,) let /-/"((A, i)) = q{eTH(Ur)) if rt(i) = q(tTa(YJ) and 
(6, ;.)< :t-<7 hold. ' _ • ' 
We can prove the following: for each /?(€7> (*„)), q(£TH(Ur)), a(£A), b(£B) 
and » t^pa th (/>)): ( 3 ? ' ( e r c ( r j ) ) ((a, and (b, X)<J=q) if and only if P, A 
((6, «), »<') < > <"/• : 
p,C 
The proof of the only if part is performed by an induction on the length of 
* . . 11 - :'' - . '' * ; 
the derivation (a, w)<=q'. 
P,A. 
If It ((a, w ) < = q ' ) = 1 then one of the following cases is valid: 
p. A 
a€As, lb p(w)=f, af*-q:ePf; ' (13) 
a£As, lbp(w) = Xj, axj *-q'£PXj] (14) 
aeAw=.vj (v€N*,j€N),-lbp(v)=№Fk,h*l),.- . ^ 
1 -- k and azj — q £Pfl 
• a£Ah w = X, q' = rt(a). (16) 
Thus, what we wanted to prove it holds by definition in all of the four cases. 
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Now let It ((a, w)<=^=q')>\. Then the derivation (a, iv) can be 
P. A p, A 
written as 
(a, w) <== 9o(( a i . wi). •••> (a/, w,)) 9o(<?i: •• -,?/') = q' 
P.A x ' p,A 
( / S i ; ai,...,atiA; qi€T0(YmUZ,)). 
Let q0(fTH(Z,)) be the tree for which 
(b, A) <== ?o((&i> zh), ..., (b„ zj)) ( / ^ 0 ; 1 ...J, ^ I) (18) 
9oB 
* 
is valid. Then the derivation (b, ?.)<== q can be specified in the following form: 
(&> X) <r= »i)> •••> On •••> ?<) = <7 (19) q t o q, B where str,.(j;J)=9y j for all j ( = 1 , ...,?)• Taking into account this latter fact 1 * 
as well as the derivation (bs, vs) <= qs (s= 1, ..., t) by Lemma 3.1 we get 
i ' . B 
(bs,X)^=qs (s=l,...,t). (20) 
«7VB 
Studying (17) we can say that three cases are possible, namely 
a£As, lbp(w) =f(£Fk for some k S 0); (21) 
a€A„ l b p(w) = Xj(€X„); ( 22 ) 
w = vj, lbp(z>) = / ( £ F k for some k(s 1) and U j s k). (23) 
We only detail case (21) because the others can be done similarly. Then, from (21) 
and (17) we obtain 
af(zi> •••> zk) q^(<i\Zh, ..., aizi)fPs (0 ^ .. . , i, k) (24) 
and 
K , ws) ti for all s (= 1, ..., 0- (25) PI A 
Taking into account the relations (18) and (24), by the definition of P" it follows 
that 
(b, a)f(zl ,...,zk)-q0 ({b,, aA) zlh ,...,(b„ aJt) z ^ P p . (26) 
Since 1 =7i, . . . t h u s , from (25), 
(27) 
follows for all j ( = 1 , .. . , 0) moreover, from this and by (20) and the induction 
hypothesis, we obtain ((bs, aJs), wjs) <=*= q)t ( i= . l , . . . , t). Finally, from these latters 
PI C * 
and the derivation ((6, a), w) <== q0((b1, aA) wh, ..., (b„ aJt) wJt) (flowing from (26)) 
PT L 
we have what we wanted to prove. 
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In order to prove the if part of our Theorem let us suppose that the derivation 
jjc 
d=((b,a),w)-<^=q holds and let It {d) = \. There are four possible cases. Three 
P.C 
of them can be specified as (21), (22) and (23) and the fourth is the case a£A h 
w=L Because of similarity, we deal with case (21) only. Since It (d) = l thus 
(b, a)fi-q(LPf follows by the definition of the length of a derivation. From this 
we get af(zx, ..., zk)^q'0(axzh, ..., a ^ P 0 ; OsS ix, ...J^k; q'0£TG(Ym{J Z,)) 
and (b, X)*==q. Consider the derivation (a, w)<=q^((ax, w j , ..., (a,, w,)) 
i i , B p. a 
<=q'u(q'x, ..., q[), which exists because of A is completely defiend. If we take 
p, A 
* 
the tree q,=qi{qi, --,qi) then {b, /.)<=q holds obviously. 
i ' . B _ 
Suppose now that It (d) > 1. Then d can be written in the following form: 
((b, a), w)<~^q0((b1, ax)wx, ..., (bt, a,)w,)^q0(qx, ..., q,) = q. (28) 
Then three different cases exist, namely (21), (22) and (23). Again, since these cases 
are similar we deal with case (21) only. In this case, (28) means that 
(b, a)f(zx, ...,zk) q^b,, a Jzh,..., (bt, at)z-^P'}, (29) 
moreover, 
((bs, as), vvs) 4= qs for all s(= 1, ..., t). (30) 
By the definition of PJ, this implies that 
af(z1,...,zk)~-qt(a'1z'1,...,aizi)£Pf (31) 
for s o m e / ( s 0 ) and q'0(f r c(Z;)) , furthermore, 
(b, A) <== q0 (bxzh, ..., b, zit) (32) 
i o . B 
and as=a'., zt =z'. (5=1, ..., t). Then from (31), it follows that s  l
s 
(a, w) 4 <?„' ((ai, vvi), • • •, (a,', w,')), (33) 
P, A 
furthermore, ws — w't for all s ( = 1, ..., t). Then, by the induction hypotesis and 
(30), we obtain 
(3 qD((as, ws) ^ q: and (b, A) qs) for all s(= 1, ..., t). (34) 
P, A 9 S , B 
Define the trees q'r(£Ta(Ym)) (r=l, . . . , / ) as follows 
<3r = 
q" if r = is for some s ( = l , . . . , / ) 
the tree which can be derived from 
(a'r,w'r) in pwith A, otherwise. 
(Note that if in the above definition both r=is and r=is, hold for some 
r ( = l , . . . , / ) and st^s' then ws=ws, holds because of w'. =w'. and af=as, 
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holds because of a'. =a'. . Thus, also q"=q",. On the other hand if r=i. does 's v 1 s . 
not hold for any s then q'r exists because A is completely defined.) • 
Finally, we are going to show that the tree q'=q'0(.q'i, ...,qI) (€TG(Ym)) is 
suiiable.. Indeed, it follows from (33) and the definition of q, (r=l, . . . , /) that * * 
(a, vv) ^=q'. Moreover, it follows from (32) that (b, X) <= q0(b±... , b,v,) 
pt A ' B 
and str„'(vs) = q'. for all s(= 1, ..., /)• Taking into account that q' = q", from t s - 'j* s 
* 
(33) and by lemma 3.1, we. have (b, X) <=q. This ends the proof of the if part. 
<{ .B 
If we choose a=a0, w=X then we have STtystfo$~2)s>i¡CLSTQlsd. ---•> 
The equality follows from the fact that every tree transformation being in STQisi 
can be decomposed by itself and the identity and this latter is in 3~ Si s i s . • 
If in the former theorem A~0 then |C f =0, hence, we obtain 
Corollary 4;2. ¡ ¿ s i ^ o S T $ s t % = Z T • 
Finally, we want to show that if we apart from the condition that A is de-
terministic in Theorem 4.3 then this equality does not remain valid. Namely, we 
have the stronger 
Theorem 4.4. The classes S T s and ST$i are incomparable. 
Proof. It is easy to show that the tree transformation given in Example 2.1 
is not in 
On the other hand consider the AT transducer k( = {TF(X1), A, TQ(Xx), a, P)) 
where N . . 
(i) F = Fx={f}, = {g l ,g2}; 
(ii) A = AS= {a}; 
(iii) P = P P X i , where ' -
Pf = WOi) - gi(azi)> a f ( z i ) - g 2 ( a z i ) } , 
PXI = IA*I -
and the AT transducer B (= ( r c (Z 1 ) , B, T^X^, b, P'j) where 
(i) H = H^H2, {hj, H2 = {h2}; 
(ii) B = Bs={b}; 
(iii) P' =p'gi{jp'g^p'xi where 
< = {bg^i) - KibzJ}, />; = {bgt(zj - h2(bZl, bzj}, 
PXl = {bxx - -vj. 
Let 7\ = :r(A), r 2 = T(B) and T=T1oT2. Obviously, T^.TT2£F3)sts. 
Since both A and B contain only one synthesized attribute it is obvious to show 
by. induction on n that 
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for each Taking into account that T\Xl=(xx, it is easy to show that 
the images of tree f { x j are "simmetrical" for all n ( s l ) . Moreover, it can be 
seen that the tree / " ( x j ) has 2" images, and 2 " - 1 of them are of form h2(q, q). 
Assume that T=T(C) for some AT transducer C(=(TF(X1), C, TH(XJ, 
C's,P",rt)). Let 
K=\CS\, L = ]C;| (where C = CSU C;), 
M = \{q\q is the right side of some rule of P" and has the form h2(q1} <72)}|. 
Let us fix an arbitrary integer « ( s i ) . Consider the derivátion of some image 
<7) °f th e tree p — f ( x j . This derivation can be written in the following way: * 
{a, X) w) <= fe2(9i((au vi)> ••• = (a„, vn)), q2((b1, w j , ...,(bm, w j j ) 
(35) 
• P, C 
for some a(dC's). Observe that it holds: if (a-, Vj) r) then rj=r', (j= 1, ..., n) 
* 
and if (bk, wk) <== s'k then sk=sk (k= 1, ..., m). Indeed, in the opposite case if 
p, c -
rj7if'j would hold for some j ( = 1 , . . . ,« ) then — since the images of p are sim-
metrical — we should have q-Jj^, . . . , rj, . . . , r„) = q and q^r^, ..., r'j, ..., r„)— q 
and it is a contradiction. 
Thus, each derivation (35) is determined by the attribute occurence (b, w) 
and the alternative of the rule applied there. As the number of attribute occurences 
is (K+L)(n+1) and the number of alternatives of a rule is at most M we obtain 
that the number of images of p, which has the form h2(q, q), is at most (K+ L)M(n+1). 
This is again a contradiction provided n is sufficiently large. • 
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On finite nilpotent automata 
B y B . IMREH 
In this paper we consider the isomorphic and homomorphic realizations of 
finite nilpotent automata. First we characterize all finite subdirectly irreducible 
nilpotent automata. Secondly we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
system of automata to be isomorphically complete for the class of all finite nilpotent 
automata with respect to the af-products (see [2]). Finally, we characterize the 
homomorphically complete systems for the class of all finite nilpotent automata 
with respect to the «¡-products. 
The terminology and notations will be used in accordance with [3]. By an 
automaton we always mean a finite automaton. It can be seen from the definition 
of nilpotent automata that if A=(X, A, <5) is a nilpotent automaton with absorbent 
state a0 then 
(i) A is connected in the sense that for any a, b£A there exist p, q^X* with 
ap=bq, 
(ii) the binary relation (pdX* & ap=b) is a partial ordering in 
A and a0 is the greatest element in (A, s). 
Theorem 1. A nilpotent automaton A=(X, A, 5) (\A\^2) is subdirectly ir-
reducible if and only if 
(1) there exists an such that a, is the greatest element in 
(2) for any a,b£A if a^b and {a,b}%{a0,a^ then there exists a p£X+ 
with ap^bp. 
Proof. Theorem 1 will be proved in a similar way as the corresponding state-
ment for commutative automata in [1]. 
In order to prove the necessity assume that A is subdirectly irreducible and 
(1) does not hold. Then (/4\{a0}, S ) has at least two maximal elements. Denote 
them by ax and a2. Consider the following relations: for any a,b£A 
aOib if and onyl if {a, {a0, a,} or a~b, 
aa2b if and only if {a, {a0, a2} or a=b. 
It is not difficult to see that CT2 and a2 are nontrivial congruence relations of A and 
a1C\a2=AA, where Aa denotes the equality relation of A. This is a contradiction. 
Now assume that (1) holds and (2) does not hold. Then there exist u, v£A such 
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that u^v, {w, {a0, a,} and up=vp for any p£X+. Consider the following 
relations: for any a,b£A 
aoxb if and only if {a, b}Q {a0, a2} or a=b, 
ca2b if and only if {a, {u, v} or a=b. 
It is clear that AX and cr2 are nontrivial congruence relations of A and A1PA2=AA, 
which is a contradiction. 
To prove the sufficiency assume that (1) and (2) are satisfied by A, and A is 
subdirectly reducible. Then there exists a congruence relation Q of A such that 
Q=AAa and By Q^Aa, there exist U^V^A with II=V(Q). Consider 
the nonvoid set 
B = {{a, b}: a, b£A, a ^ b, (Bp) (p€X* and {M, v}p = {a, £>})}. 
Define the binary relation s on B as follows: {a, b}^{a',b'} if and only if there 
is a word p£X* satisfying {a, b}p— {a', b'}. It is obvious that i is a partial or-
dering in B. Let {a, 5} denote a maximal element of B. Then, by the definition 
of B, a^b and a=5(g). Therefore, {a, 5}^= {a0, a j . On the other hand, {a, E} 
is a maximal element in (B, s ) , thus, ap=Bp for any p£X+, contradicting con-
dition (2). This ends the proof of Theorem 1. 
By Theorem 1, we can give all subdirectly irreducible nilpotent automata 
directly. Indeed, let m ^ l be a fixed natural number and consider the input set 
Xm={Xl, ...,xm). Take the sets A^ = {0}, Ai"'> = {0, 1}, 
= •••> " J : «i, and { M l , . . „ u j n ^ V i ^ i ) ^ 0 } 
for all Now, define the automata A<m) n = l , 2 , ... in the following way: 
AJ"> = (Xm, A<T\ 5,), where <5X(0, xt) = 0 (/ = 1, .,., m), 
Mm) = {xm, 4 " % ) , where S2(0, x.) = d2(1, xt) = 0 (i = 1, ..., m), 
and in case of « > 2 
K m ) = S„) with S„,AMxXm = <5„_! and Sn((ulf ..., u j , x,) = u, 
(t=l,...,ni) for any (M15 . . . , um)£A^m)\A^'H.\, where the,restriction of 8„ to 
A i l \ x x m is denoted by 
Using Theorem 1 it is not difficult to prove that a nilpotent automaton A 
with the input set Xm is subdirectly irreducible if and only if there exists a natural 
number n such that A can be embedded isomorphically into a quasi-direct product 
A [ m ) (X m , (p) of A<m) with a single factor. From this we get the following 
Corollary. A system I of automata is isomorphically complete for the class 
of all nilpotent automata with respect to the quasi-direct product if and only if 
for any pair (n, m) of natural numbers n, m^l there is an automaton AgE such 
that A^m) can be embedded isomorphically into a quasi-direct product of A with 
a single factor. 
This Corollary shows that there exists no system of automata which is iso-
morphically complete for the class of all nilpotent automata with respect to the 
quasi-direct product and minimal. 
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We say that an automaton A can be realized homomorphically by an a,-product 
- of automata A, (i—1, . . . ,k ) if there exists a subautomaton B of an a rproduct 
of automata A, ( i = l , ..., k) such that A is a homomorphic image of B. 
We are going to use the following obvious statements. 
Lemma 1. If an automaton A can be embedded isomorphically into an 
a0-product of automata A, (/ = 1, .. . , k) and for some 1 the automaton A ; 
can be embedded isomorphically into an a0-product of automata By 0 = 1, . . . , s ) 
then the automaton A can be embedded isomorphically into an a0-product of 
automata A1 ; ...,AI_1,B1, . . . ,BS , A i + 1 , . . . , A t . 
Lemma 2. If an automaton A can be realized homomorphically by an 
a0-product of automata A, ( /=1 , ..., k) and for some l^i^k the automaton A, 
can be realized homomorphically by an a0-product of automata B; (j= 1, ..., s) 
then the automaton A can be realized homomorphically by an a0-product of auto-
mata A1 ; . . . , A,--!, B1; ..., Bs, A i + 1 , ..., Ak. 
Let us denote by R„=({x1 ; ..., x„_i}, {1, ..., n}, 8„) the automaton, where 
dnOi * s )=min (i+5, n) for any l^t^n, xsf {x1( ..., x„_1} and « s 2 . 
Concerning the isomorphic realizations of nilpotent automata with respect 
to the a0-product we have the following result. 
Theorem 2. A system 1 of automata is isomorphically complete for the class 
.of all nilpotent automata with respect to the a0-product if and only if one of the 
following four conditions is satisfied by I : 
(1) there exists an automaton in I which has three different states b, c, d 
and four input signs y, z, v, w (need not be different) such that by=b, bz—c, cv= 
= dv=bw = d hold, 
(2) I contains an automaton which has two different states b, c and two input 
signs y,z such that b=cy=by and bz=c hold, 
(3) I contains an automaton which has two different states b, c and two in-
put signs y, z with b = by, bz=cz=c, 
(4) for any natural number « S 3 there exists an automaton in I which has 
n different states a,(t= 1, .. . , n) and input signs x^ (t= 1, ..., «—1) (k=l, ..., n — t) 
such that arx(k!)=al+k if l^t^n—1, l^k^n — t furthermore, anx{"'1)=an hold. 
Proof. In order to prove the necessity assume that I is isomorphically com-
plete for the class of all nilpotent automata with respect to the a0 -product. Let 
MS3 be arbitrary and consider the automaton R„. Since R„ is nilpotent, by our 
assumption, R„ can be embedded isomorphically into an a0-product 
' s 
JJ At({xL, ..., xn_1}, <p) of automata from I. Let /i denote a suitable isomorphism, 
t=i 
and for any if {1, . . . ,«} let (an, ...,ais) be the image of i under ¡x. Denote by 
tyi the least index for which a„m9±an_lm holds. Observe that if aim—anm for some 
1 then (2) holds, while (3) holds if aim=a„_lm. Furthermore, if 
aim^{a„-lm,a„m}(i=l,...,n-2) arid aim-ajm for some indices 
then I satisfies condition (1) by Am. In the remaining case the elements aim 
( i= 1, . . . ,«) are pairwise different and this implies , that Am has the property re-
quired in (4). Therefore, since n was arbitrary, if none of conditions (1), (2) and 
(3) is satisfied by I then (4) holds. 
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We have already shown the necessity of our statement. Conversely, assume 
that (1) holds by BGI. We shall prove that every nilpotent automaton can be 
embedded isomorphically into an a0-power of B. We proceed by induction on 
the number of states of the automaton. The case is trivial. Now let n > 2 
and assume that for any m^n the statement is valid. Denote by A=(A r, A, <5) 
an arbitrary nilpotent automaton with n states. If A is subdirectly reducible then 
A can be embedded isomorphically into a direct product of nilpotent automata 
with fewer states than n. Therefore, by our induction hypothesis and Lemma 1, 
the statement is valid. Now assume that A is subdirectly irreducible. Then A has 
elements a0 and ax satisfying (1) in Theorem 1. Define the congruence relation a 
of A in the following manner: for any a, b£A aab if and only if {a, b}^ {a0, a^} 
or a=b. The quotient automaton A1=A/<r is nilpotent with n — 1 states. Consider, 
the a0-product A i X B p f , <p), where cp1(x)=x and 
for any x£X, a(d)^Afa. It can be easily proved that the correspondence 
is an isomorphism of A into the a0-product A 1 XB(Z, q>). Therefore, by our induc-
tion assumption and Lemma 1, A can be decomposed in the required form. 
The sufficiencies of conditions (2) and (3) can be proved in a similar way as 
the sufficiency of (1). 
Now assume that condition (4) holds. We proceed by induction on the number 
of states of the automaton. The case is trivial. Let « > 2 and assume that 
the statement is valid for any c</ i . Denote by A = ( X , A , 5 ) an arbitrary nil-
potent automaton with n states. If A is subdirectly reducible then, by our induc-
tion assumption and Lemma 1, the statement is valid. Now assume that A is sub-
directly irreducible and let X— {xx, . . . ,xm}. Then, by the observation connecting 
with Theorem 1, there exists an automaton A<m) such that A can be embedded iso-
morphically into A^m)(Xm, [¡/). Denote by s the least natural number for which A 
can be embedded isomoriphcally into A'™\Xm, ip). Let n denote a suitable isomorp-
hism. Since I satisfies (4) there exists an automaton B£ I which has s different states a} 
( y = 1, . . . , s) and input signs x^0 (<=1, . . . , s— 1) (k=\,,.., s — t) such that a , = 
=at+k ( / = 1 , . . . , s—1) ( fc=l , . . . , s—t) and a s x i s - 1 ) = a s hold. Now consider the 
a0-product A1XB(A', q>) where Ax is defined in the same way as above and (p1(x)—x, 
<Pz(a(a),x) = 
y if a(a) <r(a0) and 5(a, x)£A\a(a0), 
z if c(a) c(a0) and <5(a, x) = 
w if a (a) ^ c(a0) and 5 (a, x) = ag, 
v if a (a) = <r(a0), 
(<r(a),b) if a€A\<r(a0), 
v(a) = (<r(a), c) if a=a1, 
(<r(a),d) if a = a0, 0 ' 
q>2(a(a), x) = 
xfSj i+1) if f i ( a ) e A \ A ^ 2 for some 3 ^ ¡ g s arid 
n(5(a, xtyZA^Aj-.! for some 1 j < i or 
n(5(a, x))£Aj with j = 1, 
[ i f <r(a) = < 7 ( A 0 ) , 
i - l 
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for any x f X , <j(a)fA/a. It is not difficult to prove that the correspondence 
v(a) = 
(ff(a), fls-j+i) if /i(a)ZAl\Ai-1 for some 
(<r(a0), if n(a)£A2\A1, 
(<j(a0),aJ if fi(a)€A1, 
is an isomorphism of A into the a0-product A1XB(A', cp). Thus, by our induction 
assumption and Lemma 1, we have a required decomposition of A. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2. 
The following theorem holds for a rproducts with / = 1. 
Theorem 3. A system I of automata is isomorphically complete for the class 
of all nilpotent automata with respect to the a rproduct ( / s i ) if and only if one 
of the following three conditions is satisfied by I : 
(1) there exists an automaton in I which has two different states b, c and three 
input signs y,z,v (need not be different) such that by=b and bz=cv—c hold, 
(2) I contains an automaton which has two different states b, c and three 
input signs y, z, v (need not be different) such that by—cv—b and bz=c hold, 
(3) for any natural number n s 3 there exists an automaton in I which has 
n different states aj(j= 1, . . . ,«) and input signs (t=1, ... ,n—\)(k=\, ...,n — t), 
y such that a,x^=at+k (t—l, ..., n — 1) (k= 1, ..., n — t) and a„y—an. 
Proof. The necessity of these conditions can be proved in a similar way as 
in the proof of Theorem 2. To prove the sufficiency, again, by Theorem 2, it is 
enough to show that an a0 -product of o^-products with single factors is an ar-
product. But this is immediate from the definition of the «¡-products. 
— 1 1 
For any natural, number n s l denote by I„=({x}, {1, ..., n), ¿¡„) the auto-
maton satisfying <5n(/, x)=min ( i+1, ri) for all if {1,. . . ,«}. Furthermore, for any 
natural number n s 3 denote by Q„=({x, y}, {1, . . . ,«}, <5„) the automaton for 
which <5„(r, x)=5„(i, _>>) = min 0 + 1 , ") for all i^n — 2, if {1, . . . ,«} and 8n(n — 2, x ) = 
=n-\,5„(n-2,y)=n. 
In the sequel we shall need a more general concept of a subautomaton. The 
automaton B=(Y, B, 8') is an X-subautomaton of A = (X, A, 5) if YQX, BQA 
and (5|Bxy=<5'. 
Take an automaton A = ( X , A , 5 ) . Let a f A and xfX be arbitrary. The 
X-subautomaton generated by a and x is called a cycle and it will be denoted by, 
(a, x). (Also, this notation (a, x) will be used to denote the set of states of this 
X-subautomaton.) For a cycle (a, x) there exist natural numbers « s i and m g l 
such that 
(i) n— 1 is the least exponent for which there exists a 1 with ax"~1=axt, 
(ii) m is the least nonzero natural number for which ax"~1—axn+m~1 holds, 
(iii) the states a, ax, ...,ax"+m~2 are pairwise different. 
In this case we say that (a, x) is a cycle of type (n, m). 
Observe an important property of cycles which we are going to use in the proofs 
of Theorems 4 and 5. Let A—(a, x) be a cycle of type (n, m) and let B={b, jt) 
be a cycle of type (n, m), where A and B have the same input sign x. Then the 
automaton B is a homomorphic image of A if and only if n^n and m\m hold. 
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Theorem 4. A system I of automata is homomorphically complete for the 
class of all nilpotent automata with respect to the a0-product if and only if one of 
the following three conditions is satisfied by I : 
(1) there exists an automaton in Г which has states b, c, d, input sign z 
and input wordsp, r, gsuch that | /> | s l , b^c, bz=cz, czq=c, dp = d and dr=b hold, 
(2) (i) I contains an automaton which has a state b and input signs xx , . . . , xk, у 
such that bx1...xk=b and bx^by, 
(ii) for any natural number n ^ 3 there exist a nonzero natural number m 
and an automaton in I having n + m-1 different states a, (t= 1, ..., n+m — 1) 
and input signs x, (1 + —1) for which a,x, = a,+1 ( 1 ё Г < л + ш - 1 ) and 
a n+m- i x n r i = an hold, 
(3) (i) for any natural number n s 3 there exists an automaton in I which 
has n different states b, (t=l,...,n) and input signs xt ( 1 ^ / < / j ) such that 
b,x, = bl+1 if l^t^n— 2 and bn_2x„_1=bn, 
(ii) for any natural number пШ3 there exist m ^ l and an automaton in 
I having n + m — 1 different states a, ( f = l , . . . , n + m—Y) and input signs x, 
( l ^ i < n + m - 1 ) for which a,x, = at+1 (l^t<n + m—l) and an+m-1xn_1 = an hold. 
Proof. In order to prove the necessity assume that I is homomorphically 
complete for the class of all nilpotent automata with respect to the a0-product. If 
I satisfies condition (1) then we are ready. Consider the case when I does not 
satisfy condition (1). We shall show that in this case (2) (ii) and, henceforth, (3) 
(ii) also hold. Indeed, let n ^ 3 and consider the automaton I„. As I is homo-
morphically complete I„ can be realized homomorphically by an a0-product of 
automata from Z, i.e. there exists a subautomaton A of an a0-product of automata 
s 
from I such that I„ is a homomorphic image of A. Let us denote by JJ A,({x}, <p) 
t=l 
such an a0-product and let /t be a suitable homomorphism. Let a be a counter image 
of the state 1 under /л, i.e. ц(а) = 1. Consider the cycle (a, x) in A. It is obvious 
that (a, x) is a cycle of type (n, m) for some m s l and пШп. From this we get 
that a cycle of type (и, m) can be embedded isomorphically into the a0-product 
5 
JJ A,({x}, (p). Let us denote by B = (6, x) the cycle of type (я, m) and by v the 
< = i 
isomorphism in question. Further on, we write bx = b, bt+1 = bx'(\^t^n + m— 1). 
For any t (l^t^n + m — l) let (atl, ..., als) be the image of b, under v. Now con-
sider the congruence relations л1Шп2 = ... = n s on В which are defined in the 
following way: for any l ^ r ^ s 6; = bj(nr) bh bj£(b, x) if and only if au=ajt 
( i= ' l , . . . , r ) . Since the quotient automaton В/я, is a homomorphic image of В 
we obtain that В/лг is a cycle of type (nr, mr) for some natural numbers nr,mr, 
where я г 3 и and mr\m. On the other hand, by we get 
NOW, if nx=n then the automaton AX has the property required 
in (2) (ii). In the opposite case there exists a natural number r (1 such that 
nr<n and nr+1=n. It is not difficult to see that in this case a cycle of type (n, mr+1) 
can be embedded isomorphically into the a0-product В/гггХА,+1({х}, ф), where 
ф^х^х, \j/2(7tr(b,), x) = (pr+1(atl, ...,atr, x) for any nr(b,)£B/nr. For the sake 
of simplicity let mr+1=m and denote by D — ( d , x ) and C=(c , x) a cycle of 
type (n, m) and (и,, mr), respectively. Therefore, we obtain that D can be embedded 
isomorphically into an a0-product CxA r + 1 ({x} , <p') under a suitable isomorphism т. 
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We write d^d, dt+1=dx* (Ist-^n + m—l), and for any t (l^t^n + m — 1) let 
(c„a,) be the image of d, under t . Since and mr\m, cni1=cn+m_1. From 
this it follows that a„_196an+m^1 and ôr+1(an_,, z) = ôr+1(a„+m_1, z) for some 
input sign z f X r + l . Now observe that the states a1} . . . , a„ are pairwise different 
and {alt ..., a„-i}n {a„, ..., a„+m_1}=0. Indeed, in thé opposite case it can easily 
be seen that the automaton A r + 1 has the property required in (1) and this is a con-
tradiction. On the other hand, if alt ..., an are pairwise different and {alt ..., a„_1}D 
fl {a„, ..., an+m_1}=& then it is not difficult to prove that A r + 1 satisfies the con-
ditions required in (2) (ii). Since n was arbitrary we get that E satisfies condi-
tion (2) (ii). 
Now assume that I does not satisfy condition (2) (i). We shall show that 
in this case (3) holds. Indeed, let « s 3 be arbitrary and consider the automaton 
Q„. By our assumption, Q„ can be realized homomorphically by an a0-product 
s 
}7 A,({x, y}), <p) of automata f rom I . Denote by /i a suitable homomorphism. 
«=i 
Let b bè a counter image of the state 1 under p. Consider the states bx=b, bt+1=bx' 
( l ^ i - c n —1), bn=b„-2y in the a0-product. They are pairwise different since their 
images under n are pairwise different. Let bt—(atl, ..., ats) for any t ( 1 S / S n ) . 
Denote by k the least index for which an^kj^a„k. It can be easily seen that if 
there exist indices i, j (1 with aik=ajk then E satisfies (2) (i) by Ak, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, the states a,k ( l ^ i S n ) are pairwise different. 
Then Ak has the property required in (3) (i). Since n is arbitrary we obtain that 
I satisfies (3). This ends the proof of the necessity. 
The proof of sufficiency consists of two steps. First we shall show that if one 
of the conditions (1), (2), (3) is satisfied by I then the automaton Q„ can be real-
ized homomorphically by an a0-product of automata from E for any n s 3 ; Sec-
ondly, it is proved that every nilpotent automaton can be realized homomorphically 
by an a0-product of automata from {Q„: «S3}. By Lemma 2, this will complete 
the proof of sufficiency. 
Indeed, suppose that I satisfies (1) by the automaton A (61) . We show that 
the automaton I„ can be realized homomorphically by an a0-power of A for any 
« S 2 . This statement is proved by induction on «. Let n—2 and take the states 
b, c(£A) and the input sign z of A for which b^c and bz—cz. Consider the cycle 
(b, z). Let (k, I) be the type of (b, z). If k> 1, then I2 can be realized homomorph-
ically by an a0-product of (b, z) with a single factor. If k= 1 then, by b^c and 
bz=cz, it can be easily seen that c$(b,z). In this case I2 can be realized homo-
morphically by an a0-product of (c, z) with a single factor. Now let « > 2 and assume 
that our statement is valid for any m-=«. We distinguish two cases depending on 
the value of k. 
First suppose that 1 in the type (k , /) of (6, z). Since I satisfies (1) by 
A, there exist a state d(£A) and input words p, r with | /> | s l , dp=d, dr=b. Let 
p=x1...xl and let r=y1...yJ if r is nonempty. Consider the a0-product I ^ j X 
XA({x}, (p), where cp1(x)=x, 
v for some O i i x j , 
[for some O â c < i and u = 0, 1, ..: 
<p2(t, x) = 
z if t = n — 1, 
j>y_„ if |r | s 1 and t = n—2-
Xi_v if t = n—2—\r\ — ui — v 
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for all 1 Define the state a of A in the following manner: a=dy1...ye if 
| r | a l and n=j+2—v for some 1 a=d if n=j+2; a=dx1...xi-v 
if | r | s l and n=j+2 + ui + v for some 0 s c < i and w = 0,l , . . . ; a = 'bx1...xi-0 
if | r | = 0 and n=2+ui+v for some 0 a n d w=0, 1, . . . . It can be easily 
seen that I„ is a homomorphic image of the subautomaton generated by ( l , a ) in 
the a0-product I„_iXA({x}, (p). From this, by our induction assumption and 
Lemma 2, we obtain a required decomposition of I„. 
Now assume that k= 1. In this case c $ (b, z) and thus, by cz=bz, we have 
c^cz. On the other hand czq=c, thus q=z1...zi where i s 1. Consider the 
a0-product I„-iXA({x}, cp), where <p1(x)—x and 
fz if t = n — 1 — u(i-f-l) for some u = 0, 1, ... , 
< M . x) — jf t _ w — i — w(i-i-l)—» for some 1 g u S i and u = 0, 1, ... 
for all 1 Define the state a(£A) in the following way: a~cz if w = l + 
+ M ( I ' + 1 ) for some « = 0 , 1 , . . .; A=czz1 . . .z i_ t ) + 1 if n=\-\-u(i+l)+v for some 
1 ¿ v S i and m=0, 1, . . . . It is not difficult to see that I„ is a homomorphic image 
of the subautomaton generated by (1, a) in I„-iXA({x}, (p). This yields a required 
decomposition of I„. 
Now let « S 3 be arbitrary and consider the automaton Q„. We know that 
dx1...xi=d. We write d=d, and dt+1=dtx, Without loss of generality 
•we may assume that the states dt, . . . , dt are pairwise different. We show that there 
exist an index j ( l s / s i ) and an input sign w of A such that djXj^djW. Indeed, 
in the opposite case d,x,=dtx holds for any input sign x and dt (t=1, ...,/')• 
Since dxr—b and d±rzq=bzq—czq—c, there exist 1 ' with b=dtl and 
c=dh. On the other hand, bz=cz from which t1=t2 and, henceforth b=c 
follows, yielding a contradiction. (Observe that we have proved that A has the pro-
perty required in (2) (i).) Now let j (1 g / S ; ) denote an index such that djXj^djW 
for some input sign w of A. Take the following a0-product I„XA({x, y}, <p), where 
<Pi(x)=x, 
(Xj+„ if i > 1 and t = n—2+v for some O ^ p g i —j, 
X j + v - t if i > 1 and t = n—2+v for some i—j < v ^ 2, 
Xj^„ if i > 1 and t = n—2~v for some 1 
x ;_„ if i > 1 and t = n—2—j—ui—v for some O g i x i 
and u = 0, 1, ..., 
Xi if i = 1, 
<p2(t, x) = 
and 
9*(,t,y)= \w if = 
I<p2(t, x) otherwise, 
for all l S i ^ n . Define the state a(£A) in the following manner: a=dD+1 if 
i ^ l and n=j+2—v for some' 0 a = d t - v if 1 and n=j+3 + ui+v 
for some O^v^i and u~0, 1, . . .; a=dx if / = 1 . It can be easily seen that the 
automaton Q„ is a homomorphic image of the subautomaton generated by (1, a) 
in I„XA({x, y}, (p). By Lemma 2, we got a required decomposition of Q„, and thus 
we have proved the-homomorphic realizations of automata -Q„ by 2 if Z satisfies 
condition (-1). . .- -
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Now assume that X satisfies condition (2). First we show that the automaton 
I„ can be realized homomorphically by an a0-product of automata from I for any 
« s 2 . We prove this by induction on n. Let « = 2 . Since S satisfies (2) (ii), there 
exists an automaton A in I which has m+2 different states alt . . . , am+2 and input 
signs x, (l^t^m + 2) such that a,x,=al+1 if l^t<m + 2, and am+2x2=a3. 
Take the cycle (a2, x2) in A. If the type of (a2,x2) is (k, I) with ¿ > 1 then I2 is 
a homomorphic image of an a0-product of (a2, x2) with a single factor, and thus 
I2 can be realized homomorphically by an a0-product of A with a single factor. 
In the opposite case, it is not difficult to see that a m + 2 $(a 2 , x2), and thus I2 is 
a homomorphic image of an a0-product of the cycle (am+2, x2) with a single factor. 
Therefore, I2 can be realized homomorphically by an a0-product of A with a single 
factor. Now let n>2 and assume that our statement is valid for any j<n. Since 
I satisfies (2) (ii) there exists an automaton A in I having different states 
a,(t= 1, ..., n+m — 1) and input signs xt 1) such that atxt=at+1 if 
l^t<n+m — l and an+m_1xn_1=an. We distinguish two cases. 
First assume that 1 in the type (k, /) of the cycle (an_1, x„_1). Consider 
•the a„-product I n ^ X A d x } , (p), where q>1(x) = x and (p2(t,x) = x, for all 1 
It is clear that I„ is a homomorphic image of the subautomaton generated by (1, ax) 
in I„_iXA({x}, (p). From this, similarly as above, we get a required decomposi-
tion of I„. 
Now suppose that k= 1. Then one can prove that an+m^1^(atl_1, x„_x) and 
thus 1. Consider the cc0-product I„„1xA({x}, (p), where cp1(x)=x and 
for all Let a=an+m_1 if n = um + 2 for some u=0,1,... and 
a=a n + m _„ if n=\ + um+v for some 2 i n S m , M=0, 1, ... . It is not difficult to 
see that I„ is a homomorphic image of the subautomaton generated by (1, a) in 
I i i - iXA({4, (p). This yields a required decomposition of I„. 
It remained to decompose the automata Q„. Since condition (2) (i) is satisfied 
by I and only this condition was used in the previous decomposition of Q„ (see 
the observation made in the proof) the automaton Q„ can be realized homomorph-
ically by an a0-product of automata from I for any « S 3 . 
Now let us suppose that I satisfies condition (3). Since conditions (3) .(ii) 
arid (2) (ii) coincide, by the proof of the decomposition of automata I„ in the case 
I satisfies (2), . we have that the automaton I„ can be realized homomorphically 
by an a0 -product of automata from Z for any « s 2. Let n s 3 be arbitrary and 
consider the automaton ,Q„. Since I satisfies (3) (i) there exists an automaton 
B in I which has n different states b, ( / = 1, . . . ,«) and input signs x, ( l ^ i < n ) 
such that b,x,=bt+1 if —1 and b„_2xn_1=bn. Take the a0-product 
I„ X B ({x, y}, (p), where (px ( x )=x and 
<p2(t, x) = 
x„_! if t = n — \—um for some « = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
x„+m_„ if t = n — um — v for some and u = 0, 1, ... 
1 S i < « —2, 
otherwise, 
1 Si< n-2, 
otherwise, 
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for all l ^ t ^ n . It can be easily seen that Q„ is a homomorphic image of the sub-
automaton generated by (1, bj in I„XB({x, >>}, q>). Therefore, we have a required 
decomposition of Q„. This ends the first step of the proof of the sufficiency. 
To prove that arbitrary nilpotent automaton can be realized homomorphically 
by an a0-product of automata from {Qm: m s 3 } , by Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, it 
is enough to show that the automaton R„ can be realized homomorphically by an 
a0-product of automata from {Qm: m S 3 } for any n&3. 
Let « S 3 be arbitrary. In order to decompose R„ consider the automata 
R « ( l S / < « ) given by Ri ' ) = ( { * 1 , . . . , * . _ i } , { l , . - . . , n } , 5 « 0 , where 
" v' sJ I m i n { t + j , n ) if s - j , 
n - l 
for any l ^ t ^ n and xs£ { i j , . . . , x ^ J . Take the direct product [ J R ^ and let 
j=i 
W denote its subautomaton generated by (1, . . . , 1). Observe that a ( ^ a x holds 
if 1 ^ / s « —1 for any state (alt . . . , a„_i) of the subautomaton W. Therefore, if n - l 
a,=k holds for some and l^k^n then ( a f — a i ) — • N o w 
¡=2 
define the mapping /z: W-*{ 1, . . . , «} in the following way: 
. . . , a n _ a ) = m i n ^ a 1 + ^ ( a j , « ] . Ka 
By the observation above, it is not difficult to prove that the mapping /x is a homo-
morphism of W onto R„. 
Now let be arbitrary. For the decomposition of R^J) consider the 
automaton R $ = ( { x x , . . . , x„_:i}, {1, . . . ,«}, <5$) for all k (l^k^n — 1), where 
MJ) (t \ — / m i n ( i + s ' ") i f t = k a n d J = s> 
* X s ) ~ Imin (/ + 1 , n) otherwise, 
n - l 
for any l s i ^ « and jc4€{*I, • *„-i}- Take the direct product [ } R<J] and 
* = i 
denote by U its subautomaton generated by (1, . . . , 1). Observe that for any state 
(alt . . . , a„_i)€C/ 0 ^ a t — 1 holds provided and a,—r 
(t—r,...,n—2) if an_x=r for some r, where 1. Now define the mapping 
ft: t /—{l, . . . , «} in the following way: 
M a i> •••> a n- i ) = min [ a„_ i+ (fii~an-1)> «) • 
By the observation above, it can be seen that the mapping /i is a homomorphism 
o f U o n t o R « > . 
Now let l ^ f c s « — 1 be arbitrary. If j= 1 or n—2^k then Rfy can be em-
bedded isomorphically into an a0-product of Q„ with a single factor. Let us suppose 
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that 1 -=_/' and —2. For the decomposition of consider the a0-product 
n 
A = N Qj({*i> •••> *n-i}> where 
i=k + 2 
. f x if s?ij, , (y if a1 = k+2, 
= if , = j , = otherwise, 
, N Jy if «1 < «2 a t , . <pi+1(a1,...,ai,xs) = [x otherw.se; 
for any xg€{*i, . . . ,*„_!}, 2^iSn-k-2, {1, . . . , t+k+1} ( l S i S « - f c - 2 ) . 
Let v=n—k—1 and take the following sets of states of A: 
Ay = {0*i, •••,av): ax S fc+2 and at = a i + 1 (i = 1, ..., y -1 )} , 
= {(a l5 ..., av): a j = k + 2 and (3s) (2 ^ s ^ c and at < a ; + 1 if i S s— 1 and 
= a i + 1 if u)}, 
= {(ai> •••> av)'- a i = + 2 and (3s) ( l S s < s and at < ai+1 if 1 s i S s - 1 
and cii = as— 1 if s < i S t)}. 
3 
It can be shown, by a sort computation, that B = ( { x 1 ; . . . , xn_1}, | J Ah ¡=1 3 
8 x ) is a subautomaton of A. Now define the mapping u: M A,— 
( . u ^ J x t ' i x » - i > ¡ = 1 
— {1, . . . , «} in the following way: 
rmaxaj if (a1; ..., av)£A1UA2, 
^ f l l ' - ' a » ) = l m i n ( f l „ + j - l , n ) if (alt...,av)ZAv. 
It is not difficult to prove that the mapping /1 is a homomorphism of B onto Rtf l . 
This ends the proof of Theorem 4. 
The following Theorem holds for a rproducts with z'Sl. 
Theorem 5. A system Z of automata is homomorphically complete for the 
class of all nilpotent automata with respect to the a r produc t ( / s i ) if and only 
if one of the following two conditions is satisfied by I : 
(1) I contains an automaton which has a state b and input signs . . . , xk, y 
such that •bx1 ...xk=b and bx^by, 
(2) (i) for any natural number 3 there exists an automaton in I which 
has n different states b, ( i = l , . . . , « ) and input signs xt (1 such that 
b,xt=b,+1 if 1 1 and b ^ x ^ ^ h , 
(2) (ii) for any « S 3 there exist m s l and an automaton in I such that 
it has « + » i — l different states a, ( i = l , ...,n+m — 1) and input signs x, 
( l S i S w + m - 1 ) for which a,x,-at+1 (l^t<n+m-l) and an+m_iXn+m_1= 
=an hold. 
Proof. The necessity can be proved in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 
4. (One need consider the homomorphic realization of Q„.) 
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In order to verify the sufficiency assume that I satisfies (1) by A.—(X, A, 8). 
From the proof of Theorem 4 it follows that every nilpotent automaton can be 
realized homomorphically by an a0-product of automata from {A}U{I,„: m s 2 } . 
Therefore, using the fact that the a„-product of ax-products is an o^-product, it 
is enough to show that the automaton I„ can be realized homomorphically by an 
oij-power of A for any ws2. Indeed, let n s 2 be arbitrary. Write b1=b and 
b,+1=btx, (t= 1, ..., k— 1). Without loss of generality we may assume that the 
states blt •••, bk are pairwise different. We distinguish three cases. 
First suppose that {b^y, bxy2, ...}n {bi, ..., bk}=Q. Then take the ax-power 
A" - 1 ({*}, (p), where cp1(ul,x)=y, 
(p,^, ..., u,,x) = 
y if {ul5 . . . .U j . i j n i f t i , ..., bk} = 9, 
Xj if {«J, . . . ^ ( . j n ^ ! , ..., bk} 0 and u, = bj, 
arbitrary input sign from X otherwise, 
for any state (wl5 ..., and — Define the state (a l t . . . , a n _ J 
of the ax -product in the following way: 
, ffei-i if «t — b.- for some 1 < j S k, 
a i = b i ' a ' " = \bk if at=b[ 
where t=l, ...,n—2. Let U denote the subautomaton of A"~1({x}, (p) which is 
generated by (a l s ..., an_1). It is not difficult to see that I„ is a homomorphic image 
of U and thus, we got a required decomposition of I„. 
Now assume that {bty, bly2, ...}n {bx, ..., and b1y$ {b1, ..., bk}. De-
note by the least natural number for which b1ys£ {Z ,̂ ..., bk). There exists 
such an s. Take the -power An_1({x}, cp), where 
<PI(MI, X) = 
y if u16{&iJ>i, ...,b1ys~1}, 
Xj if ux = bj for some 1 ^ j S k, 
arbitrary input sign from X otherwise, 
<P(("i, x) = < 
y if ut€ {hy, ...,b1ys~1}, 
y if = ^ and ut_1£{b1y,b1y2, ...}, 
Xj if u, = bj for some 1 < ^ k, 
Xj if «, = />! and { ^ y , b^ 2 , . . . } , 
arbitrary input sign from X otherwise, 
for any (M ,̂ . .., un_j£A"~i, 2st^n-l. Define the state ( a l 9 . . . , a^JZA"-1 in 
the following way: 
a'i = h?-1, ..., as-i = bxy, as = and 
(bj-! if a, = bj , for some 1 < j ^ k, 
: I bk if if a, = b u 
where 1. Denote by U the subautomaton generated by ... , a„_i). 
It can be seen easily that I„ is a homomorphic image of U, which yields, a required 
decomposition of I„. 
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Finally, assume that by {by, ..., Then fcs2 and b1y=bi for some 
M 2 , l ^ i ^ k . Let Z>={Z>2, . . . , Z>,_i} if zV'l and Z)={62, ..., if /=1 . Con-
sider the OLy-power A"_1({x}, <p), where 
q>y(uy,x) = 
q>t(uy, ...,u„x) 
y if Uy = by, 
Xj if Uy = bj for some 2 S j S / c , 
arbitrary input sign from X otherwise, 
y if u, = by and {i^, ..., ut_i)C\D = 0, 
if u, = bj for some 2 s j s fc, 
xx if ut = by and {k1; ..., Mf.iJDD ^ 0, 
.arbitrary input sign from X otherwise, 
for any (uy, . . . , m„_1)6̂ 4"~1, 1. Let Z>r denote that element of Z) which 
has the greatest index. Define the state (ay,..., a„_1)£A"~1 in the following way: 
ay = br, a2 = br_y, ..., ar = by and 
_(bj-y if at 
- \bk if a, 
bj for some 1 < j s k, 
by, 
where — 1. Denote by U the subautomaton generated by (a1, ..., a„_1). 
It is not difficult to prove that I„ is a homomorphic image of U and thus, we have 
a required decomposition of I„. 
It remained to prove the sufficiency of condition (2). But this can be seen 
easily, using Theorem 4 and the fact that the a0-product of aL -products is an 
ccx -product. This ends the proof of Theorem 5. 
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On the functional dependency and some generalizations of it 
B y J . DEMETROVICS a n d G Y . GYEPESI 
§ 0. Introduction 
According to E. F . CODD [6] a relation is a matrix without two identical rows. 
Rows correspond to data records and columns to the attributes that are to be stored 
of a data item. He also introduced [7] the concept of functional dependency: a set 
of columns depends on another if fixing the values in a row taken on the first de-
termines those on the second. 
Other concepts of his are the key (a set of attributes on which, all depend) 
and the candidate key (a minimal key). 
Candidate keys clearly do not contain each other [10]. 
The possible mathematical structure of functional dependencies was first in-
vestigated by W. W. ARMSTRONG. [1]. Among others he found that this structure 
is determined by the maximal dependencies (those which have maximal attribute 
subsets depending on minimal ones) and even by the dependent sides of the max-
imal dependencies. We also heavily use these "maximal dependent subsets of 
attributes" as technical tools. 
Different kinds of functional dependency have also been introduced [3], [11], 
[13], [14], and axiomatized, usually in systems similar to those investigated by 
Armstrong. 
The harder problems of the topic are usually of combinatorial nature (see [4], 
[5], [9], [15]). 
In this paper in § 1 we give the formal definition of the functional, dual, strong 
and weak dependencies and give new axioms for full / - d- and j-families. 
In § 2 we show the analogy and differences among the dependencies of different 
types and give an axiom for full w-families. 
In § 3 we deal with a question stated in [9]. 
Before starting § 1 we make some remarks concerning the practice: 
The functional, dual, strong and weak dependencies studied in this paper 
are those restrictions which allow the characterization of a relation by restrictions 
of it to certain proper subsets of the attribute set. 
Certain dependencies of a relational data base are known by its designer. We 
call these initial dependencies. In general initial dependencies imply new depend-
encies. W. W. ARMSTRONG [2] has developed a method to find the dependencies 
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implied by a given set of initial functional dependencies. He also gave a charac-
terization of the sets of initial dependencies that imply all the dependencies of a 
given full f-family and are of minimal cardinality. This characterization has a 
logical nature; we give a combinatorial equivalent of it. 
We use the following notational conventions: Q denotes the set of attributes, 
P(Q) denotes its power set. If g is a function with X as its domain and ZQX 
then g\Z denotes the function which has domain Z and for any z£Z g(z)=gtZ(z). 
c means strict inclusion. 
§ 1. Old and new axioms 
We start with the definitions of functional, dual, strong and weak dependencies 
based on [1] and [8]. 
Definition 1.1. Let A, B be subsets of Q and let R be a relation over Q. Then 





depends on A in R if 
(i) (Vg,h£R)(g\A=h\A^g\B = h\B); 
(ii) (\/g,h£R)(!i3a£A)(g{a) = h(a))=>(3b£B)(g(b) = h(byj); 
(iii) (\/g,h£R)(<i3a(LA)(g(a) = h(a))=>g\B = h\B); 
(iv) Wg,h£Jl)(gtA=h\A=y(3b€B)(g(b) = h(by)); 
f d . s w 
holds respectively and denote these by A — B, A — B, A — B, A — B corre-
sponding to the type of the denoted dependency. The following example [8] illustrates the effect of the dual dependency. 
EXAMPLE. Let £ 2 = {author, title, hall, shelf}. Let we have a library with 
eighteen books, three halls and three shelves in every hall; one shelf holds two 
books. Let the relation R containing the data of the library given by the follow-
ing table: 
author title hall shelf author title hall shelf 
1 1 1 2 10 10 3 2 
2 2 1 3 11 11 3 3 
3 3 1 1 12 12 3 1 
4 4 1 2 1 4 1 . 1 
5 5 2 • 3 5 8 3 3 
6 6 2 1 4 1 1 3 
7 7 •2 • 2 7 10 3 2 
8 8 2 3 6 10 2 2 
9 9 3 •1 6 9 2 1 
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Thus {author, title} j* {hall, shelf} holds, and for i = l , ..., 12 the book by author 
/ and entitled i is on the ^1 + 3 - | y | j - t h shelf of the hall ([x] denotes 
the integer part and {x} the fraction part of x). The reader, knowing the author 
or the title of the required book, may find it without examining the whole library: 
for example if i is the author of the book, then it is enough to look the j^^t i j - th 
hall, and the ^1 + 3* j y j j - t h shelves of the other two halls. 
In R {author, title} {hall, shelf} holds too, but to store this functional de-
pendency is equivalent to store the table of R; the {author, title} {hall, shelf} 
dependency is more effective. 
If R is a relation over Q, {¡F, 3), y , iV) and y£{f d, s, w} corresponds 
to <3/, then we write 
9 R = { { A , B y . . A ' t B } . 
We call the sets which have the form R full y-families, where y corresponds to 9J. 
In order to investigate the various dependencies the first step is the axiomatiza-
tion of full y-families for y£ {f d, s, w}. In [1] there is a system of axioms for 
full /-family and in [8] there are for full d- and ¿-families. For the sake of com-
pleteness we reproduce them here. 
Let <&<^P(Q)Y,P{Q). Then we say that <& satisfies the f-axioms, if for all 
A,B,C,DQQ 
- (Fl) (A,A)£<&; 
(F2) -(A,B)€&, (B,C)e&=>(A,C)€&; 
(F3) {A,B)e&, C ^ A , D < g B ^ ( C , D ) e ! t \ 
(F4) (A,B)eat, (C,D)&t=*{A\JC,B\)D)$!St. 
<3f satisfies the 9-axioms if for all A, B,C,D^Q 
(Dl) ( A , A ) m 
(D2) (A,B)€&, (B,C)€&=>(A,C)€&; 
(D3) (A, B)£<8f, CQA, BQD=>(C, 
(D4) {A,B)$&, (C,D)Z<&=>(A\JC,B\JD)£<y\ 
(D5) (A, Q)&=>A = 0 . 
<& satisfies the y-axioms if for all A, B, C, DQQ and for any a£Q 
(51) ({<%},{a})eSt; 
(52) (A,B)&, (B,OQSf, B?±0^(A,C)eW; 
(53) (A,B)€&, eg A, DQ B=*(C,D)€&; 
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(54) (A,B~)£<&, (C,D)£<W=>(Ar\C,BUD)e<2/; 
(55 ) (A,B)£% (C,D)£W=>{AVC,BnD)£<y. 
We need the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Let S^<gP(,Q)xP(Q) be such that (X, and imply 
X^0. Then & satisfies the f-axioms iff 2) = {(A,B): (B, A)fSF} satisfies the 
9-axioms. 
Proof. Trivial by the f- and 9-axioms. (D5) makes necessary the assumption 
that (X, and I V 0 imply X ^ 0 . • 
REMARK. The assumption ((X, Y)£& and imply AV0) in Lemma 1.1 
is not an important restriction: if OF satisfies the f-axioms let ¿F'=&r\{(&, X): AV 0}. 
Then J5"' obviously satisfies the f-axioms and the critical assumption as well, and 
we have that X^0 implies (X, Y)£3?'. 
In the following we give new axioms instead of the f- 9- and y-axioms and 
give an axiom that characterizes the weak full w-families which is such a full w-
family that whenever (X , Y) is an element of the family then X is not void. 
F-axiom. Let ^ Q P ( Q ) x P ( Q ) . Then we say that 3F satisfies the F-axiom 
if for any (X, Y)£P(Q)xP(Qy\3F there is an EQQ such that 
(i) XQ E and 
(ii) if (X', and X'QE then Y'<gE. 
D-axiom. Let <3QP(Q)XP(Q). Then we say that Q) satisfies the D-axiom 
if for any (X, Y)eP(Q)xP((2)\g> there is an EQQ such that 
(i) XDE^0 and Y(1E=0; 
(ii) if (X', Y')£3> and XTlE^Q then Y'C\E^0. 
S-axiom. Let £fQP(Q)XP(Q). Then we say that Sf satisfies the S-axiom 
if for any {X, Y)fP(Q)xP(Q)\9' there is an EQQ such that 
(i) Xf]£V0 and Y%E 
(ii) if ( X Y ' ) £ £ ? and X'C]E^0 then Y'QE. 
W-axiom. Let W^P(Q)xP(0). Then we say that if satisfies the W-axiom 
if for any (X , Y)£P(Q)xP(Q)\ir there is an E<gQ such that 
(i) XQE and YC\E=&; 
(ii) if (X\ Y')£ir and X'QE then 
Theorem 1.1. (i) Let ^QP(Q)XP(Q). Then J5" satisfies the f-axioms iff 
SF satisfies the F-axiom. 
(ii) Let 3>QP(Q)XP(Q). Then 3> satisfies the 3-axioms iff Q) satisfies the 
D-axiom. 
(iii) Let S?QP(Q)XP(Q). Then y satisfies the y-axioms iff Sf satisfies 
the S-axiom. 
Proof, (i) Suppose that OF satisfies the F-axiom. Then 
(Fl) If (A, then there is an EQQ such that AQE and A%E which 
is a contradiction. 
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(F2) If (A,S)e^r> (B,C)£& and (A, C)f| J5". then there is an EQQ such 
that AQE and C%E. Furthermore (A, AQE imply BQE, and using 
C g E which is a contradiction. 
(F3) If (A,B)e^, A'^A, B'QB and then there is an EQQ 
such that A'^E and B%£ and (A, B)<iSF, AQE imply that BQE. Thus, by 
B'QB, B'QE which is again a contradiction. 
(F4) If (A, (C, D)e.-F and (AUC, BUD)^^ then there is an EQQ 
such that AUCQE and BUD^E; e.g. B%E. But (A, B ) ^ and AQE imply 
that BQE, which is a contradiction. 
Suppose now that ¡F satisfies the f-axioms. Let (A, B)£P(Q)XP(Q)\.iF. 
Claim. There is an E^A such that (E, B)£P(Q)XP(Q)\^r and F ' I D F 
implies 
(Q, by (Fl). Thus, by (F3), (i2, holds. AQQ and (A, 5 ) £ P ( i 2 ) x 
XP(Q)\$', consequently there is an EQQ which is maximal w.r. to the 
properties (F, and E ^ A . 
This E clearly satisfies the restrictions of the Claim. 
Let E^2A which is guaranteed by the Claim. We state that E satisfies 
(i) and (ii) of the F-axiom. Namely, by the choice of 'F , A Q E holds. By (Fl) 
and (F3), BQE implies (F, B)dtF. Thus we have B%E. 
Let (C,D)£3F and CQE. implies £ ' = D U £ D £ , and, by the max-
imally of E, (E',B)£& holds. Since (F, £>)£#*, by (F3), and (F, F)<E#" by (Fl), 
we have (F, F ' ) € ^ . Now (F, E')£!F, and (F' , B)£.W and (F2) imply that 
(F, B)f.<F, which is a contradiction. 
(ii) Let !¥ = {(A, B): (B, A)£@}. Then, by Lemma 1.1, SF satisfies the f-axioms 
iff Q> satisfies the 3-axioms. Hence, by (i), it is enough to show that ¡F satisfies 
the F-axiom iff 3) satisfies the D-axiom. 
Suppose that ^ satisfies the F-axiom. For (A, B)£P(Q)xP(Q)\J5" let 
E(A, B) be a subset of Q such that AQE(A, B), B$E(A,B) and if both 
(A',B')^ and A' Q E(A, B) hold, then B'QE(A,B). By the F-axiom such 
an E{A,B) exists. By the definition of & whenever (A, B)£P(Q)xP(Q) then 
(A,B)eP(Q)XP(Q)\& iff (B, A)dP(Q)XP{G)\2>. 
Now it is easy to check that for (B, A)£P{Q)XP(Q)\@, Q\E(A, B) satisfies 
the Z)-axiom. 
If 3 satisfies the D-axiom, then J5" satisfies the F-axiom; this can be shown 
by the same argument. 
(iii) Suppose that i f satisfies the ¿»-axiom. Then the proof of the fact that 
Sf satisfies the y-axioms is an easy modification of the proof of (i). We deal with 
but (SI) and (S2). 
(51) if ({a}, {a^i-Sf, then there is an EQQ such that { a } n £ V 0 and 
{a}C\(Q-E)^0 which contradicts |{fl}| = l. 
(52) if (A,B)ey, (B,C)eSf, 5 ^ 0 and (A, then there is an F g i 2 
such that 
(a) ~Ai)E^0 
(b) C n ( i 3 \ F ) ? i 0 and 
(c) (F,Z))G^, F f l F ^ 0 imply that DQE. 
(a) and (c) imply BQE. By we have BC,E^&. Hence, by (B, C ) £ , 
C%E holds which is a contradiction. 
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Suppose now that & satisfies the y-axioms. Let (A, B)fP(Q)xP(Q)\y 
Claim. There is an a£A and an EQ Q such that 
(a) a € £ ; 
(b) ({a}, E)£Sf and 
(c) E'^>E implies that ({a},E')^Sf. 
If for any a£A we have ({a}, B ) f y then (A, B)(i£f by the repeated application 
of (S5):1 Hence there is an a£A such that ({a}, Now if for every b(LB 
({a}, {b})£y holds then by the repeated application of (S4) we have ({a}, B)££f. 
Thus there is a b£B such that ({a}, {6})$^. 
By (SI) and (S3) there is an EQ Q such that a£E, ({a}, E)£Sf and E is max-
imal w.r. to this property. This E is appropriate for the Claim. 
Let EQQ and a£A guaranteed by the Claim. Then by (S3) we have b$E. 
Hence and 5 D ( i 2 \ £ ) T i 0 . Now let (C, D ) f y such that C(1E^0; 
let c£CC\E. Suppose that Z>n( i2 \£)? i0 ; let d£DC\{Q\E). By (S3) we have 
({c}, {d))ty and by (SI) we have ({c}, {c})€^. ({a}, E)£Sf implies that 
({a, c}, {c})£Sf, by (S5). Hence (S3) implies that ({a}, {c})£Sf. Now ({a}, 
({c}, {d})e£f and (S2) imply that ({a},{d})£y. Thus by (S4) we have 
({a}, E{J{d})£y which is a contradiction as E'=E(J{d}z>E. 
Consequently the E guaranteed by the Claim demonstrates that if satisfies 
the S-axiom. • 
Definition 2.1. Let R be a relation over Q. We define the equality-set of R, SR 
as follows: For h, g£R let E(h,g) = {a£Q: h{a)=g(a)} and let <gR= 
= {E(h, g): h,g£R and h?±g}. 
Definition 2.2. Let si be a-set system. Then si is a A-system if for any 
A, B, C, D£si, AjiB and C^D implies that ACiB=CPiD. 
Remark. It is easy to see that si is a A-system iff for any A, B f s i , A^B 
implies that AC\B=C\si. 
Theorem 2.1 (i) Let R be a relation over (2 and let h, f , g different elements 
of R. Then E(h, g), E{h, / ) , E(g, f ) form a ¿-system. 
(ii) Let S= {EUj\ 1 iSi^j^k} such that for each {EtJ, Eu, EJfl} 
is a A -system. Then there is a relation R over Q with SR=S. 
Proof By symmetry it is enough to prove that a£E(h, g)p\E(h,f) implies 
a£E(g,f). But afE(h,g)C\E(h,f) means that g(a) = h(a)=f(a), hence a£E(gf). 
We construct by induction the rows hlt ...,hk of R. Let h1(a)=0 for each 
a£Q, and assume that n<k and the rows hlt ..., h„ have been defined s.t. for each 
E{hi,hj)=Ei J holds. We construct hn+1 as follows: 
1 A*0, since Vb€£ ({b),{b))<iSf by (SI), hence {B, by (S4) and (S5). But i f - 4 = 0 , then 
(A, B) € if by (S3). 
§ 2. The equality-set 
u (A\ ih ), if a£Eijn+1 for some 1 ^ i ^ n; 
(hi(b): b£Q & 1 i == n) + l else. 
•i, n + 1 
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Then 
(a) hn+l is well-defined. 
To prove this we have to show that a£Ei n+ir\Ej n+1 implies hi(a)=hJ(a). 
But this is obvious because EitJ, Ein+1, EJ n+1 form a ¿1-system and the induction 
hypothesis holds for i, j^n. 
(b) if 1 g / S n and Eit„+1 then hi(a)^h„+1(a). 
Suppose first that a£E J i n + 1 for some 1 1. Then, by (a) and the 
definition of hn+1, hn+1(a)—hj(a) holds. Furthermore a$Eu because 
{ETJ, EJ n+1, F i>n+1} is a J-system. Thus the induction hypothesis implies h^a)^ 
^ h j ( a ) , ' that is h-{a)7±hn+i(a). 
If Fj.n+i then we have hn+1(a)^hi(a) by the definition of hn+1. 
This completes the proof of (b). 
Now by (a) and (b) it is clear that for 1 S/Sw, E(hu hn+1)=Ei n+1 and hence 
the induction step works. Let R={h1,..., hk). Then SR=S obviously holds. • 
After Theorem 2.1 there is a natural way to axiomatize full families of de-
pendencies of any type. This follows next: 
F'-axiom. Let SFQP(Q)XP(Q). Then S7 satisfies the F'-axiom if there is 
a natural number k and an indexed set of subsets of Q, {Et j: 1 such that 
(i) If (X, Y)eP(0)XP(Q)\^ then there are 1 r s i ^ j ^ k such that XQEt j 
and Y ^ E i j . 
(ii) I i 1 S i ^ j S k and then YQEU. 
(iii) For any 1 {F,J , F,- ,, Fy>/} is a ¿-system. 
D'-axiom. Let 3)QP(Q)XP(Q). Then 2> satisfies the D'-axiom if there is 
a natural number k and an indexed set of.subsets of Q, {Eitj: 1 such 
that 
(i) If (X, Y)eP(Q)xP(Q)\3> then there are such that 
Xr\Eu*Q and YC\EU = 9. 
(ii) If (X, and X C \ E U ^ then Y Q E t j ^ Q . 
(iii) The same as (iii) of the F'-axiom. 
S'-axiom. Let £fQP(Q)XP(Q). Then ST satisfies the S'-axiom if there is 
a natural number k and an indexed set of subsets of Q, {Ei }: 1 such 
that 
(i) If (X, Y)eP(Q)XP(Q)\^ then there are such that 
X H E i j ^ V and Y ^ E i j . 
(ii) If (X , l^i^j^k and xr\Eu^9 then YQEUj. 
(iii) The same as (iii) of the F'-axiom. 
W'-axiom. Let iTQP(Q)xP{Q). Then iV satisfies the W'-axiom if there 
is.a natural number k and an indexed set of subsets of Q, {F^ : such 
that 
(i) If (X, Y)£P(Q)XP(Q)\ir then there are such that 
and YC\Eij=0., 
(ii) If (X, Y)£W, l s / ^ / s A : and XQEU then 
(iii) The same as (iii) of the F'-axiom. 
4* 
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REMARK. Observe that the F ; ¡-s in the F'-axiom are maximal dependent sets, 
i.e. if (X, and XGEU then Y<=EitJ. 
• Theorem 2.2. (i) Let <WGP(Q)XP(Q) and Y£{F,D,S}. Then satisfies 
the Y-axiom iff satisfies the Y'-axiom. 
(ii) Let Q be a finite set, | i2 | s3 . Then there is a ifGP(Q)xP(Q) such that 
if satisfies the H^axiom and if does not satisfy the W"-axiom. 
Proof, (i) Let first Y = F and suppose that aU satisfies the F-axiom. Write 
For any (X, Y)£P(Q)XP(C2)\^ take an E(X, Y)Gi2 guaranteed by 
the F-axiom. List these £(X, Y)-s as F2, ..., Ek (the indices begin with 2). For 
let E1j=Ej and for 1 let E^—E^Ej. We claim that 
{F; j : 1 demonstrates that J5* satisfies the F'-axiom. The requirement 
(i) of the F'-axiom holds by {£2, ..., Ek}G {F ( } : 1 We. left to the reader 
to check that (ii) holds too. To prove (iii) of the F'-axiom let 1 ̂ / c y c / s ? / c . 
We distinguish two cases: j 
(a) «'=1. Then EiJ = EJ; F ; , = F, and = FynF, . Thus the intersection 
of any two members of {F,,y; F i ( : Fy-,} is Ej H F ; . This means that {F; j-; F i ; ; E j ,} 
is ¿-system. 
(b) 1 </. Then ElJ = EinEJ; EiJ = EiC\El and F ^ F ^ - D F , . Thus the 
intersection of any two members of {Eu', F;_,; Ej t} is F ^ E / D F , . This means 
that {EitJ; Et,; EJt,} is a ¿-system. 
If satisfies the F'-axiom then 6-'J obviously satisfies the F-axiom. 
Now let Y=D and suppose that °y satisfies the Z>-axiom. Write 
For any (X, Y)fP(Q)xP(Q)\3 take an E(X, Y)GQ guaranteed by the D-
axiom. List these E(X, Y)-s as Er, ..., Ek. For ISiSA: let E2i_12i=Ei and if 
and EitJ is still undefined then let Ei J=&. It is easy to see that 
{E,j\ 1 = / <_/s= 2/c} shows the Z)'-axiom to hold for 2). \f<y satisfies the D'-axiom 
then it trivially satisfies the X)-axiom. 
The case Y= S is an easy modification of the proof in the case Y= F. 
(ii) For the sake of simplicity suppose that Q={a, b, c}. (In the general case 
pick two different elements a and b of Q. The role of {c} will played by £2\{a, b}). 
Let if={(A,B)£P(Q)XP(Q):AG{a}^a£B and AG {b}=>b£B}. Then if sat-
isfies the IP-axiom while if (A, B)£P(Q)XP(Q)\if then either (AG {a} and 
d$B) or (A -and b$ B). For (A, B), E~{a) taken in the 1st case and E— {¿>} 
in the 2nd one shows the IF-axiom to hold. 
• We claim that -if does not satisfy the W'-axiom. Suppose indirectly that 
$={EU: 1 is a system that shows the IP'-axiom to hold for i f . 
Then 
(1) {a}(E<r and [b}£S while ({a}, Q\{a})£P(Q)xP(Q)\if and 
({ft}, Q\{b})£P(Q) XP(Q)~\if hold. 
(2) and {c}$6a while (0, Q)£lf and ({c}, i2\{c})e / r hold. 
By (l), {a}£<f and \b}£S, that is {a}=EtJ. and {b}=E, m for some l^/ ' , 
j,l,m^k. We distinguish two cases: 
, '(a) /= / . Then \a}=EiJ and {b}=Ei m . {Eu; E,;m; Ej m} is a ¿-system, 
consequently either EJ m = 0 or Ej m = {c}. Both cases contradict (2). 
(b) |{/, j, /, /«}| = 4. We may suppose that- (/', y )=( l , 2); and. (/, m)=.(3, 4) 
while we are interested in {F; j-; F ; , ; F,m ; 'F,v ( ; EJ m; Elm). What is F2 3? 
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By (2) £2 35^0 and E 2 ^ { c } . The cases £ ! i S ={«} or {b} arise to the 
case (a). £2,3^ {b, c} while EU2; È2<3; E1S form a A -system and thus E23= {b, c} 
implies Eij3=0, contradicting 2. Similarly {a, c}. Thus {a, b}QE2t3. The possi-
bilities for E13 are the same as for £2>3 that is {a, b}Ç=Ei 3. But then b£E13f]E23 
and b$Elt2, contradicting {£ l i2; E2t3; £, i3}'s being a ¿-system. 
The proof is complete. • _ 
REMARK. Theorem 2.2 demonstrates the difference between the weak dependency 
and thé rest. 
Theorem 2.3. Let <2/QP(Q)xP(Q) satisfy the K'-axiom for some 
Y£{F, D, S, W}. Then there is a relation R over Q with <&=<&R. Conversely, 
if R is a relation over Q then °J/R satisfies the y '-axiom. 
Proof. Let £={EiJ\ 1 show that satisfies the y '-axiom. Then 
the requirement (iii) of the y '-axiom and Theorem 2.1 (ii) imply that there is a rela-
tion R- over Q such that SR—S. By the y '-axiom it is obvious that (W = (&R. 
Conversely, if J? is a relation over Q, then writing R={hi, ..., hk), Ei j = 
=E(hh hj); {Eu: 1 ^i-^j^k} shows that <&R satisfies the y '-axiom. • •• ' • 
Definition 3.1. Let be a full /-family and let AQQ. Then A is a candidate 
key for SF if {A, and for any A'czA (A ' , holds. Let J? be a relation 
over Q, then the set of candidate keys of R is the set of candidate keys of ¡fR. 
Let denote the set of candidate keys of J5". Then ^ is a Sperner system, 
i.e. (yA, Betf) (AQB=>A = B). We deal with the following question of [9]: 
(*) Let r(n) denote the smallest integer,for which any Sperner system CQP(Q) 
is the set of candidate keys of a suitable relation over the //-element set Q 
with at most r(n) rows. What can be said about /•(«)? 
In [9] it is shown that for any Sperner system there is a relation with this 
system as its set of candidate keys and that 
Proof. First we prove the upper bound. Let ^ g P ( Q ) be a Sperner system. 
•Let OS consist of the maximal sets that do not contain any members of Let 
B2, ..., Bk be the members of Si. For 1 -<j=k let ElJ = Bj and for 1 
let Eij=BinBj. Then 1 satisfies the requirements of the The-
orem 2.1 (ii), hence there is a relation R over Q with k rows such that gR == 
= {Eij: Then obviously W is the set of candidate keys of R. It is 
§ 3. Combinatorial results 
We give sharper estimations for r(ri). 
Theorem 3.1. ^ ( [w/2]) - '00 ^ ([n"2]) + l. 
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trivial that Si is aSperner system, and thus W —([«/2]) t ' i a t ^ ~ ( [ n / 2 ] J ~ ' ~ 
Tha rest of the proof is due to L. RÓNYAI. We start with two trivial observations. 
1. Let R be a relation over Q with r rows. Then there is a relation R' over 
Q such that R' uses no more than r symbols and SR=SR>. 
2. Let R be a relation over Q with r rows and let Then there is a rela-
tion R' over Q with r' rows such that & R =$ R , . 
By 1. and 2. the number of Sperner systems which may be represented as sets 
of candidate keys of relations with r rows is no more then rr". Hence 
r ( n ) r W " > 
which implies 
^ • M w ? ] ) -
 D 
It is natural to ask the following analogon of (* ) : 
Let R(n) denote the smallest integer for which any full family ^rQP(Q)XP(Q) 
is the set of functional dependencies of a suitable relation over the «-element set 
Q with at most R(n) rows. What can be said about R(n)7 
By the proof of Theorem 2.2 (i) it is obvious that i?(«)^(the maximal number 
of subsets of £3 such that the intersection of any two of them is not a third). Thus, 
by a theorem of D. KLEITMAN [12], I ? ( N ) S C - [ [ M / 2 ] ) W H E R E C = 3 / 2 . Z . FÜREDI 
and J. PACH have shown, that this number is less then ( l + ( E • log «)/«) • 
Lastly we give the combinatorial characterization — according to § 0 — of 
the sets which are of minimal cardinality with respect to the property that they 
imply all the dependencies of a given full /-family. 
We need some definitions and a lemma. 
Definition 3.2. Let JtGP(Q). 
(i) We say that Jt has the intersection property if for any Jt' g Jt, C\Jl'eJt 
holds. 
(ii) An M f J t is irreducible if M^ fl {M'fJi\ M c M ' } (recall that c 
means strict inclusion). 
(iii) An JT^Ji generates JÍ if J(={P[JT'\ JÍ'GJV). 
Lemma 3.1. Let Ji have the intersection property and let Jf = {MfJi: M is 
irreducible}. Then an Jf'G Jl generates Jt iff Jf QJV'. 
Proof. The following proof is standard in lattice theory. If Jr' generates Ji, 
then Ji GJf' is obvious. For the converse we have to prove that J/~ generates 
Jt. Suppose indirectly that there is an X£JC\Ji such that AV fl {Y: Y£Jf & 
I c y}. Let X be of minimal cardinality with respect to this property. Ji 
means that X= fl{K: Y f J t & XcY), hence I c Y implies that there is an 
JfyGJT such that Y=f]J/y. Let Jfx=\J{jVy: XczY and Ye J/}. Then JfxGJf 
and X= D JVx which is a contradiction, n 
REMARK. Observe that the proofs of the Theorems in [2] are essentially our 
proof of Lemma 3.1. 
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Corollary. If JL has the intersection property then there is exactly one JF QJI 
which generates J t and has minimal cardinality. 
Theorem 3.2. Let $F be a full /-family, let 38 be the set of maximal dependent 
sets for J5" and let be the set which generates SS and has minimal cardinality 
(in [1] it is shown that 38 has the intersection property). 
Then for any 3 7 ' we have the following: 3F' implies all the dependencies 
of and ¿F' has minimal cardinality with respect to this property if and only if 
f o r a n y CAM t h e r e is a n ACQQ s u c h t h a t 3R' = {(AC,C): C£<#}. 
We left the easy proof of the Theorem to the reader. We think that it is in-
teresting to compare Theorem 3.2 with the Theorem on pp. 16 of [2]. 
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Algebraic representation of language hierarchies 
B y T . GERGELY 
1. Introduction 
The investigation of the connections between completely different languages 
or between theories formulated within these languages is a problem of growing 
importance in System Science, in Theoretical Linguistics and in many branches 
of Computer Science. E.g. this problem has arisen in high level program speci-
fication (see e.g. BURSTALL—GOGUEN [6, 7] and DOMOLKI [9]) in abstract data 
type research (see e.g. HUPBACH [13]) and in computer system modelling (see e.g. 
RATTRAY—Rus [17]). 
In order to establish a connection between two languages first a connection 
i.e. a method of translation between their syntax might be looked for. Another 
possibility is connected with the interpretation of one syntax into another by intro-. 
ducing appropriate mathematical tools (see e.g. M O N K [15] and BLUM—ESTES [5]). 
However usually there are a lot of possibilities of interpretation. As to handle 
them together, i.e. to investigate the possible connections in a complex way, the 
so called theory morphisms have been introduced (see e.g. AGN [3], BURSTALL— 
GOGUEN [6] and WINKOWSKI [19]). It turned out that category theory provides 
an adequate frame for the required complex analysis. However it would be quite 
useful to characterize the category corresponding to language hierarchy by the use 
of a well developed "culture" like universal algebra. Here we show that this 
characterization is possible by the use of the culture of cylindric algebras. 
Throughout the paper it is supposed that the reader is familiar with basic 
notions of universal algebra and category theory. 
2. Locally finite dimensional cylindric algebras 
Cylindric algebras provide a tool to handle classical first order logic properly 
in algebraical way. They are in the same relationship to first order logic as Boolean 
algebras are to propositional logic. Here we present the basic notions and pro-
perties of the theory of these algebras relevant to our aim. 
Definition 2.1. A similarity type t is a pair of functions (tF, tR) such that 
Rg tF<^a> and Rg i R ^co\{0} , D o / F n D o / R = 0 . The elements of Doip and Doij, 
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are called function and relation symbols, respectively. Here D o / and R g / stand 
for the domain and range of the function / respectively. • 
Note that a similarity type could be defined in such a way that it contains only 
relation symbols because functions are but special relations (cf. A G N [4]). 
Let t be an arbitrary similarity type with tR—&. The class of all /-type algebras 
will be denoted by Alg (/). The class of all /-type algebras forms a category denoted 
by Alg( / ) in the usual way i.e. the class of objects is Ob (Alg ( / ) )=Alg (/) and 
the class of morphisms consist of all the homomorphisms. Further on, the boldface 
version of a notion corresponding to a class of algebras refers to the corresponding 
category. 
Let us fix and ordinal a and the following similarity type la={( + , 2}', ( • , 2), 
< - , 1>,<0,0>,<1,0>}U{<C,-,0>: i « x } U {<</;,-, 0): /, A}, which for the sake of 
convenience is denoted by ; 
la = {< + , 2), < •, 2), < - , 1), <0, 0), <1, 0), <c(, 0), 0): /, 
Now we define a special subclass of Alg ( /J as follows. 
Definition 2.2. An /.-type algebra 91=(A, + a , - a i , 0* l a , c f , dy) l>y<« is 
said to be a cylindric algebra of dimension a iff it satisfies the conditions below. 
(For the sake of convenience we omit the supercript 21 speaking about the concret 
operations of a model 91, i.e. where it does not lead to ambiguity we simply write 
91=(A, + , - , - , 0, 1, ch (¿¡j\J<a.) 
(i) (A, + , - , — , 0, 1) is a Boolean algebra, 
(ii) c ; 0 = 0 , 
( i i i ) CiX-X — X, 
(iv) CjO-C.X) = CiX-Cty 
( v ) CiCjX = CjCiX, 
(vi) 
(vn) if i?±j, n then dj^Ciidji-din), 
(viii) if i ^ j then ci(diJ-x)-ci(dij- -x)=Q for any /', y'<a. • 
Further on the Gothic capital letters refer to algebras while the corresponding 
Roman capital letters do to their universe. 
Let CAa denote the class of all cylindric algebras of dimension a. The homo-
morphisms on CAa are defined as usually, i.e. such that they preserve all operations 
of the cylindric algebras. The intuition for CA„ theory comes f rom cylindric set 
algebras a systematic exposition of which is H M T A N [12].. 
N O T A T I O N . SbK={X: X<gK) for any class K. 
Definition 2.3. Let 5l£Alg(/a). The function An: ¿ ^ S b a , which renders 
to any a£A the following set Ama={i£a: cf a^a) is said to be the dimension-
sensitivity function. • 
Definition 2.4. The following class of 4-type algebras L F a = Alg (/a): 
for any afA, \Ama\<a>} is said to b " th ; class of locally finite dimensional al-
gebras. • 
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Proposition 2.1. Let % 23€Alg (/„), a£A and let / : 21—S be a homomorph-
ism. Then 
Proof. Let i(LAf(a), i.e. C ; / ( a ) ^ / ( a ) . Since / is a homomorphism this is 
possible only in the case i.e. when i£Aa. • 
Now let us define the locally finite dimensional cylindric algebras as follows. 
Definition 2.5. L f a = C A „ n L F a . • 
Now we turn to the relationships between first order logic and cylindric 
algebras. 
First we recall some well-known notions of first order logic. 
Let t be an arbitrary similarity type and a be an arbitrary ordinal. A /-type 
first order language of a variables with equality is a triple (F®, M„ [=) where Ff 
is the set of all /-type formulas containing variable symbols belonging to the set 
i£a} of variables of cardinality |a|, M, denotes the class of all i-type models; 
|= Q M t X F ? is the validity relation. It is supposed that the symbol = of equality 
relation is interpreted in each model as identity. 
I f , A x Q F ? and <p(zFf then Ax\=q> means that cp is a semantical con-
sequence of Ax. 
To each F" there corresponds an /„-type algebra the so called formula algebra 
g?=<F ( a , + , - , - , 0, 1, c„ da', i, oc) where for any <p, i ¡ / £ F f , i, 
cp + xj/ stands for <pVij/, 
(p-\j/ s t a n d s f o r <phtj/, 
— <f> stands for 
0 stands for lx=x, 
1 stands for x=x, 
Ci(p stands for 3x;<p and 
stands for xi=Xj. 
Definition 2.6. A pair T=(Ax, F?), where A x ^ F f is said to be a theory 
in a variables. • 
Note that a theory provides a sublanguage of { F f , Mt, |=) , namely, the triple 
<F(*, Mod (Ax), |=>, where Mod (Ax)={9I<i M (: 2l|=Ax}. 
Let T={Ax, F f ) be a theory and let F* be the semantic equivalence 
w.r.t. T defined as follows: For any cp, {¡j^Ff, (p = T\j/ iff Ax\=(p—ij/. Further 
on for any <p£Ff let <p/=T denote the corresponding equivalence class, i.e. 
<pl = T±{xl,iFf. (p = T^}-
Definition 2.7. The equivalence classes (p/ = T F f ) are said to be concepts 
of the corresponding theory- T. The set of concepts of a theory T is CT=F,X/=T, 
where F,/ = T means the factorization of the set of formulas into such classes any 
two elements of which are semantically' equivalent w.r.t. T. • 
Note that the classes of C r contain both open and closed formulas. (A formula 
is closed if each variable symbol occurs bound in it.) With respect to the open 
formulas it is important to remark-that interpreting them in a model the variable 
symbols .occurring free should be. handled as. constants. (See Examples below.) 
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On the base of the set of concepts of a theory T we define another 4-type algebra. 
Definition 2.8. The concept algebra of a theory T is defined as follows. G r = 
= g?/ = r , hence ( £ r = ( C r , + , 0, 1 ,ch du: i, y<a ) . • 
To see that this definition is correct one has to check that = T is a congruence 
relation on the algebra gf. 
Let us illustrate the notion of concept algebra by the following 
EXAMPLES, a) Let T0=(Ax0, F,\) be a theory, where t0=($, {{7?, 1)>}} and 
Ax0={(3x/?(x)—Vx/?(x))}. Then the corresponding concept algebra is as follows. 
(About the graphical representation of algebras see AGN [4].) 
b) Let T1 = <Ax1, F*) be a theory where ^ = <0, {(A, !>}) and Axx = 
= {3x~M(*)}- Then the corresponding concept algebra is as follows, where 
Let Ca be the class of concept algebras with a variables, i.e. C 3 = {G r: T= 
={Ax, F f ) , Ax ^ F', t is an arbitrary similarity type}. 
Note that concept algebras £ r are denoted in Definition 1 2 . 2 2 of M O N K [15] 
by SDif (where L is a first order language and f is a set of sentences in L). 
No we turn to the investigation of the connection of the classes Ca and Lfa . 
Proposition 2.2. Let £<AX,̂ > €Ca. Then d<Ax,Fp €Lf a . 
Proof. Any formula <p€ F* contains finitely many variables, the set of which, 
say, is Var (p. Let x ^ V a r (p for some then (p = T3xkcp. Thus AcpG 
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Q {i: x ;ÇVar cp} so it is finite. It is easy to verify that (£(AXiFt> satisfies conditions 
(i)—(viii) of Definition 2.2. • . . ' 
Let Ca be defined to be the full subcategory of Alg ( / J such that Ob C„ = Ca' 
Now we turn to the investigation of the role of the category Cx w.r.t. other 
subcategories of Alg ( /J . First we recall (see M A C LANE [14]) 
Definition 2.9. Let A1 and A2 be two arbitrary categories. A functor F from 
Aj into A2 is defined to be a pair F=(Fob, FMor) of functions F 0 b : Ob Ax—Ob A2 
and FMor: M o r A ^ M o r A a such that (i)—(iii) below hold: 
(i>If / i H o m (A, B) in Aj then F M o r ( / ) £ Horn (F0b(A), F0B(B)) in A2; 
(ii) ^Mor (fog) — ^Mor (f)oFMor(g) for• all fg£MorAii 
(iii) F M o r ( I d J - I d P o b ( ^ ) for any At Ob A,. 
Here I d x : A— A is the identity morphism corresponding to A. Note that 
instead of F o b and FMor we often write only F. 
For a category A the identity functor MA sends À to A and / to / for all 
/ l e O b A a n d / Ç M o r A. 
The categories A, and A2 are equivalent iff there is a functor F: AJ->-A2, to 
which there is a backward functor G: A2—A t and there are two natural iso-
morphisms 9: FoG-^ld^ and v: G"oF-^-IdAi. 
The categories Ay and A2 are isomorphic iff there are functors F: A-t -»An and 
C=A 2 —Aj such that G o F = I d A i and FoG = IdAz. • 
Theorem 2.3. Let a s c o be an arbitrary infinite ordinal. The categories Lfa 
and Ca- are equivalent. 
This theorem immediately follows from the following 
Theorem 2.4. Let aSco. There are two full and faithful one-one functors 
F: Ca — Lfa and G : Lfa—Ca and two natural isomorphisms 9: F o G — I d ^ and 
v: GoF—.ldc, such that the functions F, G, 0 and v are definable (in a parameter 
free way) in ZFC set theory by formulas which are absolute (in set theoretical 
sense) and moreover these functions are primitive recursive (in the sense of DEVLIN 
[8] p. 29 ) . 
Proof. I. First we define the functors. 
1. Let S I Ç O B L F A . From 12 .18 , 12 .25 and 12 .28 of M O N K [15], see also The-
orem 5.2 of A G N [1] and Proposition 1. in [16], it follows that there is a theory 
Tm, i.e. a similarity type /al together with the corresponding set of formulas F?^ 
and a set Ax a of axioms such that Moreover from the proof of 12.28 
of M O N K [15] it follows that there is a function Fob- Ob Lfa—Ob Ca such that 
(i) for any 2 l 6 0 b L f a F O b ( 2 0 = G r a i ; 
(ii) there exists a function 9: Ob L f ^ - M o r Lfa such that 0(2l) = ls (F0b(2l), 21) 
for any 2t£Ob Lfa. Here Is (21, 23) dénotes the set of isomorphisms from 2t 
onto 93. 
(iii) the functions F 0 b and 9 are definable in ZFC, i.e. there are set theoretic 
formulas cp(x, y) and ij/(x,y) siich that 
ZFC\-Çïx<i0bUJ(3 \ y(p(x, y)A3l yils(x, y)) 
and 
ZFC|-(Vx6 ObLfJ Vy, z(((p(x, y)Aij/(x, z)) — ObCaAz£ Is (x, >•)))• 
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Above we assumed that Ob Lfa and Ob Ca are also definable in ZFC, i.e. the 
expression "_y€ObCa" and "j>€ObLfa" are formulas of one free variable y in 
ZFC. We omit the proof that this assumption is justified. Similarly "z£ls (x, y)" 
is also a formula of ZFC of free variables x, y and z. 
Moreover the formulas <p(x,y) and ij/(x,y) are absolute (in set theoretical 
sense). 
(iv) The functions F 0 b and 9 are primitive recursive in the sense of DEVLIN 
[8], i.e. they can be generated by the schemata (i)—(vii) of [8], p. 29. (And, even 
more we believe that these functions are rudimentary.) 
Let / € M o r L f a , namely let /6Horn (91, 93) for some 91, 93GOb Lf a . We 
define F M o r ( / ) = [0(©)]~1 o/o9(91). Then clearly F M o r ( / ) 6 H o m (F0 b(9i), F 0 b(93))c 
Q Mor Ca. 
It is not difficult to verify that this function preserves composition and iden-
tity. Thus the pair F={F0b, FMor) is a functor. Since the function 9 is definable 
by an absolute formula of ZFC so is FMof and thus so is the functor F as well. 
Now we show that the functor F is one-one. 
a) Let 91 and 93 be two different elements of Ob Lf a . Recall that at the beginn-
ing of the proof to every 9f€Ob Lf^ a theory T<a was associated in a fixed way 
such that Tm should be the theory constructed from 91 in the proof of 12.28 [15]. 
We also recall that for any 3 IeObLf a F(9I) = C T a . 
(i) First we suppose that 91 ̂ S because A ^ B . In this case using the con-
struction provided by M O N K in the proof of 1 2 . 2 8 [15] we get different F,M, FtfB, 
i.e. J y i F , , . Hence C T u * C T a . 
(ii) Let A=B. Since 9 l ^ S there is at least one operation symbol h say 
of n arguments and there are ax> ..., a„£A such that hm(ax, . . . , an)=a0 but 
h® (ax , ..., a„) ji a0. Therefore Axai # AX<B . 
Hence Cr,,, ̂  C r s . Thus F0b is one-one. 
b) Since FQb is one-one it is sufficient to prove that FMoi is one-one on 
Horn (91, 93) for each % 93€Ob Lfa. 
Let / o g £ H o m (91, S ) be two elements of M o r L f a such that f ^ g . By the 
definition of FMor obviously FMot(f)^FMot(g). Thus F 0 b and FMor are one-one 
functions and F is so as well. 
2. Now let us define the functor G: Ca—Lf„. From Proposition 2.2 it follows 
that for G we can choose the identical embedding, i.e. let G={G0b, GMor) be such 
that for any 9 t € O b C a and / € M o r C,, G 0 b (9I)=9I and G M o r ( / ) = / . Clearly 
the functor G is definable by an absolute set theoretic formula and it is one-one, 
full and faithful. 
From the above observations we have the following 
Lemma 2.4.1. For any 9l£Ob U a and f f Mor Lf, 
GoF(9I) = F(9I), G o F ( / ) = F ( / ) 
and for any 9 l e O b C a and / 6 Mor CA 
FoG(9I) = F(9I), FoG(f)=F(f). 
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II. Now we turn to the construction of the appropriate natural isomorphisms. 
1. First we show that the function 0: Ob Lf^—Mor Lfx defined in 1.1 (ii) 
of this proof is a natural transformation from GoF to Id u „ which we denote 
following M A C LANE [14] by 9: GoF^\du<x-
We would need a diagram of type 
GoF(f) 
G o F(2l) -Go F (95) 
0(91) 0(23) 
I d L f o ( / ) 
I d ( 9 I ) - I d L f (S) 





This diagram exists, so by Lemma 2.4.1 the diagram (*)"does exist as well. 
By the definition of FMoT we have: FMor(/) = ^(®)]" 1 o/of(2I)- Now it is 
easy to establish that the diagram commutes. 
0(23)oF(/) = 0 (©) o [0 (©)]-1 o f o 9 (21) = /o0(2I). 
So 0: GoF-»IdLfa is a natural transformation. Since for each 2l£Ob Lf a , 
0(21)6Is (GoF(2I),°IdLf„(2l)) we have that 0 is a natural isomorphism. 
2. Now we define v: F o G - - I d c . Let v^=9\Ca. That is v: Ob C a - M o r Lf„ 
such that for any 216 Ob Ca, v(2l)=0(2I). Then for any 2C<E0b Ca, v(2t)€ls 
(FoG(2t), Idc„(2l)). Let 21, 93€Ob C and / £ Horn (2t, 93). Consider the following 
diagram 
FoG(f) . 
Fo G( 21) • FoG(S) 
v(2I) v(23) 
I d c . ( / ) 
Idc.(2I) - Idc, (®) 
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By Lemma 2.4.1 instead of the above diagram it is enough to consider the 
following one 
F ( / ) ' 
F(9i) • F ( » ) 
v(9Q v(S) 
In II. 1 we have already seen that this diagram commutes. Thus v: Fo(?--IdC o i 
is a natural isomorphism. 
III. The definiability of F, G, 9, v by absolutè set theoretic parameter free 
formulas follows from this property of F o b and 9 established in 1.1 (iii) and from 
the construction of F, G, 9, v by using F 0 b and 9. 
The primitive recursiveness of the functions F 0 b , FMor, G0b, GMor, 9, v can be 
established analogously. • 
The above theorem raises the question about the isomorphism of the categories 
under consideration. We show that isomorphism does occur, indeed. 
Theorem 2.5. Let asco. The categories Lfa and Cx are isomorphic, i.e. 
Lfa = C a . 
Proof. To prove the statement we construct an isomorphism H\ Lfa—Ca , 
which is a one-one and onto functor, both on objects and on morphisms. For 
the construction of H first we define a covering of the category Lfa and then we 
define H on this covering such that the image of H covers the category C a . 
By Theorem 2.4 we have a one-one endofunctor F: C^—Lf^ and a natural 
isomorphism 9: F - - I d L f o , which sends F into IdLfl,-
(Note that here we usé the fact provided by Lemma 2.4.1 that G: Lf^—C^ 
is an identity functor.) 
First we construct the covering of Ob Lfa by induction as follows. 
Take F 0 = O b Lfa . 
We need the following notation. Let A be an arbitrary category and R be 
a functor on A. Then for any subclass Ob A the R image of S is defined as 
follows 
- Take .Ko=ObC a . (It is evident that^ K0QL0.) 
Furthermore lei 
LX=F* L0 (Clearly L, i K0.) 
K1=F*Ka (Since Kg G La we have Kx <g LX.) 
Let us suppose that the classes Ln and K„ have already been defined up to 
some n. 
Then let 
Ln+i==F* L„ and Kn + 1±F*Kn. 
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Thus the classes L„ and K„ have been defined for any n£co by induction. 
They are illustrated by Fig 1. 
' ^ F o ^ T n y ^ e t f let Wn=Kn\Ln+1 and let (J Wn. 
nZa 
Moreover let (note that D= (J (Ln\Knj). 
n£ia 
On Fig. 1. the white area corresponds to W and the dark one to D. 
It follows from the construction that Ob Lfa is covered by the disjoint union 
of D and W, i.e. ObUa = D\JW. 
Now we construct a covering to Ca by giving a function HQb=Ob Lf„ >->-«-Ob C„ 
as follows. 
For any 21<EZ> let /70b(2l)J=F(2f) and for any 236 W let i / o b ( i 8 ) = S , 
i.e. H0b = {F0b\D)\Jld\W. Clearly H0b: Ob L f a O b Cx is one-one and onto 
Ob Cx since Ob LfX=L 0 and Ob CX=K0 that is HQb: L0>-*K0. Note that H0b= 
= F0biDUGst\W. 
Now we define the mapping HM o t : Mor Lf,, >->— Mor Ca. We distinguish four 
cases: 
1. Let 21, 93 £ W and / £ Horn (21, SB). Then we define # M o r ( / ) = / . 
2. Let 21, 93€D and /6Horn (21, 23). Then we define HMoi(f)=F(f). 
3. Let 2 I€A ®€ W and / 6 Horn (21, 93). 
Since 6: F - - I d L f a is a natural isomorphism we have F(93)>-^—<B=7/(23). 
Then //(2I) = F ( 2 T ) - ^ - F ( 9 3 ) # ( 9 3 ) . We define HMot(f)=0(%)oF(f). It 
is evident that J / ( / ) £ H o m (//(21), if(93)). 
4. Let A 8 € W and /€Horn (23,21). For this case we define HMoT(f)£= 
J F X / ) O [ 0 ( 9 3 ) ] - 1 . By the above cases 1 — 4 the mapping HMor: Mor L f a - M o r Cx 
is defined. Since by Theorem 2.4 the functor F is full, faithful and one-one, it is 
5 Acta Cybernetica V/3 
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easy to [verify that the mapping //M o r is onto and one-one such that for any 
% 93<EOb Lf, and /6Horn («1, 95) we have i / M o r ( / ) £ H o m (#0 b(9i) , H 0 b (®j) . 
For illustration to ffMoT see Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2 
Let H={HQb, НШг). For the verification that H is a functor, properties 
(i)—(iii) displayed in Definition 2.9 should be established. The properties (i) and 
(iii) are satisfied by definition. Let / £ Horn (91, S ) and g£Hom (93, (£). To verify 
property (ii) the following cases should be checked. 
a) 9I,S,«S:€A 
b) 91, 
c) 91, ®<ЕД <Z£W, 
d) 91,®<ЕЖ, 
e) 91 € Д 
f ) 9KW, » , G € A 
g) 2 i , £ 6 A 
h) 91 ® € A 
i) <&GV 
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and 
j) ®,<£€fV, 916.0. 
From the above cases we check the most difficult ones, namely g) and j) 
g) 91 , S € D , S&ew. 




//(G) - F((£) m ) 
H(g) = F(g) o [0(B)]-
0(S) 
/ / (©) = 93 <F(©) 
F(g) 
H ( f ) - 0 ( © ) o F ( / ) 
//(91) = .F(9l) 
TO 
F(9Í) 
By using the fact that F is a functor, from the above diagram we have 
H(g)oH(f) = f (g )o [0 (23) ] " 1 oO(S)oF( / ) = 
= F(g) o IdF ( S ) o F(J) = F(g) o F ( f ) = F(g o f ) . 
Hence, by definition, we get 
F(gof) = H(gof) since 9 l ,(££D. 
j) 9 l € A S , 






/ / ( £ ) = í F(<£) 
H(g) = g 
0(S) 
//(©) = © — <F(S) 
F(g) 
H ( f ) = 0 ( S ) o F ( / ) 
//(91) = F(9I) F(9l) 
j* 
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By using the fact that 0 is a natural transformation and that F is a functor 
we get from the above diagram 
H{g)oH(f) = goO(iB)oF(f) = 
- 0(G) o F(g) o F(J) = 0(G) o F(g o f ) 
which, by definition, is H(gof), since 91 £D and W. 
Thus H is a functor and by its construction, H is one-one and onto and thus 
H establishes an isomorphic connection between the categories Lfa and Ca. • 
Some questions w.r.t. the functor H arise. Namely, we have the following 
OPEN PROBLEMS: 
— Is there an absolute isomorphism M: Lfa>-*->-CI? 
— Is the functor H constructed in the above proof definable by a quantifier 
free formula in ZFC? 
— Is the functor H primitive recursive in the sense of DEVLIN [8]? 
— Is there any isomorphism I : Lfa>—>-Ca which is rudimentary in the sense 
o f DEVLIN [8]? 
3. Category of theories 
Let a be an ordinal. Definition 2.6 provides the notion of theories of a. vari-
ables. However without supposing further conditions two theories and T2 can 
have e.g. different sets Axx and Ax2 but one of these sets might be derivated from 
the other one by the use of an appropriate calculus, i.e. by the use of pure syntac-
tical transformations. I.e. despite of their differences in their presentations the 
theories are equivalent. To avoid such cases we slightly modify Definition 2.6. 
Definition 3.1. Let a be a fixed ordinal. Let t be an arbitrary similarity type 
a n d A x C f " . Take Ax*^={<p: Ax|=<p}. 
The pair (Ax*, Ftx) is said to be a saturated theory of a variables. • 
Further on when speaking about a theory we have a saturated one in mind. 
In the case of saturated theories we often identify a theory T=(Ax, F*) with 
the set Ax of axioms. 
Now we define how a theory can be interpreted in an other one. 
Definition 3.2. Let r i = ( A x 1 , F*) and T2=(Ax2, F*) be theories in a 
variables. Let m: F£ —F®. 
The triple (Tx, m, T2) is said to be an interpretation going from Tx into T2 
iff the following conditions hold: 
a) m(xi=xj)=xi=xj for every i, y'<a; 
b) m{<pA\l/)=m(q>)Am(ij/), m(~[q>)=lm(<p); 
m(3xi(p) = 3xim((p) for all (p,\j/£F?v z'<a; 
c) A.x2\=m((p) for all (p£F,® such that AxjNcp. 
We shall often say that m is an interpretation but in these cases we actually 
mean (7 \ , m, T2). By saying that (7 \ , m, T2) is an interpretation we mean that 
(T1, m, T2) is an interpretation of the theory Tx in the theory T2. • 
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Let m, n be two interpretations of 7\ in T2. 
The interpretations {Ti, m, To), (Ty, n, T^) are defined to be semantically 
equivalent, in symbols m=n, iff the following condition holds: 
AX2 N (in (cp) — n((p)) for all (pfF'¡[. 
Let {T1,m, T2) be an interpretation. We define the equivalence class mj = 
of m or more precisely (Tx,m, T2) j= to be: = {(7i> T2)' n=m and n is 
an interpretation of Tx in T2}. 
Now we are ready to define the connection between two theories Tx and T2. 
Definition 3.3. Let Tx and T2 be two theories of a variables. 
By a theory morphism p: TX-*T2 going from Tx into T2 we understand an 
equivalence class of interpretations of Tx in T2, i.e. n is a theory morphism /¡: — T2 
iff n=mj= for some interpretation (Tt, in, T2). • 
Definition 3.4. (i) THa is defined, to be the quadruple TH^ ¿=<Ob TH a , Mor TH^, 
0, Id), where the mappings o : Mor TH a XMor THa—Mor THa and Id: Ob T H a -
- M o r THa are defined in (ii)—(iii) below and Ob T H 2 4 { F : T is a saturated 
theory in a variables}, Mor THa={(T'1 , T2): n is a theory morphism //: T1 — T2 
and T,, T2€Ob THa}. 
(ii) Let n: Tt-*T2 and v: T2-+T3 be two theory morphisms. We define the 
composition vofi: Tj — T3 to be the unique theory morphism for which there exists 
mCp and n£ v such that vo/x=(nom) / = , where the function (nom): F^ -<-
is defined by (nom)((p)=n{m(<p)) for all (p€.Ft\. 
(iii) Let T=(Ax, F?\ be a theory. The identity function IdF« is defined to 
be IdF*={(cp, q>): cpf F?}. 
The identity morphism I d r on T is defined to be Id7- = (Id i.«)/= . • 
Proposition 3.1. TIL is a category. 
Proof. The statement follows from the two properties bellow: 
a) the composition defined in (ii) of Definition 3.4 is associative, i.e. let 
Px'. Tx — T2,\i2. T2 — T3 and fi3: be theory morphisms and let for 
/€{1,2, 3}. By associativity of composition of ordinary mappings m3om2omx£ 
fn3o(ji2opj) and m:iom2om1f(j.b}oproving /i3o ^.¿o nl = (m.,om2om{)J ~ = 
= (fi3 o/xjopi, 
b) the identity morphism is I d r defined by (iii) of Definition 3.4. Let /t: Tx — T2, 
then for some m o IdT l (<p) = (id T i(cp))=mUp)=IdT 2 m(cp), for any < p £ F f , 
1.e. / zo Id r i =Id r 2 o^= / i . • 
The main properties of the category THj are investigated in AGN [4]. Here 
we show how the category of theories can be characterized algebraically. 
Theorem 3.2. The categories Cx and THa are isomorphic. 
Proof. First we define a functor F: THa-«-Cit. 
a) We define the object part F0b: Ob T H , + O b Ca of F as follows. Let 
7"= (Ax, Ff )eOb T H j be arbitrary. Recall that in Definition 2.8 the concept al-
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gebra (£T of the theory T was defined to be 5 , / = t that is &T='&T/{((P> <FI): Ax |= 
I=(<P~~4>)}- We define F{T)=F0b(T)=^r for every F 6 0 b THa. By this the 
function F 0 b : Ob T H a - O b Ca is defined. 
b) Let //: ^ - ^ M o r T E ^ . 
We define F M o r (p)=((x , j>)6C r iXCT a : there exist a <p£x and an m£n such 
that m((p)dy}. 
It is not hard to check that FMor(ji): GT l—£T s is a function, and, by Defini-
tion 2.9, it follows that FM„0i)6Hom (G r i , Gra)==Hom (F(7\), F (F 2 ) )SMor C a , 
i.e. FMot(ji) is a homomorphism. 
c) We have defined a function FMor: Mor THa—Mor C a . Let F = ( F 0 b , FMoi). 
Now we prove that F is a functor. FMoI satisfies the following properties: 
(i) for any r € Ob THa, FMor ( IdT )=IdC T , 
(ii) let nx: TX-~T2 and n2: T2-*T3. Then F M o r ( jx 2 o^)(cp) = FMoT(mon)j = Tj(q>) = 
=n(m(<p))/ = n = FMor02)(m(<p)l = T2) = FMor<>2) oFMor for any (piFf. Here 
mZfix and n€(i2-
Thus the pair of functions F—(F0b, FMor) is a functor F: THa—Ca . 
Next we prove that F0b: Ob THa >—» Ob Ca is a set theoretic isomorphism, 
that is F 0 b is one-one and onto. 
(i) Let Ti=(Axi, F,a)£Ob THa for /€{1,2}. Assume Tx j^T2. 
Case 1. t ^ h - Then F(Ti )^F(T 2 ) since U C T l = F , ^ F f 2 = UC T i . 
Case 2. tx = t2. Then A x ^ A x , . Recall that by the definition of TH,, we 
have Ax—Ax* for «€{1,2}. Thus 1 = A x £ = A x x ^ A x 2 = A x £ = 1 F(-T*>. 
Cases 1—2 prove F(T^)^F(T2) and hence F 0 b : Ob TH,, Ob CA is proved 
to be one-one. 
(ii) Let 216 Ob Ca be arbitrary. By the definition of CA then there exists 
a theory T=(Ax, F?) such that = Let T*=(Ax*,F?). Clearly T*£Ob TH a 
and F ( r * ) = e r * = G r = 2 I . 
We proved that R g F 0 b = O b C i and hence F 0 b : Ob T H ^ ^ O b C,, is proved 
to be a set theoretic isomorphism. 
Next we prove that FMor is a set theoretic isomorphism on the Hom-sets. 
Let T^^AXj, F " ) 6 0 b TH a for /6 {1,2}. 
(i) Let FI: TX — T2 and v: TX-T2 be different, i.e. N^V. Then ([3M£N)QNEV ) 
(3<jo^Ffj) Ax2^=(m(^)—n(<p)). Let these m,n,(p be fixed. Then 
F(jx) (<p/ =T)=m (cp)/ (<p)/ = n= Fin) ((p/ = T2). 
Thus FMor is one-one. 
(ii) Let / 6 Horn (F(T'1), F(T2)) be an arbitrary homomorphism from the 
algebra CT l into the algebra (£Ta. Let At ^ F* be the set of all atomic formulas 
in F£ not involving equality, i.e. At={jR(jf t l , . . . , x,J: i?€Do (x and tx(R)=n 
and ix, ..., i„£oi}. Note that (x t=xj)$. At for any i" j£a. 
For every /6(1,2} we define the homomorphism nat;: as follows 
natj (<p)=<p/=Tj for each (p£F?r 
Let c: F?J = Tt—F£ be a choice function that is na t 2 oc=Idc T a . Let n = 
¿ ( c o / o n a t ^ A t . Then n: At—Ff2 is such that nat2on=(/onat1)^At. 
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Since At freely generates the algebra there is a unique homomorphic ex-
tension m: of n to the algebra 3rtl, i.e. m\At—n. The diagram 
commutes since /onat1 tAt=nat2on=nat2o«jtAt and At generates 
Assume A x ^ i p . Then /(natj((p))—\F<-T2>=na.t2(m(<p)) and hence »1(9)6 Axf = 
=nat2(l®'2)=nat2 (x0=x0). 
This proves that (T l t m, T2) is an interpretation and hence m/=: 7\->-
- T 2 6 M o r T H a . 
By the definition of FMor we have F(m/=)=f We have proved that 
Rg FMor=Mor C a . Then by the above considerations F: THa >—-«-Ca is an isomorph-
ism proving T H a ^ C a . • 
From Theorems 2.5 and 3.2 we have the following representation theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. The categories Lf„ and THa are isomorphic. • 
By the representation theorem (Theorem 3.3) we can investigate the category 
THa through the investigation of the properties of the category Lfa, since TH^ = Lfa. 
Before using this possibility we recall some well known notions. 
By a small category we understand a category C = ( O b C, Mor C) such that 
Mor C is a set. 
Definition 3.5. Let K be an arbitrary category. By a diagram in the category 
K we undestand a functor D: C—K, where C is a small category. 
, The category C is called the index category of the diagram D. 
Definition 3.6. Let K be an arbitrary category and let D: I—K be a diagram. 
Let I=<7, M). 
(i) A cone over D is a system (H, (ht: ¿6/)) such that HfOb K and for each 
/6/, h{: # - 2 > ( 0 6 M o r K and for every f f M if / : i - j in I then D(f)oh,=hj 
in K. 
(ii) The limit of D in K is a cone {G, (gt: if I)) over D such that for every cone 
{H,{ht: if I)) over D there is a unique morphism ¡i: H—G such that for any 
i£l, htOfi=gi. 
(iii) The colimit of D is defined exactly as above but all the arrows are reversed. 
Thus a colimit is a cocone <(gt: if I), G) with g{: D(i)—G etc. 
Definition 3.7. A category K is said to be complete and cocomplete if for 
every diagram D in K both the limit and the colimit of D exist in K. 
Theorem 3.4. The category THa is complete and cocomplete if a^cu. 
Proof. Since TH a ^Lf a by Theorem 3.3 it is enough to prove that Lfa is com-
plete and cocomplete. Let R e a = H S P Lf,,, that is Re a QAlg( / J is the smallest 
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variety containing Lf a . Let Rea be the full subcategory of Alg (4) with Ob Re a =Re a . 
Then Lfx is a full subcategory of Rea. It is well known that any variety is complete 
and cocomplete, see e.g. Proposition III.5.11 of TSALENKO—SHULGEIFER [18]. 
Let D: I-Lfx be a diagram in Lf a . Let (9Í, {h-t: / 6 7 » be the limit of D in Rea. 
It is easy to prove (see e.g. Corollary 2.1.6 of HMT [11]) that the greatest Lfa-
subalgebra © of 91 exists, that is 9 I 3 S € L f a and for every (££Lfa such that £ g 9 l 
then In other words 93 is the greatest member ot LfaDS9I, where S9I 
is the set of all subalgebras of 9Í and © ^ 91 denotes that © is a subalgebra of 91. 
It is easy to check that <©, (h^B: /£ / ) ) is the limit of D in Lf a . 
Let (h¡: /£/, 91) be the colimit of D in Rea . We prove that it is also the co-
limit of D in Lf^. To this end it is enough to prove that 916 Lfa. Let X= 
= U {Rg ht: z'6/}. Then XQA,X generates 91 and (Vj^-JOl Aj>|<a) since y is 
the homomorphic image of some z67)(i')6Lfa. Then 9i6Lfa by Theorem 2.1.5 
in HMT [11]. • 
We proved that Lfx is complete and cocomplete, moreover, we proved that 
Lfa is cocomplete in Rea , that is the colimits of diagrams D: I—Lfa when computed 
in Rea coincide with those when computed in Lf a . As a contrast we recall the follow-
ing from GERGELY [10]. Lfa is not cocomplete in Alg (/„), moreover, Lfa is not 
cocomplete in Boa as B o a g Alg (/J was defined in HMT [11], neither is it co-
complete in the variety I Crsa as defined in HMT AN [12] as these are proved in 
GERGELY [10]. I Crs a =HSP C r s a 3 L f a was proved in NÉMETI [16]. 
4. Conclusion 
Here analysing the connection between the categories THa and CAX only the 
theories were represented by cylindric algebras. However having a theory TQF? 
not only the representation of T but that of the models 916 Mod T of the theory 
T, or that of the subclasses KQ Mod T of the models can be done by the use of 
C A ' s . E.g. in NÉMETI [16], classes of models were represented by the use of the 
tools introduced in AGN [2] but from the point of view of the categories presently 
introduced only the objects were considered. Thus, for the entire investigation,' 
morphisms should be considered as well. This investigation will be done elsewhere. 
On the whole the present paper emphasizes the usefulness of certain universal 
algebraic tools to handle the category of all theories of a variables. 
Thus all results concerning the subclass Lfx of lx-type algebras can be used 
directly to investigate language hierarchies. 
This provides the possibility to represent and analyse' formal semantics of 
language hierarchies by the use of a very important subclass of 4-type cylindric 
algebras the so called locally independently-finite cylindric algebras, introduced 
in-AGN [1]. These algebras were later called regular in HMTAN [12]. At the same 
time the established connection provides quite a concrete content to the notion of 
Lfa which was introduced in HMT [11]. 
Theorem 3.3 provides an opposite possibility as well, namely, to establish 
some new results about Lfa by using the tools of Category Theory. 
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Многомерные пределъные теоремы для времени 
ожидания в приоритетных системах Мг|сг|1|°° 
Э. А. Д а н и е л я н , Р. Н. Ч и т ч я н 
1°. Введение. По мнению известного специалиста в области применений 
методов теории массового обслуживания в вычислительных системах Л. 
Клейнрока [1] «применения теории массового обслуживания для анализа рас-
пределения ресурсов и решения задач о потоках данных в вычислительных 
системах является, по-видимому, единственным доступным специалистам 
по вычислительной технике методом, который позволяет понять сложные 
связи в таких системах». 
Современные ЭВМ работают в различных режимах (пакетная обработка, 
разделение времени процессора и т. д.) и в любом из них ряд способов об-
работки программ формализуются в математических приоритетных моделях. 
Даже в одной из первых немарковских приоритетных моделей МГ|СГ|1|°° 
с относительным и абсолютным приоритетом, формализующей прохож-
дение программ г типов на однопроцессорной ЭВМ, точный анализ такой 
характеристики, как время реакции процессора на программы разных типов, 
достаточно сложен и приводит к громоздким результатам. В то же время 
при загрузке процессора, близкой к единице, возникает ситуация сколь угодно 
длительного ожидания программ начала своего счета. Анализ такой ситуации 
. проводится асимптотическими методами и приводит к доказательству пре-
дельных теорем в условиях так называемой «критической загрузки». 
Настоящая работа посвящена изучению совместного стационарного рас-
пределения времен реакции программ разных типов в условиях «критической 
загрузки» для моделей с относительным и абсолютным приоритетом. 
2°. Описание системы и вспомогательные результаты. В однолинейную 
систему массового обслуживания поступают независимые пуассоновские по-
токи 1-вызовов, ...,/--вызовов с параметрами > 0, ..., аг > 0 соответственно. 
Длительности обслуживания вызовов независимы в совокупности, не 
зависят от процесса поступления и для г-вызовов имеют функцию распреде-
ления (ф. р.) 5 ; ( + 0 ) = 0 (¿=¡77). 
Между вызовами разных потоков установлены приоритеты. Это означает, 
что при выборе очередного вызова на обслуживание на освободившийся при-
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бор поступает один из вызовов наивысшего приоритета, имеющихся в оче-
реди. Чем меньше индекс потока, тем выше его приоритет. 
Внутри каждого приоритетного класса принята дисциплина обслужи-
вания FIFO («первым пришел-первым обслужен»). 
Рассматриваются система с относительным приоритетом (схема А) и 
системы с абсолютным приоритетом (схемы В). В схеме А вызовы обслужи-
ваются без прерываний, а в схемах В обслуживание вызова прерывается пос-
тупившим вызовом высшего приоритета, который сразу же начинает обслу-
живаться. Прерванный вызов либо теряется (схема В2), либо вновь становится 
в очередь и при новом поступлении на прибор либо дообслуживается 
(схема В1), либо обслуживается заново (схема ВЗ). 
Предполагается, что в начальный момент система свободна от вызовов. 
Пусть ¿?а ( /= 1, /j-загрузка системы 1-вызовами, ..., /-вызовами. Зна-
чения д п , а также констант gl2 ( i = \ , r ) , имеющих смысл второго момента 
суммарного времени, затрачиваемого на обслуживание поступающих в сред-
нем за единицу времени 1-вызовов, ..., /-вызовов, приведены в [2]. 
Там же введены понятия ¿-периода ¡/-периода, /-цикла и соответствующих 
им преобразований Лапласа—Стилтьеса (п. Л.—С.) п¡(s), nu(s) и 1ц(/) ( /=1, г). 
Для всех рассматриваемых схем положим ( R e s ^ O ; i=\,r) 
= J>o(s) = VoOO = s, / i ; + 1 ( s ) = s + ai-OtTii is) , 
J>iO) = 5 + V;(s) = S - ai + fl, /l;(s). 
В работе [3] доказана следующая 
Лемма 1. Если gnS 1, то ( R e s s O ; i=l,r) 
Hi+1(s) = Hi{yi(sj), . (2.1) 
У Ы 0 ) = = s, (2.2) 
где в схемах А и B1 
в схеме В2 
в схеме ВЗ 
/<;+i(s) = S + O;- 2 ак Pk{l-li+i(s))> (2.3) 
к=1 
V,. (s) = s - а,- + «, bi (Hi (sj), (2.4) 
v,(s) = s - ^ { ( s ) a i 6 i ( s + f7i_1), (2.5) 
уг(я) = ж — ¿ ь т . . , , г— г , (2.6) 
Далее, пусть и'¡(/) ( /=1, г)-виртуальное время ожидания /-вызова в мо-
мент / и 
Ж(х(г)) = ( Пт Р{и',(0 < 0 = 177)}, 
с 
и>(в<'») = J ехр{-0>4 х ( г ) ) К м ^(х ( г ) ) , 
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где приняты следующие обозначения: 
Г 
ooW = (oo oo), dx(r) = dx1... dxr 
r 
(s(r), х(г))-скалярное произведение векторов s(r) и x(r). 




V¿4s) = ^ ± 3 » , (fc = (2.9) 
VÁVo-ViQh) 
Mi(s) = [ < 5 , 2 + ( 0 г ) Pr1 (<т,- - г + 0,)] (Sv2+Sv3hl(r,J)bi(<7i.1+В i), (2.11) 
- (¿V2 + ̂ 3hi(fld)-^i-i^i-Ánd-bi(<7¡-1 + 9i)l 
где индекс v указывает на номер схемы В, S¡j -симбол Кронекера, а величины 
4i=rli( sh • ••., sr)> = 0¡(j¡, •••,sr) определяются рекуррентным образом 
»?r + l = 0p + i = 0, 
% = s¡ + yt(rit+J 0 = V r ) , (2.13) 
0¡ = »7Í-V¡(»/Í) + 0 ¡ + i (' = 1, r). 
Обозначим через w¡ ( i~ 1, /-) стационарное время ожидания начала обслу-
живания ¿-вызова. 
Имеет место следующая (см. [3]) 
Теорема 1. При выполнении условия QRL-<=. 1 
co(s) = М ехр { (w, s)} = е,(1 +Ф(«)), (2.14) 
где <P(s) определяется соотношениями: . 
схема А 
Ф(®)= 2 Vi&'EÁs), (2.15) /=i 
V,(s) = HÁs)+ 2 < W » w ( s ) , (¿ = 177) (2.16) 
k = 1 
(2.12) 
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схема В1 
1 + а д = я (1 +2^(5)), (/ = Г7 ) (2.17) 
4 = 1 
схемы ВУ {у=2, 3) 
Ф,(З) = Ф,_1(5)[1 Н - а д . а д ] + В Д В Д , ('" = 1 7 ) (2.18) 
здесь = Фг(5), Ф0(.у) = 0. 
3°. Пусть в схемах А и В1 для п. Л.—С. ( /=1, г) длительности об-
служивания /-вызова при 0 (И.е 5 5 — 0 ) имеет место разложение 
Ш = 1 -^ г -5+аР>^(о (1+«р ( 0 (5 ) ) , (3.1) 
оо 
где 1 < у ( 1 ) ^ 2 , а/^-некоторая положительная постоянная, / ? а = J г ( ¡В^) , 
о 
а ф(0(5)=ОД1). 
В схемах же В2 и ВЗ соответствующее разложение предполагаем вы-
полненным лишь для первого потока су(1)—у. 
Положим (/=1, г): 
у( = т т ( у ( 1 ) , ..., у(0), Ц = {к == i: у(к) = у,}, Х1 = у,(у,-1)"1 , 
Лемма 2 (см. [4]). Пусть выполнены разложения (3.1). Тогда при л*—0 
и да < 1 справедливы следующие асимптотические разложения 








+ = + + + + 1Ят '*»+0(5'| + 1), (3.4) 
где — х(у^у,-1) , х(Л)-индикатор события Л, а 61-1 
1 Д-, если у( < 2, 
К; 
' 12ея , у¡2, если у; = 2. 
Будем говорить, что система массового обслуживания Д? г |б, |1|°о на-
ходится в условиях критической загрузки, если д= 1 — 
Условия критической загрузки создаются следующим образом. 
Пусть при еДО ф. р. В{(/) (г=1, г) фиксированы и существуют пределы 
о, 7=177) 
си = Ьтс,7, с у = д{д3 1{с-, = с„_1 ; д1 = 1 - 0 ц , д0 = 1). 
Далее, пусть для индексов ри (1 ̂ р =Рх<Ръ-¿рт=г) и только для 
них с Р и = 0 (и=1, т \ т ^ г ) . Следовательно, у первых р — 1 потоков суммарная 
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загрузка др-ц стремится при к числу, меньшему единицы (е р _ 1 >0) , а 
бР1-к единице. 
Не ограничивая общности, положим, что параметры а 1 ; . . . , фикси-
рованы и равны своим предельным при д\0 значениям. Поэтому считаем, что 
в условиях критической загрузки меняются только величины ар, ..., аг. 
Обозначим: 
К. = Ит К{ = 
2др2, если ур = 2 
В^+д^ - Р^а^ х(У(Р) = Ур-1% если ур = ур_х < 2, 
ЯР- 1 • РР1^{Р \ если ур * у р _ 1 ; < 2, ур < 2. 
4°. Прежде чем перейти к формулировке и доказательству основных 
результатов, сделаем ряд полезных замечаний. 
Рассмотрим вначале схемы А и В1. Подставляя в (2.3) разложения функ-
ций ^(я) ( 7 = 1 , г) при получаем 
л + 1 , (®)=ег 1 я -еГ ( Г | + 1 ) ^^ + 1(®)} 7 ' ( 1 +<Р,(М1* 1(8»), (4.1) 
где 
Ш 
^ Очевидно, что для любого ое->-0 при д^О имеем //¡+1(а)-»0. Поскольку 
при функции (У= 1, г) фиксированы, а ( р ц ^ ) фигурируют только 
в разложениях для ДДя), т. е. не зависят от загрузок, и стремятся к нулю при 
Т О П р И £ ? ( Ю 
При фиксированных загрузках и 5+—0 из соотношения (3.2) следует, что 
Л+1(») = вГ 1 8-вГ с , , + 1 ) ^8 7 ' (1+^(в) )» (4-2) 
где =0,(1). 
Пусть и в нашем случае переменных загрузок ¿¿¡+1(.У) задается соотно-
шением (4.2). Тогда имеет место 
Лемма 3. Для схем А и |В1 равномерно по достаточно малым 5 при 
т а х \ф,(и)\ = 0,,(1) (/ р). 
0йийв| Зв 
Доказательство. Сравнивая соотношения (4.1) и (4.2), приходим к следу-
ющей связи между функциями ср^х) и ф ^ ) : 
•^|(®) = {в |Я- 1 й + 1(в)} т "[1+9 1 (№+1(8))] -1 . (4.3) 
Обозначим ( ¡ ^ р ) : 
е? 
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Тогда при {?ДО, подставив в (4.3) вместо s выражение gf's, где s-достаточно 
мало, имеем: 
4>,(ei's) = xV(ed( i + o e i ( i ) ) - i . 
Покажем, что равномерно по достаточно малым s при 
= 1+0е<(1). 
Запишем для этого соотношение (2.3) в виде: 
fii+1(s) = S .{ l - ¿ ajbj(n¡+1(s))\ . (4.4) 
В силу неравенств 
О ̂  fii+1(s) S sO+ffjjTij) 
Qi 
из (4.4) выводим двусторонние оценки для функции fií+1(s): 
s • {l - ¿ cijbjiser1)} =5 n¡+1(s) ser1, (4.5) 
или, после подстановки вместо s величины gf's, где s-достаточно мало, 
в* - Q l ( л^л 
1 - ¿ а Л ^ " 1 « ) 
1=1 
Последнее соотношение при д\0 дает, что (<?;)— 1, т .е . ^¡(е^'5,)=0в1(1) 
равномерно по достаточно малым 
Подставив же вместо 5 выражение • а • 5, где а—О при е>|0, в соотно-
шение (4.5), убеждаемся в справедливости леммы 3 для всех О ^ и ^ д ! ^ . Лемма 
3 доказана. 
Перейдем к рассмотрению схем В2 и ВЗ. 
Лемма 4. Для схем Ву (у=2, 3) при 0 равномерно по д( (/ё/>) 
у((5) = Х - ( е ( - 1 - е ; ) л ( х ) + 0 [ ( Л ( 5 ) - Х ) 2 + 52]. ' (4.6) 
Доказательство. Введем в рассмотрение функции ( 0 ё г ^ 1 ) : 
/ • л / , \ и г , л / 1 ' Для схемы В2, 
.,) = ДЛЯ ВЗ. . 
Отметим, что = л). Поскольку функция (¡»¡(г, .у) аналитична 
в окрестности 51 точки (г=0, ^=0) как функция двух переменных, то внутри 
5 она разложима в ряд Тейлора 
,) = „(О, 0) + »>!!<№ • г + , ) , (4.7) 
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где (О<0<1) V о = 1 + 
Поскольку ö; входит в cpi(z, s) линейным образом, а при д^О параметры 
alt ...,ai ограничены в совокупности, то равномерно по д{ имеем Ai(z,s) = 
=o(z 2+s 2) . Выберем s настолько малым, чтобы [pi(s)~s, s)dS. Подставив 
в соотношение (4.7) вместо z выражение Pi(s)—s, приходим к (4.6). Лемма 4 
полностью доказана. 
5°. При доказательство основного результата настоящей работы сущест-
венно используются асимптотические разложения функций /Л Г + 1 (У) , y{(s) и V { ( J ) 
в условиях критической загрузки, которые представляют самостоятельный 
интерес при асимптотическом исследовании различных характеристик многих 
приоритетных моделей. 
Теорема 2. Пусть выполнены условия (3.1). При gjO для всех схем А и В 
справедливы следующие равномерные по достаточно малым s асимптотические 
разложения (i=p, г): 
rt+i(<?i's) = e f ' - ^ ( s ) ( l + 0 ( l ) ) , (5.1) 
e S - v i + 1 ( e b ) = ^ ( i - - c ; + ^ ( s ) ( i + o ( i ) X (5.2) 
= (5.3) 
где Л (^-решение уравнения 
г+КргУр = s, (5.4) 
удовлетворяющее начальному условию Л(0)=0. 
Доказательство проведем математической индукцией по к. 
При к=р справедливость теоремы 2 следует из таких рассуждений. 
При 0 в силу леммы 2 и условия 1 имеем 
vp (s) = с„ • * + Q~1\ Рр S/P (1 +fp _! (s)), (5.5) 
где / ,_ 1 ( í )=0 , (1) . 
Поскольку fp-i(s) не зависит от параметров ар, ..., аг, то подставляя 
вместо s выражение QP~-ÍQ1P~1 S, где í-достаточно мало, при £>Ю с учетом 
ср—0 из (5.5) имеем 
v p ( e , - i í ? í ' " 1 s ) - = e i ' ( s + ^ ) ( i + 0 ( i ) ) . • (5.6) 
Тогда из соотношения (2.2) при £>Ю следует, что 
в р - г в 1 ^ = = y , (e f t s+X p s>*)( 1+0(1))). (5.7) 
Рассмотрим неявное уравнение 
F(z, s) = z +Кр z-'p-s = 0. 
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Поскольку F(0, 0 )=0 , ^ / (г , 5) 0, то по теореме о неявной функции сущест-
вует единственная непрерывно дифференцируемая функция Л (л), з^овлет-
воряющая начальному условию Я(0)=0. 
Так как _ 
5 = Л(в)+КрЛ»р(я) (5.8) 
то, положив 5 = Л ( т ) в соотношение (5.7), получаем 
откуда, пользуясь монотонностью функции ур (л), с помощью стандартной тех-
ники оценок нетрудно вывести, что 
УР(врР^ = вр-1в>~ 1 Л(т)(1+0(1)) , (5.9) 
которое совпадает с разложением (5.3) с ¡ = р и с р = 0 . 
Далее, при ^+->-0 из соотношения (3.2) следует 
Поскольку функция фр-^) не зависит от параметров ар, ..., аг, то из 
соотношения (2.1) при д\0 получаем: 
= е ; ~ 1 У Р - В;*Г1 -1 ~1 5') • {1+-1 (УР(Е^))} = 
= ^ - 1 Л ( 5 ) ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) , (5.10) 
т. е. соотношение (5.1) доказано в случае / =р. 
Соотношение (5.2) для схем В2 и ВЗ доказывается непосредственной 
подстановкой в (4.6) вместо 5 величины др* л, где ¿-достаточно мало, с исполь-
зованием (5.10). Законность, указанных действий гарантируется равномер-
ностью по др соотношения (4.6). 
Докажем, что (5.7) имеет место при ¡=р и для схем А и В1. Из формул 
(2.4) при 5+—0 следует, что 
(«) = а р + г 0 р + 1 р р + 1 ( * ) - а р + 1 4 + 1 И1Р+1 (1 +^(р+1)(^р+1(5))). (5.11) 
Будем определять ур+1(5) по последней формуле и при переменных заг-
рузках. Ввиду того, что функция Ф(р+1)(-у) не зависит от параметров ар, ..., аг, 
при 010 имеем 
<р(р+ц^р«^'®)) - <р ( р + 1 ) (^- 1 Л(5)(1 +0(1))) = 0,,(1). 
Тогда при ¿?р|0 из соотношения (5.11) следует, что 
= 0 р р ( 1 - с р + 1 ) Л ( 5 ) ( 1 + о ( 1 ) ) -
- - С р + 1 ) о Р + ^ и Л 1 ™ ^ +0(1)). 
} Сравним порядки обоих слагаемых в правой части полученного соотно-
шения: 
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Следовательно, формула (5.2) для схем А и В1 при 1=р верна. 
Допустим, что утверждения теоремы 2 верны при к=р +1, /—1 и дока-
жем их справедливость при к = г. 
Сначала получим разложение для функции _уг(5). 
а) Пусть С|=0. Тогда из предположения индукции при 
= -с ;)Л(5)](1+0(1)) = 
= йа£1[С<8 + (1-С |)-ХрЛ т ' (®)](1+0(1)).-
Пользуясь равномерностью по достаточно малым 5 при д\0, подставим 
вместо 5 выражение 
Воспользовавшись легко доказуемым соотношением 
Н т 5 _ 1 Л ( 5 ) ' = 1,. ' • (5.12) 
получаем, что (ср. с (5.6)) 
:10 
Ы е , - г в У ^ ) = (1+0(1)), (5.13) 
откуда, аналогично получению соотношения (5.9), при £>Ю имеем 
у,(е>*) = в1-1 +0(1)). (5.14) 
б) Рассмотрим теперь случай с ^ О . Из предположения индукции при 
д\0 имеем: 
г,.(^£15) = ^ т ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) , (5.15) 
где т определяется из равенства 
Покажем, что 
с?*т = 5 - (1 -с , . )Л(т ) . 
/ 1 ( 5 ) - сУ'Л^). ( 5 . 1 6 ) 
(5.17) 
Действительно, 
=,Л(8) + Х р Л , ' ( 5 ) - ( 1 - С ; )Л( Х ) .= = с,Л(5)+КрЛ''*(5), 
откуда следует, что 
Л(5) , ^ Г Л ( 5 ) . ; 
С|р ' 1с,р } 
Поскольку . _ -
' • • 2 = Л (г+К„2Ур), (5.18) 
то из соотношения (5.17) имеем 
что и доказывает справедливость (5.16). 
6* 
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Теперь из предположения индукции и соотношения (2.2) при условиях 
критической загрузки имеем 
у , Ы е Ы 1 5 ) ) - у , { е ^ ) = = ^ 1 ( 1 - с , ) л ( 5 ) ( 1 +0(1)) . (5.19) 
С другой стороны, из (5.14) следует, что 
Используя соотношения (5.19) и (5.16), выводим следующее асимптотическое 
равенство: 
Л (<?? 'т(1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) ) - ^ т ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) = & - 1 < ? | ' _ 1 ( 1 ~ с д Л ( т) • (1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) , 
откуда следует формула (5.3) при с ^ О . 
Таким образом, при с г = 0 разложение у^в1рз) при <?Ю определяется по 
формуле (5.14), а при с г ^0-по (5.3). Но, поскольку при с ^ О 
то оба результата можно записать в форме (5.3). 
Для доказательства (5.1) также рассмотрим два случая. 
а) с ; = 0 . Тогда, исходя из предположения индукции й соотношений (2.1), 
(5.14) и (5.12), выводим 
1(61'в) = = ^кгсУ1Л(5)(1+0(Щ = 
= еггГ 1Л(с? '" 1Л(5)(1+0(1))(1+0(1))) = ^ р _ 1 Л ( 5 ) ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) . 
б) сг ̂  0. Покажем вначале, что 
с? ' - 1 Л(8) - Л ^ ' в + с ^ О - с О Л С в ) ) . (5.20) 
Действительно, воспользовавшись равенствами (5.18) и (5.8), выводим: 
с?*_1:Л(8) = Л(сУ1Л($)+Крс^Лу,(5)) = 
= Л (с?* (Л(з) + КрЛ у ^ + сУ1 (1 - с , ) Л (5)) = Л (с\р 5 + ~1 (1 — с,) Л (х)), 
что доказывает справедливость (5.20). 
Поэтому, исходя из (2.1), (5.1) и (5.20), при выводим: 
1(еЫ = л (е?£1(с? '5+с? ' " 1 (1-с , )Л(5) (1+0(1) ) ) ) = 
= ^ Г 1 с - " " 1 Л ( 5 ) ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) = @^-1Л(5)(1+0(1)) . 
Таким образом, м ы получили асимптотическое разложение (5.1). 
Соотношение (5.2) для ¿=р+1,г доказывается аналогично случаю Л—р 
с использованием разложения (5.1). 
Теорема 2 доказана. 
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6°. Рассмотрим следующее уравнение: 
г+гУр=8 . (6.1) 
Аналогично (5.4) нетрудно показать, что решением уравнения (6.1) явля-
ется функция А (5), удовлетворяющая начальному условию Л(0)=0. 
Заметим, что в случае у.=2 (см. [5]) 
Покажем, что функции /Г(л) и A (s) связаны соотношением: 
A(s) = K^Ais-K;^-1*). (6.2) 
Действительно, подставив в (5.8) вместо s величину s Кр ( Я р _ 1 ) , имеем 
откуда, пользуясь единственностью решения уравнения (6.1), приходим к (6.2). 
Положим (i=p, г): 
1, если c¡ = 1, 
l + ¿ ? ' ~ x + y ( c i + 1 ) ^ ( f t + i ) " r Г' I , если С; = О, Ai(s) = • *> Z(ci+l)A(qi+l) j , 
А ^ - с У ' х ^ Ж ^ г ) е с л и 0 ^ - ^ , 
т Г Ж ) ' С С Л И 0 < с ' < 1 ' 
(6.3) 
где <5, и qi (}=р, г+1) определяются рекуррентным образом: 
<5р+1 = 9г+1 = О, 
с = {«¡ + Х(с;+1)^(^+1), если С; = 0, 
' Ь* , -1 +Х(с1 + ,) [с, 51+1 + (\-сд А (80]}, если с; и 0, 
+ 1 - ^ ( 1 если с; = 0, 
41 1(1-сг)Л(<5г)+х(с,.+1)^?1+1, если с г ^ 0 . ^ 
Легко заметить, что функция А^я) при Ри=^1~<-Ри+1 зависит только от 
вектора ¿¡Г"=(•*„,.,'..., ¿Ри+1-1), где Ки=ри+1-ри~8ио. 
Для удобства дальнейших выкладок введем обозначения: 
8, = • К ^ ' * " 4 , £ = д,. 
= 5 | - { * ( р - 0 + Л < [ 1 - * ( р - 0 ] } , (6.6) 
где = 
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Лемма 5. При plO справедливы следующие асимптотические соотно-
шения (i=p, г): 
ч*ШчГ(*) = {е}'-1(1-х(г,))+ек11х(£д}е,-i-S,(1+0(1)), (6.7) 
o ï d £ e î ( s )=0 t î+e î ' t 7 , ) ( i - / . ( ¿ i ) ) + e & 4 i X ( ï i ) + 0 ( e h . (6.8) 
Доказательство. Покажем вначале справедливость соотношения (6.7), 
используя математическую индукцию по к. 
При к = г и имеем 
Чг — sr —вг-lQr Лр s — trr r s, 
что в силу определения ЬТ эквивалентно (6.7). 
Положим, чго (6.7) выполнено для всех k — i+\,r— 1 и докажем его 
справедливость при k = i (i=p,r — 1). 
а) Пусть c i + 1 =0 . По предположению индукции при 
^+1 = 6 , 6 ^ 1 4 + 1 0 + 0 ( 1 ) ) . 
Тогда, с учетом соотношений (5.14) и (5.12), выводим 
y,(nî) = ^(ef'cfïr^i+id+oii))) = 
= d-ief'^cfi^^+xCi +o(i» = Pfo-ieî'"1), 
откуда и из определения //; следует, что 
пГ = е , - ^ ' - 1 + 0 ( 0 ) = 
б) Если с ( + 1 ^ 0 , то в силу предположения индукции при д\0 
чГ+i = е Н + i ( i + 0 ( i ) ) , 
откуда и из разложения (5.3) получаем 
^ r + i ) = M e H + i O + 0 ( i ) ) ) = 
= e i - i e f p _ 1 [ ( i —с,-) л(Л,-+1)+с,Л1+1](1+0(1». 
Последнее соотношение вкупе с определением (6.4) и (6.6) дает тре-
буемое соотношение (6.7). 
Перейдем теперь к доказательству соотношения (6.8), которое также про-
ведем индукцией по к. 
Очевидно, что при k=r+1 (6.8) имеет место. Положим, что оно спра-
ведливо при. k = r , i + l и. покажем, его справедливость при k — i. 
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а) Пусть с ^ О . Тогда из соотношений (6.7), (5.2) и определения д1 сле-
дует, что в условиях критической загрузки 
вт = • +0(1)) -
= ( ^ [ О - с д Л & ) + Х(с1+1) • •( 1 +0(1)) 
откуда и следует (6.8). 
б) Если же с ; =0, то из индуктивного предположения и соотношения 
(5.13) при д\0 получаем 
что при сг = 0 совпадает с (6.8). Лемма 5 доказана полностью. 
Лемма 6. При условиях критической загрузки для всех схем А и В имеют 
место асимптотические соотношения (1—р, г): 
М ) = в У 1 Ц 1 - х ( . с д ) + в к 1 1 Л ^ х ( с д + 0 ( д > Л (6.9) 
0Г+ 1-у,{вГ) = е>и1-хЫ)+еЫ1-тт)-л(,5()Ысд+о(вН (б.Ю) 
Доказательство леммы 6 проводится аналогично доказательству преды-
дущей леммы. 
Лемма 7. Пусть для схемы В1 при д\0 выполнено условие 
У » ) - 1 "Ри-1 1 Г" V — 1 
бр?-1 2 —0 (и = 2, т). (6.11) 
У=Р +1 
Тогда 
„ Ш п Ъ + с ^ ф +0(1)), при • I = ри(и = 1, т), „ 
^ ' ^ и ^ С й О + О Ш ) , если с1 0; ( 6 Л 2 ) 
+ (6.13) 
Доказательство. Второе из соотношений (6.12) легко доказать, если вос-
пользоваться (6.8) и (6.9). 
Пусть теперь с,=0. Ясно, что 
= и;(ч!0 +0(1 ) Ш - / 7 ? ) . 
Из соотношения (2.3) дифференцированием по 5 выводим 
Покажем, что при 0 ( / = 1, г) 
Р п + т = +0(1)). (6.15) 
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Действительно, интегрированием по частям можно показать, что 
Р'.(з) + — [ иВЛт-Че-" йи. (6.16) 5 Я о 
По тауберовым теоремам [6] из разложения (3.1) получаем, что для / ё О , 
j=ÍГr 
ед = 1 - а д = ( 1 + а д ) (6-17) 
г д е ^ 7 ( / ) — 0 при ¿—со, а 
л _ а(й> 
Из (6.17) получаем, что 
я - 1 У ие-нБ^ш-1) йи = я*» ) - 1 ^ / и1-' 'о>е-и(1+<рД1«-1))^и, 
о о 
Ясно, что при и > 0 
« ' - » ( л е - ^ + ^ДиГ 1 ) ) ^ ^ - ' ( л е " " , 
откуда в силу теоремы Лебега при ^+-»0 
оо 
/ м ^ ш е - О + ф / и * - 1 ) ) = Г(2 - У ( Л ) (1+0 , (1 ) ) , 
о 
что вкупе с (6.16) дает требуемое соотношение (6.15). 
, Тогда из соотношения (6.14) выводим: 
ц \ Ш +0(1))) = {(?«-! + Д 0 - ) ^ ~ 1 К у о , _ 1 ) ( 1 +0(1))} (6.18) 
Ясно, что при 
Р и - 1 
J=PJ- 1 
откуда и из (6.18), (6.12) следует первое из соотношений (6.12). 
Асимптотическое разложение (6.13) легко получается из (6.12) и (6.9). 
Лемма 8. Если £>Ю, то (i=p, г) 
с{х(сд+ Qi~1a'8i -л,.(5), (6.19) 
Г,(5*) ~ E(s*) Qi~1~ei , ' (6.20) 
Nt(s*) ~ M,(s*y. ~ 6 , - 1 g ' . (6.21) 
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Доказательство. Покажем вначале справедливость (6.19). 
а) Пусть c¡=0. Из (2.7), (6.10) и (6.13) при д\0 находим 
„ Qi-i-Qi р ( Z(Cj+i)^(qi+1)-<)i с,- а_ 9¡ 
откуда, используя (6.2)—(6.6), приходим к отношению эквивалентности (6.19): 
б) Если c¡Ф0, то при <?Ю имеем 
Ci I1 + — 5 Г " ' } J ~Cí Л00-ЛШ ' 
откуда и из (6.2), (6.3) следует (6.19). 
Остается заметить, что при c ¡= l в силу равенства (см. (6.5)) q¡=7.(ci+1)q¡+l 
следует y4¡(í) = l. Тем самым доказательство (6.19) завершено. 
Отношение эквивалентности (6.20) легко вытекает из (2.10), (6.12) и (6.10), 
поскольку 
Qi-i tii 
Аналогично доказывается и отношение эквивалентности (6.21). 
7°. Введем в рассмотрение системы MP \GP 111 °° (схема А) и М р _ 1 |GP_! |11 ^ 
(схемы В), в которых параметры первых р — 1 потоков фиксированы и сов-
падают с соответствующими значениями параметров первых р — 1 потоков 
в исходных системах М г |б, |1 |«>. 
Длительности обслуживания в каждой введенной системе независимы 
в совокупности и не зависят от входных потоков. Ф. р. длительности обслу-
живания /-вызова p)—B¡(t), 0 ¡ (+0)=0 . 
Поскольку во введенных системах п. JI.—С. co(s(p)) и oj(s<p~1>) находятся 
на основании теоремы 1, то справедлива. 
Лемма 9. Для введенной системы (схема А) М р [Gp |11 °° 
Н т а ф С - 1 ) , 0) = «F-Cs«'-1», 0), , (7.1) 
е» о ßpl 
где ¥ 'p( í ( p _ 1 ) , 0) находится из теоремы 1 и не зависит от ä p = ^ f - 1 . 
Ppi 
Доказательство. Прежде всего заметим, что в силу определения qp и вр 
имеем i]p=sp, вр+1=0, а при sp\0 из соотношения (3.4) выводим 
вР = s'p-Vp(sp) = 5,(1 -cp) + 0(sp). 
Тогда в силу асимптотических соотношений (3.2) и (3.4) при £?ДО имеем 
£,(*<'>) = ар lim 1Щ = ар lim = ^ . (7.2) ^ ^ е 1 П II Í/J I У - i п " " ' I л \ I IW n \ л .tovp(0p) s p c p ( l - c p ) + 0(sp) в р 
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Поскольку T]i (i=l,р+1) не зависят от ар и 0г при sp = 0 не зависят от 
ар, то при sp=0 от ар не зависят и функции H^s), Vf>(.?) (j=\,p — \\ i=T^p), 
а следовательно и f i( .s ( p~1 ) , 0). 
Подставляя (7.2) в (2.15) и принимая во внимание конечность функции 
!Р|(£<р)) при фиксированном s{p> >0 ( р ) из (2.14) получаем 
lim со^""1», 0) = lim eP{l + 2 W " 4 , 0)E,(*'-J\ 0)} = 5p¥p(&-», 0), 
Qp l ® 6p i 0 l is= 1 ) 
что и доказывает лемму 9. 
Для упрощения формулировки основного результата введем следующие 
обозначения: 
ßo(*(0)) = 1, 
Ф, У) = 
ßoC**'"4) = ГГ(Х(Р-D)) ( р = 2 , г), 
где 
для схемы А, 
для схем В, 
а МР(;с(р-1), °о) имеет своим п. JI.—С. функцию lim т(s<-p~l\ 0). 
epi о 
Имеет место следующая 
Теорема 3. Пусть имеют место разложения (3.1) и для схемы В1 выпол-
нено условие (6.11). Тогда в условиях критической загрузки 
lim P{Wi < xh WJRJ < Xj(i = 1, p-1; j = p, r)} = JJ Qu(xu") 
i t 0 n = 0 
где ku=pu+l-p.-8£\ xiku> =(xPu+Su0, ..., x " 1 ^ - ! ) , а функции Qu(xkuu) (ы=1, w) 
определяются своими п. JI.—С. 
-1 
PU + L . 
П MSu"). k=Pu 
Доказательство. Доказательство вначале проведем для схемы А. 
Из соотношения (2.16), как и для введенной системы М р | б„ |1 | °о рекур-
рентно вычисляются 
lim Vp(s*) = Ч>„(s^-V, 0). с t о 
Обозначим Di(s) = ßfix4't(s) (i=p,r). Тогда из (2.9) имеем, что при £>Ю 
(кшр; /=* + !, г) . 
ßä^Hs*) ~ Ek(s*). (7.3) 
В силу леммы 8 из (2.16) нетрудно получить, что ( p u < i = p u + \ \ и = \ , т ) 
Di{.s) = ^QpDi(s*) = cPui_lQp_1Dp(s) ff Ак, (7.4) 
к=Р 
где DJs)=ß-14>p(sO-1\0). 
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Действительно, при г'=/? соотношение (7.4) имеет место. Положим, что 
оно верно для £)„ (п=р, г) и докажем его справедливость для А-нСО-
а) Пусть /<р и + ! • Из (2.16) и (6.19) с учетом (7.3) имеем 
Di+1(s) = lim g f 2 Ä i + A ( s W * ) / Ü = et о- lfc=pu J 
= lim ePuA(s*) f 1 + e , ~ 1 ~ e i £,(**)] = ^ о ^ о д * ) я A(s) . eto L й,- J 
б) При i=pu+1, учытывая, что c H = l , из (2.16), (6.19) и (7.3) получаем 
Di+l{s) = ]imQPu + lD,(s^Ei(s^ßa = c^1PuDt(s)Ai(.s), е j о 
что вкупе с предположением индукции для D^s) дает (7.4). 
Далее, из (2.15) при р т < г выводим 
= вр-М*)- / 7 4 ( 4 
<P(s)M l i m ^ ( s * ) = с t о 
lim c rpmßpm ^ A ( s * ) ^ * ) / ^ • W ) • ßn 
Если же c r =0, то согласно (6.19) и (7.4) имеем 
$(s) = limerDr{s*)-Er(s*)-ßn = 
= C r . ^ D M - M s ) = eP- iÄ,(s) Я л,(*)> 
¡=p 
что и доказывает теорему для схемы А. 
Перейдем к доказательству теоремы 3 в случае схем Bv (v = l, 2, 3). Легко 
видеть, что функции 
ад = iim ф;(5*) (,• = т ^ Г ) а t о 
вычисляются рекуррентно из (2.17) и (2.18), как и для введенной системы 
M p - i l G p - J l K _ 
Схема В1. В силу определения функций Tfa) ( i = l , r ) и отношений эк-
вивалентности (6.20), (6.19) легко показать, что 
lim CÜ(S*) = В Р - I " F F I L + U S * ) ) - Um Я с,(1+Г,(8*)) = е (о ¡ = 1 е J о ,=р 
= e P - i ( l + ^ P - i ( s ) ) - RAAs). 
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С х е м ы ВУ (У=2,3). Нетрудно заметить, что при |0, с учетом (2.18), 
(6.21) и (6.19), имеют место асимптотические соотношения: 
ег(1+Фг(5*)) = <?г ( 1 + ф г _ х (5*)+£ г ( О [Ф, - 1 ( О • мг (5*) +• м, ( О ] } ~ 
~ <?Л1+Ф,-1(д*)]-[1+ е ' ~ 1 ~ е г •£•,(»*)] = - = 
= еР-1 [1+Фр-х(5*)] • Пс, [1 + е,~1~е' ~ еР-1 И+ФР-1Ш • П¿М, 
что и доказывает теорему 3. 
Приведем без доказательств два следствия из теоремы 3. 
Следствие 1. При у г = 2 из утверждения теоремы 3 вытекает основной 
результат работы [5]. 
Следствие 2. Пусть выполнены условия (3.1) и (6.11), а т = г. Тогда су-
ществует предел 
lim Р {vvt < х}, WjRj < Xj ( j = 2, г)} = Р {vvj < x j Ц R-Ck (хк) 
к=2 
где 
а) при <^=0 
Ro(x) 
б) при c t > 0 
1 - е - * , у, = 2 
со 
/ 1 < ур < 2 
/ е-»dR-Ck(x) = ck+Ai*-\Sy 
Здесь Ох(х) ( 0 < а < 1 ) есть стандартный положительный устойчивый 
закон с показателем а. 
Multidimensional limit theorems for the waiting time 
in priority queues of Mr |Gr | l |o° type 
E . A . DANIELIAN a n d R . N . CHITCHIAN 
__ JLet wk {k=\, r) be the customer's stationary waiting time of the A:-th flow in the system 
Mr \Gr | 1 w i t h head-of-the-line and preemptive priority disciplines. 
Assuming the existence of a finite variance for the distribution function of each priority class 
customers service time, the class of all possible limiting distributions of the vector (H>i, ..., wr) is 
described in heavy traffic and under some conditions. 
В Ы Ч И С Л И Т Е Л Ь Н Ы Й Ц Е Н Т Р 
А К А Д Е М И И Н А У К А Р М Я Н С К О Й ССР 
УЛ. п . СЕВАКА, I 
375044 ЕРЕВАН—44, СССР 
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Обобщенные преобразования Хаара и автоматические системы 
проверки качества печатных плат 
С. С. Агаян, А. К. Матевосян 
§ 1. Введение и постановка задачи 
Одной из многочисленных областей применения распознавания образов 
является проверка качества печатных плат, которая может быть основана 
на сравнении результатов измерения параметров проверяемой платы и эталон-
ного фотообразца. Эта задача приводит к необходимости разработки авто-
матических систем проверки качества плат. Основу таких систем должны 
составить автоматические системы распознавания образов. 
Прежде чем приступить к синтезу искомой системы распознавания об-
разов необходимо решить следующие задачи: а) выделения признаков, б) 
сжатия данных. 
Ту и Гонсалес в работе [1] сводят эти задачи к задаче аппроксимации пос-
редством разложения по некоторой системе функций. Задача разложения при-
водит, в свою очередь, к выполнению преобразования Фурье по выбранной 
базисной системе, т. е. к выполнению над исходными векторами / матричных 
преобразовании вида 7*"=А • / (прямое преобразование) и А - Р (обратное 
преобразование), где А-матрица, соответствующая базисной системе, А-об-
ратная к ней матрица. Целесообразно выбирать критерием качества аппрок-
симации среднеквадратичную ошибку [1]. 
Таким образом, возникает задача выбора такой системы базисных функ-
ций, которая минимизирует среднеквадратичную ошибку, сосредотачивая 
большую часть энергии в первых п слагаемых разложения. Как указано Уинт-
цем (Р. \VINTZ) [2] решение этой задачи аналогично решению задачи определения 
преобразования, обеспечивающего получение некоррелированных компонент. 
Этим условиям удовлетворяет преобразование Хотеллинга [3], которое при-
водит к некоррелированным компонентам и минимизирует среднеквадратич-
ную ошибку, сосредотачивая максимум энергии в первых « компонентах [2]. 
Выполнение преобразования Хотеллинга для изображения, состоящего из 
N X N , ЛГ-любое, точек требует выполнения УУ4 операций умножения [2]. Наи-
более близко по своим декоррелирующим свойствам к преобразованию Хо-
теллинга стоит ортогональное преобразование Фурье [4]. Преимущество пре-
образования Фурье по отношению к преобразованию Хотеллинга состоит 
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в существовании быстрого алгоритма выполнения преобразования за 
N2 log2 N2 операций комплексного умножения. Этим преобразованиям нес-
колько уступают по критерию среднеквадратичной ошибки ортогональные 
преобразования Уолша (Walsh) [5], Хаара (Haar) [5—6] и наклонное (slant) 
[7]. Наилучшим из них по своим декоррелирующим свойствам является slant 
— преобразование, наихудшим — Хаара. Преобразования slant, Уолша и 
Хаара требуют выполнения 4N(N—2), N=2k операций умножения, 2N2 log2 N, 
4N(N—1), N=2k, операций сложения и вычитания соответственно. Таким 
образом, преобразование Хаара наиболее привлекательно с точки зрения 
аппаратурной реализации [4], скорости вычисления, хотя и не совсем хорошо 
декоррелирует данные, что, по-видимому, обусловлено большой разрежен-
ностью матриц Хаара. Недостатком последних трех преобразований является 
и то, что порядки преобразуемых массивов N должны равняться степени 
двойки. 
Таким образом, при выборе базисной системы имеется две альтернативы: 
выбрать систему, обеспечивающую высокое качество декорреляции, но при 
этом потерять в скорости и времени обработки информации либо повысить 
скорость обработки за счет ухудшения качества. Анализ приведенных фактов 
натолкнул авторов на идею обобщения преобразования Хаара с двух различ-
ных позиций. В настоящей работе построены гибридные ортогональные сис-
темы Фурье—Хаара, slant—Хаара, Адамара—Хаара, которые по своим скорост-
ным и декоррелирующим качествам являются промежуточными относительно 
систем Хаара и Фурье, slant, Адамара соответственно: лучше декоррелируют 
данные, чем классическое преобразование Хаара, и в то же время обладают 
достаточно быстрыми алгоритмами, близкими по скорости выполнения 
к преобразованию Хаара и очень просты с точки зрения реализации. 
§ 2. Обобщенные матрицы и функции Хаара первого типа 
2.1. Определение обобщенных матриц п функций Хаара первого типа. В 1910 
году Хааром [8] была описана система {Х(к , *)}Г=о ортогональных на отрезке. 
[0, 1] функций, обладающая следующими свойствами: любая непрерывная 
на отрезке [0, 1] функция / (х:) разлагается в равномерно сходящийся ряд 
по функциям системы: 
Л * ) = 2ПКх)ск 
«1=0 
1 
где ск = f f(t)X(k, t) dt, a Z(0, x ) = 1 
V F , Для 
X(2m+j,x)=i 
- m 
0, в остальных точках 
(2.1) 
m = 0 , l , ... , у = 0, 1, ..., 2т~1. 
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Система функций Хаара состоит из подсистем. Подсистема номер т 
содержит 2т функций Хаара Х(2т + у, х) / = 0 , 1, ..., 2 т —1. Функции Хаара 
т-ой подсистемы постоянны на полуинтервалах, получающихся от деления 
отрезка [0, 1] на 2 т + 1 равных частей. 





1 1 1 1 






Как указано в [8], можно строить системы функций, аналогичные 
{Х(к, х)}Г=о> деля отрезок [0, 1], а затем и каждый из получающихся отрезков 
на две неравные части, лишь бы множество точек деления было бы всюду 
плотным на [0, 1]. Такие системы называются системами типа Хаара. 
Матрица Хаара НА2» является квадратной матрицей порядка 2", элемен-
ты которой равны или 0 (^-фиксировано в строке), в каждой строке 
происходит одна смена знака и строки ортогональны, т. е. выполняется 
Н А » . НАо А 1о (2.2) 
где ^-единичная матрице порядка N. 
Матрицы Хаара порядка N=2" получаются равномерной выборкой 
функций Хаара. Приведем матрицу Хаара порядка 8. 
НА2Э = 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
п п - / 2 - п 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 / 2 п -Гг - п 
2 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 - 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 .0 0 2 - 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2 
Вопросы, связанные с построением ортогональных матриц в более общем 
случае, соответствующем выбору функций типа Хаара, не исследовались. 
Для матриц Хаара НА2- со стороны Файно [9] получены рекуррентные 
соотношения, связывающие подматрицы матриц НА2», п = 1,2, .. . . Мы при-
7 Ас̂ а СуЬегпепса У/3 
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)/2^12п-1<8»[1, — 1] 
п = 2, 3, ... . (2.3) 
Зададим- следующую рекуррентную формулу - построения квадратных 
матриц Акп порядка к", обобщающую (2.3): . , 
Акп-1®ек 
Ак"= 1кп-,®А'к (2А) 
где ек-вектор-строка из к единиц; А'к матрица, составленная из последних 
(к—1) строк матрицы А*, .^8>.-кронекерово. цроизведение [13]., Выясним, при 
каких, условиях матрицы Акп будут ортогональными. 
Справедлива следующая . . 
Теорема. Пусть Ак -квадратная матрица порядка к, удовлетворяющая 
условиям 
. . . -АкАк = к\к, екА 'кт = Ок_1 . (2.5) 
(Ок-вектор строка из к нулей) тогда формула (2.4) порождает ортогональные 
матрицы порядка к". 
Доказательство. Проведем индукцией по п. Для п = 1 ортогональность 
Ак имеем из условия (25). Предположим справедливость утверждения тео-
ремы для и—1, т. е. 
Акп-1-Акп-1 = /с"—11йп -1. 
Докажем ортогональность матрицы Ак». 





, • К2 = (Акп-1®ек){}/кГ^\кп.1®А'п)т, 
Из свойств кронекерского произведения, условий (2.5) и предположения ин 
дукции имеем: 
Ях = (Ак„-1(&ек)(Акп-1(Зек) = (Ак„-1 Ак„ -1) ®(екек) = ккл~11кя-1 = к"1к„-1, 
Л2 = (Акп-1®ек)(]П^1к„-1®А'кг) = 
Д3 = ( V -. ® А'к) • ( I * . -, ® А'кт) = 
= /сП-11*„-1<8>(А;А;т) = = /с" 1( (к-1)к"- 1 
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Таким образом 
Г Ак„Ак* 
k"Ikn-1 0kn-i®0(k_1)k„- = /с" I, к"-
Теорема доказана. : .. 
Условию (2.5) удовлетворяют. _ Н 
1. матрицы slant, Уолща и Хаара, если к=2т, 
2. нормализованные матрицы Адамара [13], если k=4t, 
3. матрицы Фурье, если /с-произвольное натуральное число. 
Подставляя указанные матрицы в качестве исходной Ак в формулу (2.4) 
будем: получать ортогональные матрицы, названные нами гибридными мат-
рицами Xaapa-slant, Уолша—Хаара, Адамара—Хаара и Фурье—Хаара, 
поскольку они по структуре близки к матрицам Хаара, но в то же время 
содержат в себе функции названных систем. ~ 
Отметим также, что система" Фурье—Хаара является комплексной сис-
темой, что дает некоторые преимущества при решении определенных задач, 
связанных с обработкой комплексных данных. 
В некоторых задачах обработки информации предъявляются высокие 
требования к скорости проведения преобразования. Если же к такое, что мы 
вынуждены обратиться к матрицам Фурье, это снижает скорость преобразо-
вания по сравнению, например, с преобразованием Уолша—Хаара для к=2т. 
Мы приведем такой метод построения матрицы Ак удовлетворяющей 
(2. 5), А>любое, которое позволяет получить алгоритмы, близкие по скорости 
к преобразованию Хаара. 
Лемма. Для любого натурального числа к можно построить квадратную 
матрицу Ак порядка к с элементами ау-целые числа, удовлетворяю-
щую (2.5). 
Доказательство. Пусть k=2p + 2q, р >q. Положим . . 
е* 





где с=——-целое число. 
Поскольку любое "число к можно представить в виде 
к = 2Р • е р + 2 р - 1 е р _ 1 + ... +е 0 , 
где е1 = | о и е р =1, то аналогичное (2.6) построение можно провести для-
любого к. • 
Положим Ак = {Л1аГ1}, где нормировочные множители выбираются 
из условия 
¿ А ? а ^ = /с, / = 1 , 2 , . . . , / с . 
7 - 1 
Легко проверяется, что матрица Ак удовлетворяет (2.5). Лемма доказана. 
7* 
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Приведем в качестве примера А3 и А3г: 
1 1 1 
/ 2 / 2 
- У 2 Аз = 2 2 
/ 6 Уб п 
2 2 
V 












2 - У 2 - У 2 - У 2 




2 -Уб 0 0 0 0 0 0 
/18 
2 
_ / 18 
2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 Гб 2 
Уб 
2 - У б о 
0 0 
0 0 0 
/18 
9 
_ / Т 8 
2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Уб 2 
У6 
2 - У б 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
/18" _ /18" 
О 0 
Вернемся к формуле (2.4). Полученные по (2.4) ортогональные матрицы 
назовем обобщенными матрицами Хаара первого типа и будем обозначать 
GItf. Структура Gljy максимально приближена к структуре НА2». Gît" состоит 
из п подматриц. При переходе^ от GI*» к GI^+iдобавляетсяи-ая подматрица, 
содержащая (к—\)кп строк. 
Основываясь на построенных матрицах Хаара, введем системы орто-
гональных на отрезке [0, 1] функций. Обозначим через g ( р , q) элементы мат-
рицы GI*m + l. 
Определим функции 
XT(kT+j, х) = g(k"+j, р), если х€ j - ^ , 
j — 0) 1, •••> (k — l)km—\, т = 0 , 1 , . . . . 
Введенную систему назовем обобщенной системой Хаара первого типа. Пер-
вые шесть функций, полученных на основе GI3» матриц приведены на рис. 2. 
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Рис. 2 
Отметим, что при выборе Ак по (2.6) функции XI (кт + ], х) являются функ-
циями типа Хаара, а соответствующие им матрицы — ортогональными мат-
рицами типа Хаара. 
2.2. Свойства обобщенных матриц и функций Хаара 1 типа. 
1. Обобщенные матрицы Хаара первого типа ортогональны, т. е. удовлет-
воряют условию: 
2. Обобщенные функции Хаара первого типа ортогональны на отрезке 
[О, 1], т. е. удовлетворяют -
1 
f XI(km+j, x)XI(k"+i, х) dx = |0' 
1, если m = п, j = i 
если m ф п или j ^ i. 
3. Если выбрать Ак по (2.6), то G i f переходят в матрицы типа Хаара [8], 
а соответствующие им функции являются мартингалом [10]. 
4. Элементы гибридных матриц Уолша—Хаара, Адамара—Хаара и мат-
рицы типа Хаара имеют вид где ау-целые числа, ¿¡-нормировочный 
множитель. 
5. Матрицы GI*n при к=2 совпадают с матрицей НА2». 
6. Матрицы GIt» при к—2т и выборе Ак матрицами Хаара связаны мат-






р ' = diag|р> HD2m<g>p, ..., ^2 m ( n_1 ; - D I V c - i , ® / ? } 
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а 
Р = -НО^.,) 
которое при и = 1 или т — 1 переходит в матричное соотношение между 
матрицами Адамара и классическими матрицами Хаара, полученное Файно [9]. 
7. Пусть /(х)-интегрируемая на отрезке [0, 1] функция, а <р„{х) перену-
мерованные функции й ^ системы. Составим ряд 
со 
2спЧ>п(х), п = 0 
где " 
с „ = / У О Ш О ¿1. 
о 




Теорема. Пусть функция / ( х ) интегрируема на отрезке [0, 1] тогда: 
1. 8тп(/,х) сходится / ( х ) почти во всех точках [0,1], тп=1+(к—\)п, 
2. в точке х0 непрерывности / ( х ) Бт ( / , х) сходится к / ( х 0 ) , т„ = 
= 1 + ( Л - 1 ) и , 
3. если / ( х ) непрерывна на отрезке [0, 1], то 8 „ п ( / , х ) сходится к / ( х ) 
равномерно по х. 
Теорема. Если / ( х ) £ 1 л р ( а , £ ) , то 
для всех 
*€[0,1], тп = к\ 
2.3. Алгоритмы быстрых преобразований по матрицам. В настоящем 




преобразований, где /-исходный вектор порядка к", ^-преобразование век-
тора / . .. 
Алгоритм прямого преобразования. Приведем два быстрых алгоритма 
прямого преобразования (2.7). 
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1. Используя свойства кронекерского произведения и на основании (2.4) 








о 1кг<8>ек„-г Ук 
/ к " - 1 1 4 " 
откуда следует существование быстрого алгоритма для выполнения (2.7). 
2.. Приведем иное разложение матрицы С14» в произведение слабоза-
полненных матриц, которое и задаст второй алгоритм быстрого выполнения 
преобразований (2.7). 
Теорема. Пусть матрица Ак- построена по (2.4), тогда имеет место раз-
ложение: 
Ак„ = И2... Лп 
где 











, I = 1,2, . . . , и - 1 . (2.10) 
Доказательство приводится непосредственной проверкой. Действительно, 
нижняя часть представляет собой последнюю подматрицу матрицы Ак». 




т. е. предпоследняя подматрица тоже восстановлена и т. д. Таким образом, 
справедливость разложения (2.9) доказана. 
Теперь преобразование (2.7). сведется к последовательным умножениям 
матриц 7?,- на вектора. Если обозначить через А О ) и А О ) число операций 
сложения и умножения соответственно, требуемое для выполнения преобра-
зования Ак/Т, то на выполнение этих последовательных умножений пот-
ребуется (умножения на Ук"~' отложим до обратного преобразования, как 
было сделано и для классического преобразования Хаара [5]): для 
—&'_1А,0); ' = 1 , 2 , . . . ,и операций сложения и &' -1 А О ) операций умно-
п 
жения. Всего на выполнение преобразования требуется А О ) 2 к'~г = 
¡=1 
к" — 1 к"—1 
= А О ) - г — г операций сложения и А О ) — г операций умножения. 
к — х к — 1 
В частном случае, при к—2, алгоритм переходит в известный алгоритм 
быстрого преобразования Хаара [5, 6]. 
На рис. 3 приводится граф быстрого преобразования для гибридной 
матрицы Фурье—Хаара порядка 9. На графе Ж=ехр | — р е б р а графа 
с коэффициентами означают перенос сигнала, умноженного на соответствую-
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щий коэффициент. Коэффициенты, равные 1, не указаны. Коэффициенты пред-
ставляют собой элементы начальной матрицы фурье 
1 1 Г 
1 W W2 
1 W2 W\ 
Приведем подпрограмму быстрого преобразования F G H R по гибридным 
матрицам Gl*-. R обозначает преобразование Уолша, Адамара или Хаара. 
Подпрограмма использует программы быстрых F R преобразований, ко-
манды обращения к которым имеют вид CALL F R (A", F0, F). В подпрограм-
мах F0 обозначает исходный массив, F-массив для записи конечного резуль-
тата, А-рабочий массив. 
SUBROUTINE FGHR (К, M, N, F0, F) 
DIMENSION F0(N), A(K), F(N) F0(J) = A ( l ) 
1 M = M - 1 DO 2 1 = 2 , К 
M 1 = K * * M 2 F(M1 + (K —1)*(J — 1) + I —1) = A ( l ) 
DO 2 J = I, Ml IF(M.EQ.0)GO ТО 4 
DO 3 1=1, К GO T O I 
3 A(I) = F 0 ( ( J - 1 ) * K + 1 ) 4 F(1) = F0(1) 
CALL FR (К, A, A) RETURN 
E N D 
в) Алгоритм обратного преобразования. 
Поскольку матрица Gl*» не симметрична, то необходимо построить 
алгоритм обратного преобразования (2.8), который будет отличаться от пря-
мого преобразования. 
Разложение (2.9) и задает алгоритм и для обратного преобразования. 
В этом случае матрица преобразования 
Gl l ^ R l - R U - . R h (2.11) 
Оценим теперь количество операций обратного преобразования. Обозначим 
через Д)(1) и А О ) количество операций сложения и умножения, необходимое 
на выполнение преобразования A \ f T . Тогда на умножение на матрицу Щ 
/ = 1 , 2 , ...,п требуется: 
k'~1D0( 1) операций сложения и 
А;'_1Х)1(1) операций умножения. 
Таким образом, на выполнение обратного преобразования необходимо 
А;" — 1 
,£>о ( 1 ) — — — операций сложения и 
к I. 
k" — 1 
-Di(l) ——— операций умножения. 
К — 1 
На рис. 4 приведен граф обратного быстрого гибридного преобразования 
Фурье—Хаара для матрицы порядка 9. 
Приведенный алгоритм обратного преобразования обобщенных матриц 
Хаара при к=2 совпадает с алгоритмом быстрого преобразования класси-
ческих матриц Хаара. 
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Рис. 3 
Граф быстрого гибридного преобразования 
Фурье—Хаара для матрицы порядка 9 
Рис. 4 
Граф быстрого обратного гибридного 
преобразования Фурье—Хаара для 
матрицы порядка 9 
Приведем подпрограмму быстрого обратного гибридного преобразования 
БШОНК. Как и подпрограмма прямого преобразования, использует под-
программы для обратных ^-преобразований Р Ш Я . 
З и В Я О и Т Ш Е РШОНЯ (К, М, N. Б0, Я) 
ОШЕЫБКЖ Р0(Ы), А (К), Р(Ы) 
11 = 1 
ПО 1 1 = 1 , N 
1 Р(1)=Р0(1) 
Б О 2 1 = 1, М 
1 2 = К * * ( М —I) 
0 0 5 1=1,11 
А(1) = 0 
В 0 4Ь = 2,К 
4 А(Ь) = Р ( И + ( К - 1 ) * а - 1 ) + Ь - 1 ) 
СА1Х РИМ Я (К, А, А) 
Ь 0 5 № = 1 , К 
А(Ы2) = А(И2) + Р(12*(Ы2 —1)4-1) 
ИО 5 Ь = 1 , 12 
5 Р ( 1 2 * ( Ы 2 - 1 ) + Ь ) = А ( Ы 2 ) 
2 И = И * К 
ЯЕТиЯМ 
£N0 
Поскольку в подпрограммах БОНЯ и Р Ш О Н Я не выполнялись нормировоч-
ные умножения на Ук"~\ приводится подпрограмма О Н Ж Ж М , которая 
применяется для соответствующей нормировки массива А длинной М ~ К М 
и должна выполняться после прямого или обратного преобразований. 
В и В Я О Ш Ш Е Н Ж Ж М (К, М, А) 
О Ш Е № К Ж А (И) 
Б О 1 1 = 1, К 
1 А ( 1 ) = А ( 1 ) / К * * М 
БО 2 11=2, М 
1 = 11-1 
А = 1 . / К * * ( М - 1 ) 
Ж 1 Н = К * * 1 + 1 
Ж А Х = К * * Н 
Б О 2 1 = М Ш , ЛМАХ 
2 А ( 1 ) = А ( 1 ) * А 
КЕТТЛШ 
БЫВ 
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§ 3. Обобщенные матрицы а функции Хаара второго типа 
3.1. Определение обобщенных матриц и функций Хаара второго тина. Перей-
дем ко второму обобщению матриц Хаара НА2*. Обобщенными матрицами 
Хаара второго типа назовем квадратные ортогональные матрицы, состоящие 
из 0 и ±/2"", ю-натуральное число, фиксированное в строке, и будем обоз-
начать в П ^ . 
Определение [12]. Квадратные (0, ±1 ) матрицы ДТ,,. 1=1,2 , . . . , ^ порядка 
к назовем я -элементным, гиперкаркассом, если они удовлетворяют условиям: 
1. Х1*Х; = 0 г,] = 1, 2, . . . , 5 
где * -адамарово произведение [13], 
2. 2 Х1 - ( - 1 , + 1) матрица, 
3. Х^Х^ — X j X j f , 
4. 2Х,Х,Т = 1Лк. 
1 - 1 
! Определение [13]. Матрицы А и В называются специальными, если 
АВГ = — ВАГ. 
Лемма. Матрицы НА2- и 5*2" НА 2", где 
[ - 1 3 И Л И "о1] S»n = 1 „ „ - 1 
являются специальными матрицами Хаара. 
В работах [11, 12] приводятся методы построения ¿--элементных, s—2,4, 
гиперкаркассов. 
Теорема. Пусть НА01 и НА02 -специальные матрицы Хаара порядка ра, 
а Хг и Xz 2-элементный гиперкаркас порядка р1, тогда 
GII0> i = НА0 ,, ¿ = 1,2 
Gnn > 1 = Z 1 ® G n n _ 1 > 1 + Z 2 ® G n „ _ l j 2 l = < 
GII„,2 = Z 1<8)GnN_L J2 -^ 2 (8)Gn„_ l j l / ' ' { J 
являются специальными обобщенными матрицами Хаара второго типа пор-
ядка р0р\. • 
Обобщенные матрицы Хаара второго типа порядка N=p0pl1 ...р"^1 стро-
ятся следующим образом. Выбирается матрица Хаара порядка р0, гиперкаркас 
ДГ2} порядка р г и а 1 раз применяются формулы (3.1). Затем построенная 
GIIn l порядка PoPi1 берется в качестве исходной, выбирается гиперкаркасс 
порядка р2 и а2 раз применяется (3.1) и т. д. 
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Приведем в качестве примера обобщенную матрицу Хаара второго типа 
порядка 8. 
+ + + + " + — — 
+ + 
п -П 0 0 0 0 П -11 
0 0 П -П -П Г1 0 0 
+ + - — + + + 
— — — — + + — — 
0 0 П -П П -12 0 0 
-11 П 0 0 0 0 12 -П 
Для определения счетной системы функций Хаара второго типа несколько 
модифицируем построение (3.1). Определим обобщенные матрицы Хаара 
второго типа СП„ ; /=1 , 2. Пусть первая строка Х17 (Хх и Х2 2-элементный 
гиперкаркасс) состоит из +1, а .^„-квадратная матрица порядка п с элемен-
тами Гу. 
_ /1, если _/ = (! —1 )р + / (0 
'"'7 ~ 1о, если ] ^ ( ¡ - 1 ) р + / (0 
1(0= к, если / € р - 1 ) / > " _ 1 Л ь крорЧ'1], к=\, 2, ...,р. 
Положим 
с п л Д = < ш „ _ 1 Д ® х 1 + с п п _ 1 1 2 ® * 2 
6Ц,>2 = СЦ1_11,-®ЛГ1-СЦ1_1>1®1Г, 
СП„, ;-1гп .С11л , г 1 = 1,2, п = 1, 2, ... 
Определим функции Хаара второго типа по следующему: 
ХП(т, х) = g(m, п), если х€ | -—г," 
1РоР{ РоА* 
где и)-элемзнты матрицы СПРоР5[ порядка р й р \ ^ т . 
В качестве примера приведем СП8 и СП8 , полученные по (3.2), 
(3-2) 
+ + + + + " + + + 
+ • + - — ' + ' — . 
+ + + + - - — • • — • 
- + — + — + — + 
12 12 -11 -П 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Г1 -11 -11 П 
0 0 . 0 0 ' •12- 12 ' -12 • 
-12 12 11 -11 0 0 0 0 
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с п я = 
+ + + + + + + + 
+ + + + — — — 
/2 У 2 -Я - я 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Я Я - Я -Я 
+ - + - — + — + 
- + + — + — + 
0 0 0 0 я - я - Я Я 
- / 2 / 2 Я -Я 0 0 0 0 
1 
о 













На рис. 5 приводится функция Хаара второго типа, соответствующие мат-
рице ет18. 
Вернемся к построению (3.1). Обобщен ные матрицы Хаара второго типа 
близки по структуре к матрицам Адамара, построенным в работе [11], строки 
же матрицы ¿¡П^ представляют собой склеенные функции Хаара. Это уже 
обобщение с другой позиции, в отличие от вГ^, структура которых совпала 
со структурой матриц Хаара. Естественно ожидать, что (ЭДу, в силу близости 
к матрицам Адамара, будут декоррелировать данные лучше классического 
преобразования Хаара. 
3.2. Свойства обобщенных матриц и функций Хаара второго типа. 
1. Матрицы Хаара второго типа ортогональны, т. е. 
б п „ . с п ? = 
2. Функции Хаара второго типа {ХП(т, х)}~=0 образуют ортогональную 
систему функций, т. е. 
1 П 
/ ХН(т, х) • ХЩп, х) йх = |0' 
если 
если 
п = т 
п ?±т. 
3. Элементы матрицы в П ^ имеют вид где а у есть + 1 или —1, 
а ¿ , = ^ 2 " « . 
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4. Относительно рядов Фурье по системе {XII(т, х)}~=0 справедливы 
теоремы п. 2.2.7 с последовательностью тп=р0р". 
3.3. Алгоритм быстрого преобразования по вПд, матрицам. Воспользовавшись 
блочной структурой в Ну матриц, можно построить быстрые алгоритмы преоб-
разований по этим матрицам. Основная идея таких алгоритмов состоит в 
том, чтоб, используя рекуррентные формулы (3.1), разбить исходный вектор 
на более короткие вектора, преобразования которых, будучи скомбинированы 
определенным образом, дадут преобразование исходной последовательности. 
Алгоритм быстрого преобразования задается разложением матрицы СПЛ. 
в произведение слабозаполненных матриц. В работе [12] доказана 
Р̂О/2 
Теорема. Пусть НА0>2=5 ,роНА0_1, где 5,РО = 1РО/2С 
О - 1 
О 1 
- 1 О или £ро = 
1 О и СП„ ; г = 1,2 построены по (3.1), тогда СП„Д представима 
в виде обычного произведения слабозаполненных матриц: 
- С П л Л = М1М2...Мп+1 (3.3) 
Мг = г = 1, 2, ..., п 
М„ + 1 = 1 р ! ®СИ 0 Д . ' (3.4) 
Обозначим через £>(А0 количество операций, необходимое на преобразо-
вание матрицы типа (3.1). На умножение сомножителя Мг, г=1,2, ..., п на 
некоторый вектор потребуется Ирг операций сложения или вычитания, пос-
кольку в каждой его строке рх отличных от 0 чисел. Тогда 
2хР1+пВ(Ро) 
1 = 1 
и в предложении, что в матрице СП 0 Д все элементы ненулевые 
Я(Ю = 2 ХР1 + МРо = ЩпР1+Ро). (=1 
Если М=р1°р11 ...р"„т, то нетрудно получить, что 
т т 
£>(Л0 = N 2 РМ 2Р1!°8Р1 N. ¡=о ¡=о 
Используя разложение (3.3), (3.4) матриц (3.1), можно написать простые прог-
раммы реализации этих преобразований. 
В таблице 1 приведены для сравнения оценки числа операций, необходимых 
на выполнение введенных и известных преобразований. Оценки приводятся 
для двумерного случая, т. е. для преобразований над исходной матрицей / 
вида 
Р = А / А т 





ной матрицы Ак 
Порядок N матрицы 
преобразования 
Число операций 
умножения, />! (И) 
Число операций 
































2М-—- Е Р,а, 
к-11=0 
2ЛГ(2ДГ-2) 
2И* 1ое2 N 
т 
2А'2 Ер,л, 
I = 0 
П1 
4Я2 
2№ Е Р,«, 
( о 0 
1 = 0 
ЛГ-1 -2Л%-—- Ер,а, &-1 ( = 0 
с А: Л ДГ-1 
ЛГ-1 
2Ык-—- Е к- 1 1 = о 
( т 2 ( / > ; ° - т 
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Заключение. В настоящей работе обобщаются с двух различных позиций 
известные матрицы Хаара (преобразования Хаара): вводится 
а) матрицы Хаара первого типа содержащие в себе, как частный случай 
матрицы Хаара, 
б) матрицы Хаара второго типа, близкие по структуре к матрицам 
Адамара. 
Метод построения матриц Хаара первого типа позволяет строить гиб-
ридные ортогональные системы: Уолша—Хаара, Адамара—Хаара, Фурье— 
Хаара. 
Построенные гибридные системы содержат с одной стороны лучшие 
свойства ортогональных преобразований Фурье, Уолша, Адамара, slant и 
Хаара с другой: так, например, гибридные преобразования 
— лучше декоррелируют данные чем преобразования Хаара; 
— обладают быстрыми алгоритмами выполнения преобразования близ-
ким по скоростям к преобразованию Хаара; 
— позволяют фрагментно более качественно (по заранее заданным фраг-
ментам) обрабатывать изображения, чем преобразования Хаара; 
— аппаратурно легко реализуемые и могут служить основой конструиро-
вания автоматических систем распознавания образов, в частности автомати-
ческих систем проверки качества плат. 
В работе приведены программы реализации быстрых алгоритмов, а также 
оценки каличества операций выполнения указанных ортогональных преоб-
разований. 
Generalized Haar transforms and automatic quality test of printed circuit boards 
S . S . AGAIAN a n d A . K . MATEVOSYAN 
In the given paper the following matrices are introduced: 
a) Haar matrices of the first type, which contain partial case Haar matrices; 
b) Haar matrices of the second type that by their structure are closer to Hadamard matrices. 
The method of construction of Haar matrices of the first type makes it possible to construct 
the hybrid orthogonal systems of Walsh—Haar, Hadamard—Наш-, Slant—Haar, Foury—Haar. 
The constructed hybrid systems have the best properties of orthogonal transforms of Foury, 
Walsh, Hadamard on the one hand and of Haar ones on the other hand: So, for instance the hybrid 
transforms 
— decode better Haar transforms; 
— have rapid algorithms of transforms carryingouts which are close to Haar transform; 
— makes it possible fragmently more qualitatively (for initially given fragments) to process 
pictures than Haar transforms; 
— can be easier realized and can be used as a basis for construction of automatic pattern 
recognition systems particularly automatic systems of printed circuit board quality verifi-
cation. 
В Ы Ч И С Л И Т Е Л Ь Н Ы Й Ц Е Н Т Р 
А К А Д Е М И Й Н А У К А Р М Я Н С К О Й ССР 
УЛ. П. СЕВАКА, I 
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A modelling tool based on mathematical logic 
T-PROLOG 
B y I . F U T O * , J . SZEREDI* a n d K . SZENES** 
1. Introduction 
T-PROLOG is a very high level language and a simulation language at the 
same time. It is a tool for simulation and modelling purposes equipped with the 
advantageous facilities of the very high level, logic based languages used in the 
field of AI. As we shall show, the marriage of two different principles — simulation 
and logic based problem solving results in a simulation technique new features. 
We amplified the logic based problem solving with a new — hitherto not consider-
ed — facility: the manipulation of time-dependent problems. 
The structure of the simulation models written in T-PROLOG can be made 
dynamic — that is it can be suitably changed during run time — as the run time 
modification of the model description by means of addition and deletion of asser-
tions/reductors to the program representing the model is allowed. 
The language is planned to solve problems needing the cooperation of relatively 
few but frequently communicating processes. The processes pass and resume control 
dynamically, the control transfer is determined at run time, it is not determined 
at the time of writing the program (e.g. SIMULA [6]). The processes are controlled 
by sophisticated conditions. These are not simple and/or relations but the results 
of logical deductions of more than one steps. 
The compiler of T-PROLOG is written in PROLOG and generates PROLOG 
programs that always contain a scheduler which modifies appropriately the strategy 
of the PROLOG interpreter. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section an informal introduction to PROLOG is given. The reader 
familiar with this language may skip it. 
2.1 Program elements. A PROLOG program consists of a set of Horn clauses. 
Horn clauses may be introduced as a follows: Every formula of a first order predi-
cate calculi can be written as a conjunction of clauses 
C J A Q A - . - A C H . 
8 Acta Cybernetica V/3 
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A clause is the disjunction of literals 
C , = £ 1 V I 2 V . . . V L 4 . 
A literal is an atomic formula (positive literal) or a negation of an atomic formula 
(negative literal). An atomic formula is an expression of the form 
P{.h,...,tn), 
where P is as w-ary predicate symbol and / l5 ..., t„ are terms. A term is a variable 
symbol, a constant symbol, or an expression of the form 
. Ah, ..., a 
where / i s an r-ary function symbol and i l 5 . . . , tr are terms. A clause having at 
most one positive literal is named Horn clause. The usual notation for Horn . 
clauses is 
B - L1AZ,2A...AL t, 
where both sides of the arrow can be missing. 
The various Horn clauses and their notation in T-PRO LOG (7 stands for 
the number of the positive literals and k stands for the number of the negative 
literals) 
a) 7 =0 , k = 0 • the empty clause, 
b) 7=1, k=0 B. the assertion, 
c) y'=0, : A1} A2, ..., Ak. goalsequence, 
d) 7=1 , &>0 B: Ax, A2, ..., Ak. rule of inference or reductor. 
The assertion in T-PROLOG is expressed by a literal terminated by a point. The 
assertion means the declaration of a simple fact. 
E.g. (1) Beautiful _is (Mary). 
The reductor is expressed by a literal sequence in the following way, literalx: 
literal2, . . . , literal,,. The reductor serves for the declaration of the "preconditioned" 
fact, literal2 and ... and literal,, are preconditions of l i teral . 
E.g. (2) Will^marry(x): Clever_is(x). 
(3) Will_marry(x): Beautiful _is(x). 
The meaning of (2) is, that every clever person will marry, while the meaning of 
(3) is the same, with "beautiful" instead of "clever". PROLOG goal statement 
is expressed by a literal or a sequence of literals preceeded by a: sign and terminated 
by a point. 
. E.g. (4): Will_marry(Mary). 
(4)':' Will _be_happy (Ann), Will _marry (Ann), Is_beautiful(Ann). 
The goal statement expresses a simple question (4) or a complex one — (4)' — to 
be answered by the system. (Will marry Mary? or Will be happy Ann and Will 
marry Ann and Is beautiful Ann?). 
To illustrate the execution of a PROLOG program we show the diagram of 
the above simple example. PROLOG uses the LUSH resolution for deriving the 
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goal from the given set of assertions and reductors. The diagram of the program 
execution is the following: 
: Will .marry (Mary). 
: Clever_is (Mary): • Beautiful.is (Mary). I TO J TO 
bracktrack i 
2.2. The search tree of the deduction. The program execution of 2.1 can be 
represented by a tree, called search tree. The root of the search tree symbolizes 
(or is labeled by) the goal statement. When PROLOG tries to match the goal, 
clause (4), to the assertions/reductors it founds clauses (2) and (3) as being appro-
priate ones. Having executed the matching got (R2) and (R3), the remainder clauses 
of (2) and (3), respectively. These remainders we got leaving the. first, matching 
literal from the clauses. 
The nodes next to the root of the search tree symbolize (or are labeled by) 
the remainder of the clauses matching to the root. Proceeding in the proof the 
theorem prover founds no clauses matching to (R2) so it got into a deadlock. But 
for (R3) it founds the matching (1). The remainder clause of (R3) will be the next 
node of the search tree, in this case it is the empty clause. The nodes following 
those ones next to the root are labeled always by the respective remainder clauses. 
PROLOG traverses the search tree in a depth-first way. In the case of the example 
2.1 this tree is very simple: 
deadlock Q empty clause 
• R3 
R2 \ 
3. Running the processes of the simulation model 
As one of the fundamental notions of simulation field is process, so we need 
to incorporate it in our language. Therefore our notion of process has to fulfil 
the following requirements.: 
a) The process notion has to cover the same concept people think of reading 
articles about simulation, co-routine programming etc. 
b) The process notion has. to originate somehow from the way of deduction 
used in T-PROLOG. This is necessary because the instructions supporting time 
considerations exploit the facilities resulting from the derivation method. 
In section 2.2 we introduced the search tree of a PROLOG goal statement, 
that is the search tree of a T-PROLOG. simple goal statement. Solving the problem 
given by a simple goal statement, the T-PROLOG system traverses the search tree 
determined by the simple goal and the given assertions/reductors. This traversing 
8* 
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is terminated when the empty clause appears on one of the branches of the tree. 
We define the notion of the process as this search tree traversing process. 
The simulation model is described by the T-PROLOG program. The model 
is put into motion when the system starts the processes. The running of the simula-
tion model means the logical deduction process of proving the compound goal state-
ment. This is just the process notion we need for the explanation of the meaning 
and the effect of the T-PROLOG instructions, and these explanations will fit into 
the "simulational" way of thinking and also into the logical deduction context. 
We shall say that the processes themselves traverse the search trees, — we do so 
because we shall have to explain the steps of the program execution which are 
actually jumps from one node of the tree to an appropriate other one. (In case 
of the compound goal this other node won't necessarily belong to the same tree 
as the starting node of the "jump" does. 
In a real simulation model we have obviously more than one process. For the 
sake of the creation of these processes compound goals are used. To the compound 
goal of the simulation model description, which is the T-PROLOG program itself, 
we attach the set of processes corresponding the simple goals comprising this com-
pound one. At the same time to the compound goal we attach the search space 
of the proof of the compound goal, that is the set of the search trees corresponding 
to the simple goals. 
The run of the processes is synchronised by a built-in scheduler. The user 
can change in a certain extent the synchronisation strategy of the scheduler. (See 
at the description of T-PROLOG instructions.) Besides the synchronisation, on 
a. one-processor computer the scheduler helps the system to run the processes quasi-
simultaneously. The processes traverse the search space but every process keeps 
to its own search tree. When a process passes the control to an other one it also 
means the respective changing of search tree. This means that the proof "goes" 
breadth-way too, (while going top-down, depth-first on one tree), the order of 
the choice of the trees depends on the order of the processes in the lists of the 
scheduler. 
The processes communicate in three ways: 
a) through the common logical variables evaluated by pattern matching, 
b) through the statements expressing sending and receiving messages (so 
called demon mechanism), 
c) by the modification of the simulation model description (they can add/delete 
clauses to the program and they can even create new processes and delete existing 
ones). 
4. Scheduling the activity of the processes 
4.1. Simulation system. Simulation models cannot be described in a system 
lacking the facilities of handling the simulation system time (in short system time). 
In T-PROLOG the preconditions prescribing to a process wether it may be 
proceeded to the next execution step or not, can be either dependent or independent 
on time. This means that to every step of a process a time interval can be given in 
order to determine the duration of the step. If the execution of the step "doesn't 
take time" then this duration is considered to be zero, otherwise it is given in an 
integer number of time unit. 
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Now the meaning of system time is the following: By definition its value is 
zero at the start of the execution of the T-PROLOG program. If — at the current 
moment — the value of system time is t0 and a process having currently the control 
encounters a precondition referring to time duration of value td and the process 
is able to fulfil the precondition then it proceeds to its next instruction at system 
time t0+td. (We have only two instructions expressing the fact that a statement 
is true depending on a time condition. The above explanation of system time how-
ever, could be made clearer thinking only of the explicit time condition. The 
meaning of all the operations on system time will be explained at their description). 
4.2. The scheduler. A scheduler is needed not only because only one process 
can be run at a time and the state of the others has to be recorded but also for system 
time maintenance, for synchronisation of the — of course — communicating proc-
esses and as a tool of realisation of the desired effect of the simulation instructions. 
The scheduler maintains two lists — the list of the waiting, and the list of the 
blocked processes. The elements of the first one are the processes able to run at 
the current time, and the processes having start time (it can be given in the goal 
description) or reactivation time (a process can meet a condition prescribing to 
suspend — hold — its activity for a given time interval) greater than the current 
system time. Processes of the waiting list are ordered on the bases of their activa-
tion or reactivation time. The elements of the second list are the processes which 
had become blocked because of some — as yet unfulfilled — precondition instruct-
ing the process, e.g. to wait for a message from an other one, or for the fulfilment 
of a condition. 
The scheduler works in the following way: 
a) Initialisation of the program execution. 
The scheduler sets the system time to the minimum of the start times given in 
the description of the simple goals comprising the compound goal statement of 
the program. To every process denoted by the simple goal statements the start 
time — when the process has to begin its activity — and the end time — when 
the process has to finish its activity — can be given. (See sect. 6.) 
b) Starting the program execution. 
All of the processes enlist, in the order of their start time, to thé waiting list. 
c) Continuation of the program execution. 
If the waiting list and the blocked list is empty, it means that the deduction 
was successful and the program terminates. 
If there is a process in the waiting list with start time or reactivation time equal 
to system time then the scheduler starts the first one. If this gets blocked, or has 
to change its position in the waiting list (having encountered a precondition of 
suspending effect) then the scheduler starts the next process with appropriate start 
or reactivation time from the waiting list, if there is any such one at all. 
If there is no such a process in the waiting list, or the waiting list has become 
exhausted, then the scheduler turns to investigate the blocked list. If the reason 
for staying there dissolves for any of the processes then the scheduler removes 
all such processes from the blocked list, puts them into the beginning of the waiting 
list and returns to the start of step 3. If there is no such a process in the blocked 
list then the scheduler goes to step 4. 
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d) Incrementing the system time. 
If there is a process in the waiting list whose activation time is less than or 
equal to its end time (the point of time when the proof of the simple goal corre-
sponding to this process has to be finished) then the scheduler sets system time to 
this activation time and returns to step 3. Otherwise backtracking begins. If the 
waiting list is empty but the blocked list isn't, then backtracking in time begins 
too. (In both cases the system goes back to the last previous decision point and 
choses the "next" alternative. If there is no next alternative even at the first decision 
point, then the problem cannot be solved under the conditions given in the program.) 
If both of the lists are empty then we are ready, all the processes have completed 
their proof. 
5. A simple example 
The example given here is a complete T-PROLOG program. The problem 
to be solved: Paul and Annie want to go to a movie at six o'clock. It is half past 
five now. Paul can go to a movie to see a film, if there are tickets available to a 
film at a movie, that film is acceptable for Annie and then travels to the movie. 
Annie can go to a movie to see the same film as Paul, if Paul can buy tickets to 
the film, the film is a good one and it is acceptable for her and then she travels to 
the movie. There are films which are good and Paul and Annie have to travel during 
an interval of time of nonzero length to get to the movie. 
The corresponding T-PROLOG program is: 
(1) Can_go_to(Paul, movie, film): 
There _is_ticket (movie, film), 
Wa/i_/or(Acceptable_for(Annie, film)), 
Travels (Paul, movie). 
(2) Can_go_to(Annie, movie, film): 
Wait (Paul _can _buy _a _ticket (film)), 
Good _film (film), 
Sew/(Acceptable _for (Annie, film)), 
Travels (Annie, movie). 
(3) Paul_can_buy_a_ticket(film): 
Not(Variable(fAm)). 
(1)—(3) are rules of interference or reductors. 
(4) There _is_a_ticket (Rex, Hair). 
(5) There_is_a_ticket(Athena, Star_wars). 
(6) Good film (Hair). 
(7) Good film(Star_wars). 
(4)—(7) are time independent assertions. 
(8) Travels(Paul, Rex): During(45). 
(9) Travels(Paul, Athena): During(25). 
(10) Travels (Annie, Rex): During(20). 
(11) Travels (Annie, Athena): During(20). 
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(8)—(11) are time dependent assertions. 
(12): New (Can_go_to(Paul, movie, film). Nil, Paul)£W 30, 
Arew(Can_go_to(Annie, movie, film). Nil, Annie) £ W 30. 
(12) is a compound goal with goals to be achieved in 30 time units. (That is from 
17,30 to 18,00 in our case). 
The detailed explanation of the program execution is in Sec. 7. 
6. T-PROLOG instructions 
We shall not deal with time independent assertions and reductors, or built-in 
procedures, because they are used the same way as in PROLOG [1, 7]. 
6.1. Compound goal statement. The compound goal statement is a sequence 
of simple goals separated by " , " and terminated by a " ." . 
6.2. Simple goal statement. In T-PROLOG, as it was said, there is a corre-
sponding process to every goal. The syntax of the simple goal statement is the 
following: 
: Ne w (go al se que n ce, identifier) {Start 7\} {End T2), 
where "goalsequence" is a sequence of literals separated by a ".", terminated by 
"Nil". "Identifier" serves as identifier of the goal and of the process corresponding 
to it. Tx, T2 are points of time. The proof of the simple "goal" has to start at 7\ 
and has to be finished by T2. Any or both of the two items enclosed in braces can 
be missing and in this case the default value of the start time and/or end time is 
assumed to be zero and 100 000 respectively. (4) and (4)' of 2.1 can be given in 
T-PROLOG 
.'¿Yen'(Will„marry(Mary). Nil,l). and 
:iVew(Will_be_happy(Ann). Will_marry(Ann). 
Is _beautiful (Ann). Nil,l). 
6.3. Built-in procedures for synchronizing the events. 
a) Time. 
Hold(t) 
If a process encounters this precondition in its search tree then stops the tra-
versing for the time interval of length of t time units. The position of the process 
in the waiting list will be changed according to the value of the given time interval 
(see scheduler). 
b) Logical condition. 
Wait (condition), where "condition" is a literal. 
If a process encounters this precondition in its search tree then if the "con-
dition" can be proved as a simple PROLOG goal, then the proof takes place and 
the process continues its traversing. Otherwise, when the "condition" cannot be 
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proved, then the process gets blocked and will be reactivated only when the 
"condition" is already true. The unprovability of. "condition" may occur, because 
of a statement is missing or if a variable has not. got the required value. 
Wait (condition, identifier) 
Where "condition" is a literal and "identifier" is a process name or a variable. 
The user has the possibility to force the T-PROLOG scheduler to pass the 
control to the process named "identifier" if the "condition" cannot be proved, 
otherwise it has the same effect as wait( ). If "identifier" is a variable then the 
backtrack strategy is changed. In the previous cases if during backtrack the control 
reached this node again the backtracking is continued. In this case the next process 
from the waiting list gets the control, and during further backtracks in the worst 
case all the processes of the waiting list get the control. This built-in predicate 
was necessitated because considering certain unit clauses as resources seezed by 
the processes. The order of the seezing may influence the final solution; of the 
problem. : 
6.4. Built-in procedures for explicite communication. 
Wait _for (message), Send (message) - . 
where "message" is a term. 
If a process encounters precondition Wait_for ( ) it will be blocked, and will be 
reactivated only when another process reaches a Send( ) precondition with matching 
"message" value. At the same time, sending process*becomes suspended, the proc-
esses waiting for this message will be inserted before the first element of the waiting 
list and all processes inserted will be reactivated arid continue execution till a block-
ing point, before the sending process, which preserved its relative position in the 
waiting list, would be active again. 
6.5. Time dependent assertions. 
a) For expressing the fact that a statement is true at a given time, till a given 
time, after a given time, before a given time, during a time interval, the suffixes 
At{T), Till{T), After{T), Before{T), From{Tx, 7o(T2j) are used. 
At the moment of the match of an assertion containing one of the above men-
tioned suffixes these conditions are evaluated, if their value is false, the T-PROLOG 
begins to backtrack. 
b) For changing the position in the waiting list, according to an explicite time 
condition, the suffix During(Td) is used. 
If a process encounters an assertion suffixed with this suffix, then.i t passes 
the control- to the next element of the waiting list and enlists to the waiting list 
to the position corresponding, to system time + Td. 
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6.6. Procedure for proving a sequence of conditions in a "really" parallel way. 
Simultaneous (list of conditions) 
If a process encounters this precondition — or rather — command, then it 
becomes blocked. The compiler assumes the list of conditions to be a "new com-
pound goal" and generates a process-to every "simple goal" of this compound 
goal. These processes start to execute in turn and continue to do so until all of 
their corresponding goals will have been proved one-by-one. However, from the 
point of view of the model these processes seem to execute parallely, because the 
reactivation time of the formerly blocked process is set to the completion time of 
these proofs which is the value of the system time at the blocking plus the maximum 
of time intervals necessary for the individual proofs. . 
6.7. Facilities for modifying the search strategy and the scheduler. 1 
a) Delete (identifier) 
If a process encounters this precondition then continues executing but the 
scheduler deletes the process with identifier "identifier" from its recording and the 
T-PROLOG compiler deletes the corresponding simple goal from the compound 
goal. 
b) Systemstate(w\,b\,p) 
If a process encounters this precondition then the T-PROLOG compiler gives 
the waiting list of the scheduler in w 1, the blocked list in b 1, and the identifier of 
the running process in p. 
' - : 7. Execution of the program of section 5 
Initial state: 
Waiting processes: 0: Paul: 30. 0: Annie: 30.Nil (start time ¡process id:end time) 
Blocked processes: Nil 
Active process: Paul 
System time: 0 
(1) :Can_go_to(Paul, movie, film). 
[A] :There_is_ticket (movie, film), 
Wait^for(Acceptable _for (A nhie, film)), 
Travels (Paul, movie). 
(4) movie: = Rex film: = Hair 
: Ifa/^/or(Acceptable _for (Annie, Hair)), 
Travels (Paul, Rex). 
The process Paul is suspended waiting for a message. 
/ 
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Waiting processes: 0:Annie:30. Nil 
Blocked processes: Paul. Nil 
Active process: Annie 
System time: 0 
(2) 
(6) 
:Can_go_to (Annie, Rex, Hair). 
:Wait (Paul_can_buy_a_ticket(Hair)), 
Good_film(Hair), 
•Se«f/(Acceptable_ for (Annie, Hair)), 
Travels (Annie, Rex). 
(3) : Paul _can _buy _a _ticket (Hair), 
film : = Hair 
• :Not (Variable (Hair)). 
:Good_film(Hair), 
Send (Acceptable _for (Annie, Hair)), 
Travels (Annie, Rex). 
: ¿^«¿/(Acceptable _for (Annie, Hair)), 
Travels (Annie, Rex). 
Process Paul waiting for the message is reactivated. 
Waiting processes: 0:Paul:30. 0:Annie:30. Nil 
Blocked processes: Nil 
Active process: Paul 
System time: 0 
(8) | :Travels(Paul, Rex). 
Backtrack 
A backtrack occurs because of a time problem. Paul has to get to the movie at 
30 (six o'clock) and now he needs for traveling 45 time units (8), thus actual system 
time + 4 5 = 0 + 4 5 > 3 0 , so Paul's goal can't be achieved this way. 




Travels (Paul, movie), 
movie :=Athena film : = Star _ wars 
: Ifcii^/br (Acceptable _for (Annie, Star_wars)), 
Travels (Paul, Athena). 
Process Paul is suspended. 
Waiting processes: 0: Annie: 30. Nil 
Blocked processes: Paul. Nil 
Active process: Annie 
System time: 0 
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(2) :Can_go_to(Annie, Athena, Star_wars). 
: Wa/?(Paul_can_buy_a_ticket(Star wars)), 
Good _film (Star _wars), 
Send (Acceptable _for (Annie, Star_ wars)), 
Travels (Annie, Athena). 
(3) : Paul_can_buy_a_ticket(Star_wars). 
film : = Star _wars 
• : Aroi(Faria6/e(Star_wars)). 
:Good_film(Star_wars), 
5,e«i/(Acceptable_for (Annie, Star_wars)), 
Travels (Annie, Athena). 
: Send (Acceptable _for (Annie, Star _ wars)), 
Travels (Annie, Athena). 
Process Paul is reactivated. 
Waiting processes: 0: Paul: 30. 0: Annie: 30. Nil 
Blocked processes: Nil 
Active process: Paul 
System time: 0 
(9) | : Travels (Paul, Athena). 
Processing of Paul is abandoned for 25 time units. (He "travels".) 
Waiting processes: 0: Annie: 30.25:Paul:30. Nil 
Blocked processes: Nil 
Active process: Annie 
System time: 0 
(10) | : Travels (Annie, Athena). 
Processing of Annie is abandoned for 20 time units. (She "travels".) 
Waiting processes: 20: Annie: 30.25: Paul: 30. Nil 
Blocked processes: Nil 
Active process: Annie 
System time: 20 
U 
The goal of process Annie is achieved in 20 time units (17so), she arrived at the movie 
Athena to see the film Star_wars. 
Waiting processes: 25: Paul: 30. Nil 
Blocked processes: Nil 
Active process: Paul 
System time: 25 
• 
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The goal of process Paul is achieved in 25 time units (1755), he arrived at the movie 
Athena to see the film Star_\vars. 
Waiting processes: Nil 
Blocked processes: Nil 
Active process: — 
System time: 25 
The problem is solved. 
8. Conclusion 
As it was shown in the preceeding sections we provide simulation technique more 
advanced than the previous methods from the following aspects: 
a) the system takes over a part of the problem solving effort from the user who 
has to concentrate rather on defining the task then on solving it; 
b) the system changes automatically and dynamically the model on the basis 
of logical consequences derived from sophisticated preconditions; 
c) a built-in backtrack mechanism permits backtracking in time in case of a 
deadlock or hopeless intermediate situation (logical condition necessary for the 
continuation of the execution is missing or the current time conditions have become 
contradictory); 
d) T-PROLOG provides for a process communication mechanism that is 
sophisticated enough owing the fact that the processes communicate through vari-
ables evaluated by pattern matching or by modification of the model description 
(the traditional way of communication is preserved, too: the processes are able 
to send /receive messages). 
All the advantages enumerated above are due to this hitherto unusual approach: 
building the simulation method on a language founded on the principles of mathe-
matical logic. As far as the traditional simulation facilities of T-PROLOG are 
concerned: 
a) a dynamic simulation approach has been choosen: the processes pass the 
control to each other dynamically, according to the requirements of the situation 
and not on the basis of a rigid, preprogrammed resume — detach technique as 
e.g. SIMULA 67 [6], 
b) transaction and event oriented simulation approach are allowed. . 
Abstract 
A logic based simulation language is presented. The language is an extension of PROLOG 
towards time and process manipulation. 
Comparing it to the traditional simulation languages the language has the following advan-
tages due to its logical basis: 
— it changes automatically and dynamically the simulation model on the basis of logical conse-
quences derived from sophisticated preconditions, 
— the system takes over part of the problem solving effort from the user, 
— a built in backtrack mechanism permits backtracking in time in case of a deadlock or the oc-
curence of a hopeless intermediate situation during program execution, 
— a more advanced process communication mechanism is presented for the user. 
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The processes are synchronized by a built-in scheduler. Its strategy can be modified by the 
user. The realisation of the scheduler, the effect of the simulation instructions and the way of using 
the logical deduction ensures that: 
— the interaction of the processes is dynamic, the processes pass and resume control dynamically, 
and 
— either the event-, or the transaction oriented way of simulation programming is allowed. 
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On fault tolerant ¿-processors 
B y S . R . GROSS . : „ 
1. Introduction and motivation 
In sequential computers the number of real active elements is very small in 
contrast to the total number of elements. On the other hand the working speed 
of these elements has nearly reached the physical limitations (with respect to the 
today's technologies). Therefore a speed up is no more reasonable by improving 
the conventional (von Neumann type) architectures and a natural approach to 
increase the computing power seems to be the principle of parallel processing in 
computer architecture. Cellular spaces might be considered as models for such 
parallel computing devices. The implementation of cellular structures renders 
possible by the advent of LSI-technology, too. 
Since cellular spaces consist of many cells which are not necessarily totally 
reliable, it is important to develop strategies for error correction and error detec-
tion. Up to now several articles concentrate on this topic, see e.g. [HANO 75], 
[NIKO 75], and [WRIG 76]. Here we want to investigate this topic in /.-processors, 
which differ from a cellular space as follows: 
—• a state is a 2-tupel which consists of a visible (external) component and 
an invisible (internal) component, a so-called qualifier (i.e. the basic cell is a 
Mealy-type automaton), • 
— there are several local maps, , 
— the transition-functions are centralized in a special control unit and 'shared' 
by the single cells. 
Thus, an L-processor may be considered to be an emulator of a cellular space. 
For details see Legendi [LEGE 76]. 
The techniques of error correction in /.-processors are similar to those .of 
NISHXO and KOBUCHI [ N I K O 75] where the basic idea is that the work of;each 
original cell is simulated by three cells. In this case we are able to correct single 
errors prior to each state transition by a majority decision, if we assume that the 
majority decision element is faultless. 
2. Notations and basic definitions : 
Let N denote the natural numbers, N 0 = N U {0} and Z the set'of integers. For 
(/6.N the ¿-fold Cartesian product of Z is denoted by Zd,'i.e: x£Zd can be written 
as x=(x 1 ,x 2 ,". . . , xd) with xt£Z (z'=l, ..., d). Especially 0= (0 ,0 , . . . , 0). 
P-d)(x1, ...,xd):=xi (; = 1, ..., d) denotes the /-th projection. If X is a set, the 
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cardinality of X is denoted by |Z | and the set of subsets of X by 0 denotes 
the empty set. 
For x, y£Zd we define the operations x±y :=(x 1 ±.y 1 , x2±y2, •••, xd±yd). 
Let X, YQZd, X?±®, I V 0. Then we define the sum and diiference by X±Y: = 
: = {x±y/x6A'Ay£i'}. In the following we write x ± Y instead of {x}± Y. Let 
x6Zd and r = ( / 0 \ j = 1 _ jd a matrix with i y £ Z (/', 7=1, .. . , d). Then we define 
the product 
(d ' d 2 x r t a , ..., 2xrtid) 
and for X Q Z d , X ^ 0 
X-T: = {\'T/x£X}. 
Definition 2.1. Let d,rt£N. An «-tupel N=(ai, a2, ..., a„), a i€Zd ( /=1, ..., n), 
a ^ a • for i ^ j is called a ¿-dimensional neighbourhood index. 
The (unordered) set N = {P[n)(N)/i=l, . . . ,«} is called a neighbourhood 
template. In general we claim that there exists an i ( l ^ i ^ n ) such that a ; = 0 . 
In the following we use 'neighbourhood index' and 'neighbourhood template' 
synonymously. 
Definition 2.2. Let k£ N0, df N. The von Neumann neighbourhood template d 
is defined by H(kd*: = {x/x£Zd A |x|=SFC}, where |x |= 2 M -
•=i 
We write Hk instead of Nk(d) if there is no doubt of the dimension. H1 = 
= {(0, 0), ( - 1 , 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (0, - 1 ) } is the most frequently used von Neumann 
neighbourhood template. 
Definition 2.3. Let A, Q be finite nonempty sets and N={a1; . . . , a„} a d-
dimensional neighbourhood template, f : A"XQ—AXQ is called a local transition 
function. 
Definition 2.4. VI=(A, Q, d, N, {f(1>, ..., f(i)}) is called an L-processor, if 
1) A is a finite nonempty set of (external) states, 
2) Q is a finite nonempty set of (internal) states, in the following called quali-
fiers, 
3) d is the dimension of the space, 
4) N= (aj, . . . ,a„) is a ¿-dimensional neighbourhood index, 
5) fU): AnXQ—AxQ (j= 1, . . . , / ) are local transition functions, 
6) There exists a (z„, q0)£AxQ, called the quiescent state of the L-processor, 
with / o ) ( z 0 , ..., z0, q0): = (z0, q0) for 7 = 1 , . . . , /. 
Definition 2.5. Let 91 be an ¿-processor. A function c: Z d—A is called an 
external configuration or simply configuration. A function q: Zd-»Q is called 
an internal configuration. The set of total (internal and external) configurations 
is denoted by C. 
. Definition 2.6. F: C—C is called a global transition function (induced by / ) , 
if for all x£Zd and for all total configurations (c, q)fC the following holds: 
Fc((x), qtx^ficix+aj,..., c(x+a„), q(x)). 
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Definition 2.7. The support of a total configuration is defined by sup (c, q)— 
={x/x£Z l i A(C(X), g(x))?i(z0, 90)} with (z0, q0) the quiescent state. The set of all 
total configurations with finite support is denoted by C. 
If we use L-processors for computations we want a reliable system although 
the individual cell may be unreliable. A cell is said to misoperate if its next ex-
ternal state differs from the expected one (by application of the local transition 
function to the states of its neighbours). The reason for such a misoperation may 
be the permanent breakdown of a cell, an occasional failure caused by noise or 
something else. Therefore an ¿-processor is called a real /.-processor if some cells 
may misoperate. 
In order to make analysis practicable, we restrict the occurrence of misopera-
tions in the following way: 
Definition 2.8. Let A' be a finite connected subset of ZD containing the origin 0. 
A real /.-processor is said to misoperate with AT-separated errors if at most one 
cell of each area x+A", xdZd , misoperates at each state transition. 
'Connected' means connected with respect to the underlying neighbourhood 
template N. In the following we denote this as AT-separated error condition (AT-se 
condition). 
Definition 2.9. Let ^^(A^XQu 2, Hu ..., //*>}) be an /.-processor, 
M2=(A2XQ2, 2, N2, { f f * , ..., /2C>}) a .real ¿-processor and klt k2£ N. We say 
3l2 simulates Utj in k2/ki -time if and only if there exist functions G and H such that 




Simulation of L-processors 
The 'realistic' global transition function FK maps C2 into the set *P(C2)\0 
of subsets of C2, because a configuration may have more successors in consequence 
of the real behavior. 
3. Error correction in realtime with an 21-element neighbourhood template 
Now we want to design a real /.-processor 3 I 2 = ( A 2 X Q 2 , 2, N2, {/2(1), /2(,)}) 
which simulates a given /.-processor ^^(A^xQx, 2, Hj, {/x(1), ..., fik)}) in real-
time, i.e. kx=k2 (see Definition 2.9). 
The most elementary trick of error correction might be to implement each 
cell three times and to take the majority result. Therefore we must spread out the 
9 Acta Cybernetica V/3 
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2-dimensiona! space of integers by a transformation matrix . A coding 
unit M= {(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0)} fills up the gaps. It is easy to show that T and M 
guarantee a unique and total cover of Z2. G maps a cell and its neighbours into 
the following region, see Fig. 2. 
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Each cell x£ Z2 of is mapped into the cell x • T by the transformation matrix 
T. Now we add the coding unit to it. It is easy to see that, we get for each cell in 
^ exactly three cells in in this way. In the following we denote x • T+M as 
a block. Each cell of x • T+ M contains a copy of x. 
Since we want to carry out the error correction with the majority function, 
each cell in has to know to which block it belongs. This information is stored 
in the qualifier of the cell by G. The set of states and the qualifier of 9t2 are defined 
by A2=A1 and Q2 — Q1XFP, where F P = { 1 , 2 , 3 } is a so-called fingerprint. 
The qualifier of a cell x£Z2 in 3t2 is delivered by q(x)=(ql(x), fp). 
Now we can define_the functions G and H. 
1) For any (c, q)€Cx and for any xÇZ2 
G(c(y),ç(y)) = (c(x),(ç(x),.fp)), 
where y£(x- T + M ) and fp = 1 +(>! modulo 3). 
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2) Function H is locally defined by the triple (M, T, ni), where m denotes the 
majority function. If for any total configuration (c, q) of 3I2 there exists a total 
configuration (c', q') of with c'(x)=m(c(x- T+M)) and q'(x)=m(q1(x • T+M)) 
for all x€Z 2 then H(c'(y), q'(y))=(c'(x), (q'(x), fp)), where y 6 ( x - r + M ) and 
f p = l + ( j ; 1 modulo 3). 
Next we must define, the neighbourhood template N2 of ?I2. Since each cell 
of 3ï2 must have sufficient state information within its neighbourhood to calculate 
its next state correctly we choose N2 as the 21-element template sketched in Fig. 3. 
The hatched cell is the origin of the neighbourhood template. 
11 
Fig- 3 
Neighbourhood template N2=(Ht•T+M)-M 
It is easy to see that every cell of the central block of 3I2 in Fig. 2 disposes of 
the whole information of the 'extended von Neumann neighbourhood template' 
Hi'T+M. We choose the set K=N2, because it must be.guaranted that the 
majority function has at least two correct values. The real ¿-processor 3I2 may 
be constructed in such a manner that it has exactly the same number of local transi-
tion functions as the ¿-processor i.e. l:=k. For any x£Z2 the local transition 
functions / 2 U ) (_/— 1, .. . , k) are defined by: 
(c'(x), (9l '(x), fp)) = fé»(c(x + Ns), (qi(x), fp)), 
where c'(x) and q{(x) are defined by: 
(c'(x), q{(x)) = / 1 « > ( m ( c ( x - ( f p - 1 , 0 ) ) , c ( x - ( f p - 2 ; 0 ) ) , c ( x - ( f p - 3 , 0))), 
m ( c ( x - ( f p , 0)), c ( x - ( f p + l , 0)), c(x —(fp+2,0))), 
m ( c ( x - ( f p - l , — 1)), c(x—(fp—2, — 1)), c(x—(fp —3, -1)) ) , 
m ( c ( x - ( f p - 4 , 0 ) ) , c(x —(fp —5,0)), c ( x - ( f p - 6 , 0 ) ) ) , 
m ( c ( x - ( f p - l , 1)), c(x—(fp—2,1)),c(x—(fp—3, l ) ) ) ,^(x)) . 
It is possible to change from f2u) to / ¿ J ) , because the template x+N2=x+K 
contains enough information. The above constructed real ¿-processor 2ta simulates 
the ¿-processor in realtime. 
Theorem 1. If we choose 3I2 and K as defined above, then 9l2 corrects any 
A"-separated error. 
Proof. The proof is delivered by considering all possibilities of single errors. 
1) The state of a cell is incorrect. 
In consequence of the K-se condition the states of all other cells of the extended 
von Neumann neighbourhood template (see Fig. 2) are correct, i.e. the majority 
function is able to correct the error. 
2) The qualifier of a cell is incorrect. 
Now the cell works with an incorrect state and an incorrect local transition 
function in the next step in general. Subsequently the cell always announces an 
9* 
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incorrect state in general, i.e. we may consider the cell as permanently broken down. 
In consequence of the K-se condition all other cells of the extended von Neumann 
neighbourhood template must work correctly so that they announce correct states 
in the next step, i.e. the error may be corrected (see 1). 
3) The majority function of a cell works incorrectly. 
Since the local transition function / / j ) works with incorrect arguments, in 
general the cell announces an incorrect state and works with incorrect local transi-
tion functions in future. In consequence of the K-se condition all other cells of 
the extended von Neumann neighbourhood template must work correctly so that 
1) or 2) hold in the next step. • 
4. Error correction in 5-slow with von Neumann neighbourhood template 
Now we present a real ¿-processor ~(A2XQ2,2, Hy, {/¡>(1), • •., /2(l)}) 
which simulates the L-processor = ( A ^ x Q l , 2 , J f l , {/x(1), ..., /¿k>}) in 5-slow, 
i.e. k2=5-k1 (see Definition 2.9). We choose the transformation matrix T and 
the coding unit M as above. In consequence of the von Neumann neighbourhood 
template the ¿-processor works in two different steps. First the information 
of the extended von Neumann neighbourhood template must be compressed into 
the -neighbourhood template of each cell of 9I2 and second the cells have to 
change their state. Since every cell of the central block of 3I2 in Fig- 2 must have 
access to the whole information of the extended von Neumann neighbourhood 
template to change its state, it is necessary to compress four times. Therefore the 
set of states of 3I2 is given by A2—A\ and the set of qualifiers by 0 2 — X FP X MZ 
where FP={1 , 2, 3} is a fingerprint as above and MZ a modulo-5-counter. Fig. 4 
shows the state- and qualifier-register of a cell. 
c i ( x )— 
state of left 
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State- and qualifier-register of a cell 
The state of a cell x£Z 2 in Ul2 is delivered by c(x)=(c9(x), . . . , cl(x)) and 
the qualifier by q(x)=(ql(x), fp, mz). 
Now we can define the functions G and H. 
1) For any (c, and for any x£Z 2 
G(c(y), q(y)) = ( ( - , - , - , c(x), - , - , - , - ) , (q(x), fp, mz)), 
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where y£(x- T+M), f p ^ l - f ^ modulo 3) and ' —' denotes any state. Besides 
mz will be chosen such that it specifies that no information has arrived. 
2) Again function H is locally defined by the triple ( M , T, m). If for any total 
configuration (c, q) of 3I2 there exists a total configuration (c', q') of with c'(x) = 
=m(cs(x-T+M)) and q'(x)=m(q1(x-T+M)) for all x£Z 2 then 
H(c'(y), q'(y)) = ( ( - , - , c'(x), - , - , - , - ) , (<?'(x), fp, mz)), 
where y € ( x - T + M ) , f p = l + ( 7 1 modulo 3), ' —' denotes an arbitrary, state and 
mz will be chosen such that it specifies that no information has arrived. 
Before a cell x£ Z2 in 3I2 can change its state, the information of the extended 
von Neumann neighbourhood template must be compressed. Fig. 5 demonstrates 









Compression of information. ' —' denotes an arbitrary state 
Flow of compression. Each cell sends its own state to its left and right neigh-
bours, the states of its left neighbours only to its right one and the states of its 
right neighbours only to its left one (see cell x) as shown by the arrows in Fig. 5. 
At the beginning each cell disposes only of its own state. After one cycle a cell 
disposes of its own state, the state of its left neighbour and the state of its right neigh-
bor in its state register. The remaining six components of the state register contain 
arbitrary states. After four cycles each cell disposes in its state register of its own 
state, the states of its four left neighbours and its four right neighbours in this way. 
This is the time* where each cell in a block of the extended von Neumann neigh-
bourhood template is provided with sufficient information to compute its next 
state. The compression is realized by hardware or by the following function. 
Let x, y, z6Z2, y = x - ( l , 0) and z = x + ( l , 0). Then a function h: 
-*A2XQ'2 is defined by 
( M y ) , c5(y), c5(x), c5(z), ..., c2(z)), 
, , , , „ w - ^ (q, fp, mz©l)) , if 0 < mz© 1 < 4 hidx+HJ, (q, fp, mz)) = ( ( c g ( y ) ; j C s / y ) ; c s ( x ) j c s ( z ) ; ^ c a ( z ) ) ; 
(q', fp, mz©l)) , if m z © l = 4 
© denotes the add-operation modulo 5. 
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£ ? 2 = ( 6 I X { 0 , 1})XFPXMZ, i.e. the qualifier of ^ is extended by one bit 
indicating whether 5I2 is in a phase of compression or transformation, i.e. q' differs 
from q only in this bit. If mz® 1=0 holds, 9I2 is in a phase of transformation. 
If we use the function h for compression the functions G and H must be modified 
adequate to Q I n this case we define / 2 ( t + 1 ' :=A, i.e. l:=k+1. In the following 
we consider only cells of the central block of the extended von Neumann neigh-
bourhood template and their direct neighbours to define the local transition func-
tions /2(y) ( y = l , ..., k). After compression these cells.contain the following relevant 
states, see Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6 
Relevanf states for the central block of the extended von Neumann neighbourhood template, after 
compression 
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and a^CO.O), a 2 = ( - l , 0 ) , a3=(0, 1), a 4 = ( l , 0 ) , a 5=(0, - 1 ) the five elements 
of the von Neumann neighbourhood template. 
( C ' ( X ) J 9 ' ( X ) ) = / 2 0 ) ( C ( X + ^ I ) . (?i(xj, fp, mz)) or 
fP(c{x+HJ, ({ft(x)}X{0, l},fp, mz)) 
= ( - } - , c'5(x), - , —, - ) , (q{(x), fp, mz© 1)) or 
( - , - , - , -> c£(x), - ) , ({<7i(x)}x{0TT}, fp, rnz©l)), 
where ' —' denotes any state and ' © ' the add-operation modulo 5 again. {0, 1} 
means that /2( j ) forms the complement of {0, 1}, if the compression is realized by 
software. c'5(x) and #i(x) are defined by 
(cs(x), fr'(x)) =/ 1° ' )(m( cfp+2(x + a1), Cfp+stx + aj), c f p + 4(x + a,)), 
^(CfP+4(x + a2), c f p + s (x + a2), c f p + 6(x+a2)) , 
" j(cfp + 2(x+a3) , c f p + 3 (x+a 3 ) , c f p + 4(x+a 3)) , 
m(c f p(x+a4) , c f p + 1 (x+a 4 ) , c f p + 2(x+a4)), 
w(c f p + 2 (x + a5), c f p + 3 (x + a5), c f p + 4(x + a5)), ft(x)). 
The definition is similar to that in section 3. First we apply the majority func-
tion to each component block. These results and the first part of the qualifier of 
the cell are the values for the local transition function f{J), which delivers the new 
state of component c5 and the new first part of the qualifier. Again it is possible 
to change from / 2 0 ) to / p ' , because the template x + H1 contains enough information. 
Up to now we did not say anything about the K-se condition which must be 
modified, if the above real ¿-processor should correct errors. The modification is 
necessary because additionally to the error correction there are two further problems. 
1) We have a phase of compression. 
2) An error correction is not possible concerning the qualifier of a cell. 
In the first solution we have permitted that single cells may break down totally. 
Now such cells will interrupt the information-flow during the compression. Because 
of that the four right and left neighbours of these cells would hold up to four 
successive incorrect states in their components, i.e. an error correction is not pos-
sible. 
Fig. 7 shows the information-flow through one cell during compression, 'j [' 
denotes a block. The local transition functions of cells marked by 'X' deliver an 
incorrect state, because they work with at least one faulty argument. 1) shows the 
faulty cells if the left cell of a block is broken down, 2) shows these cells if the central 
cell of a block is broken down, and 3) shows these cells if the right cell of a block 
is broken down. 
Therefore the first modification of the K-se condition consists in that only 
single components of a cell may be incorrect. It is easy to see that the errors must 
have a distance of three, i.e. if cx is incorrect, c2 and c3 must be correct. Since the 
errors of a cell will be carried off.during the compression, the condition that only 
one cell of each area x+K (x£Z2) may be incorrect, cannot maintained. The 
second modification of the K-se • condition runs as follows. If a cell y€(x+AT) 
is incorrect all other cells of that region have to work correctly, i.e. they are only 
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Fig. 7 
Information-flow through one cell during compression 
allowed to take over the errors of cell y. If the qualifier of a cell is incorrect, in 
general that cell must be considered as totally broken down. Therefore we must 
demand that no errors occur in the qualifier of a cell. Only under this new stronger 
K-se condition the above /.-processor may correct errors. 
Theorem 2. Let K be the 21-element template of Fig. 3. Then the above L-
processor W2 corrects any errors if the stronger K-se condition holds. 
Since the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, we do not carry it out here 
again. 
5. Conclusions and outviews 
The primary objective of this paper has been to present suggestions for fault 
tolerant ¿-processors. The first solution is characterized by the following features: 
— A2=AX and <22 = 2 i X F P , i.e. the set of external states is not increased, 
— the real /.-processor 3I2 has exactly the same number of local transition 
functions as the simulated ¿-processor 91,, 
— 3t2 simulates in realtime, 
— 3I2 has a relatively large neighbourhood template of 21 elements. 
The features of the second solution are: 
— A2=A{ and Q2=QX~XFPXMZ, i.e. the set of external states of 3L2 is 
enlarged, too, 
— the real ¿-processor 3t2 has either the same number of local transition func-
tions as the simulated ¿-processor 31̂  (compression per hardware) or at 
. most one local transition function more than 3^ (compression per software), 
— 3t2 simulates in 5-slow, 
— N2=HU . . 
very strong K-se condition-
As shown above the second solution is not practicable for error correction, 
because the simulating ¿-processor must have nearly no errors. Therefore a fault 
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tolerant L-processor with von Neumann neighbourhood template has to use some 
different coding. 
It is easy to modify the above solutions so that the resulting ¿-processors 
may detect errors. 
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Abstract 
This paper treats the problem of designing L-processors with error correction capabilities. 
First such notions as configuration, real L-processor, X-separated error, and simulation are de-
fined. Then a fault tolerant real L-processor is introduced which simulates a given L-processor 
in real time. Next a fault tolerant real L-processor with von Neumann neighbourhood index is 
presented which simulates a given L-processor in 5-sIow. In both cases the original L-processors 
have a von Neumann template. Since an L-processor may be understood as a cellular space with 
Mealy-type cells, this approach may be considered as a generalization of the work of Nishio and 
Kobuchi. 
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